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FOREWORD 
This  volume c o n t a i n s  a number of papers  of g e n e r a l  i n t e r e s t  
t o  t h e  geode t i c  program a s  w e l l  a s  a series of papers  r e l a t i n g  
t o  GEOS-C. This  s a t e l l i t e  w i l l  be t h e  t h i r d  a c t i v e  s a t e l k i t e  
i n  t h e  Nat iona l  Geodetic S a t e l l i t e  Program and i s  planned for 
a launch i n  ca l enda r  year  1973. 
The g e n e r a l  i n t e r e s t  papers  a r e  p re sen ted  i n  S e c t i o n  I of 
t h i s  volume and those  r e l a t i n g  t o  GEOS-C a r e  presen ted  i n  
S e c t i o n  11. 
SECTION I 
General  
P e r t u r b a t i o n  of  GEOS-1 O r b i t  by S o l a r  Radia t ion  P re s su re  
L.  Wong 
R.  P r i s l i n  
Aerospace Corporat ion 
E 1 Segundo, C a l i f o r n i a  
June  15 ,  1970  
Prepared f o r  
Na t iona l  Aeronaut ics  and Space Adminis t ra t ion  
Perturbation of the GEOS-I Orbit bv Solar Radiation Pressure  
The geometry of solar  illumination on the CEOS-I orbit for January 2,  
1966 is  illustrated in figures l a ,  b, and c. For this date the pertinent 
parameters for calculating the perturbations due to radiation pressure 
a r e  given in table 1. 
Table 1 Eclipse Elements 
GEOS Elements Equatorial Ecliptic ' 
semi-major axis (a) = 8067 krn 
eccentricity (e) = .071 
inclination (i) = 59.3O 39.6" 
ascending node (0) = 332O -39" 
argument of perigee (a) = 1870 204" 
Position of Sun 
right ascension (@) 
obliquity of ecliptic ( c )  
longitude (A) 
Angles (refer  to figure 1)  
= 46" A - 
a 1 = JQ = 243O 
a = 27O 2 
a3 = 39O 
a t  entrance a t  exit  
into shadow f r o m  snadow 
ecliptic longitude 105.40 
t rue  anomaly (8) -104.6O 
I 9 t - e  138.4" 
Radiation p res su re  produces both periodic and secular  pertui-batioizs 
on the GEOS orbit. In figure l c ,  the solid a r c  over which the elernei~t  
of work, dW = F 0 ds ,  i s  positive exceeds the dashed pa r t  over whicli 
d7N i s  negative. Hence energy i s  added to the orbi t  and tile r e  is  a net 
change in the semi-major  ax is ,  a. The rate  of change of a is  given 
by Moulton (1 9 14) 
da - 
P 
- - 
d t [e s in  8 R + ( l t e  cos a )  S ]  
n Q  
where P i s  the period, R and S a r e  respectively the accelerat ions 
along and perpendicular to the radius in the orbi t  plane, e i s  the 
eccentricity,  and 8 the t rue  anomaly. Wyatt (1 963) has  shown that 
the change in period is  given by 
e 
exit 
AP = 1 . 4 0 ~ 1 0  -7 D~~~ W sin i1 
'p- (1 1 (1 -e)  
ente s 
where for the GEQS satellite: 
2 2 
D~ = area lmass  = 1.23 m /175kg = .07 crn Jgm 
sin i' = sin (90-a2) = '89 
8 
cos ( B t e )  exit 
= .34 
L1-t-e cos el, 
enter 
Substituting into (1 ) results in the dimensionless ratio 
C o m ~ a r i s o n  with Numerical interrat ion 
Figure  2 shows the perturbations inthe osculating semi-major  axis 
obtained by numerically integrating the variational equations (for 
y = l o m 8 ,  dimensionless) 
-, 
where 2 i s  the graviatioriai accelei-ation and e Is a ~ n i i  vector 
away f r o m  the sun, C the radiation p res su re  constani a i  the 
P 
ear th ,  and g the conversiori factor f r o m  riiass to weight. A 1 . ~ x - 2 ~  
periodic oscillation su;?eriniposed on a niuch slmaller secuiar  
change of , 0 3 6  m e t e r s  per  revol-iition i s  observed. The scculai* 
change in period i s  
2 - 9 T h e v a l u e o f  y c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o D  = . 0 7 c m  / g m i s  5 . 8 ~  1 0  and S 
-8 
not 10 a s  had been assumed in the integration of equation ( 3 ) .  
Taking . 58 t imes the r ight  side of (4) gives the value f r o m  nuxic2i- 
ca l  integration 
which should be compared with the result of equation (2). 
As a further cornpaxison, the along track perturbation, T, from 
-8 
numerical integration (again with y = 10 ) for the las t  3 revolutions 
of a 6-day interval i s  shown in figure 3. The secular change over 
one period is  seen to be approximately 26 meters/revslutiola, From 
(4) the expected change is 
where N is  the total number of revolutions in 6 days, v i s  the orbital 
velocity. Using v = 6600 rn/sec. N = 70, and% = 7. 9 x l o m 9  (7200 s e c )  
one obtains A T  26.3  meters / rev  which agrees rather well with the 
graphical results. 
Conclusions 
It appears that the perturbation calculation agrees with the numerical 
integration to within 5 o r  10 percent which is quite good. It is interesting 
that the periodic effects on the major axis a r e  much larger than the 
secular effects per revolution. 
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The O r b i t  of Pageos t h r o u g h  March 1 9 7 0  
B .  Chovi tz  
J.  Lucas 
ESSA - CEGS 
R o c k v i l l e ,  Maryland 20852 
P r e s e n t e d  t o  t h e  GEOS-2 Review Conference ,  NASA Goddard Space 
F l i g h t  C e n t e r ,  G r e e n b e l t ,  Maryland, June  2 2  - 2 4 ,  1 9 7 0  
The O r b i t  o f  Pageos th rough  March 1 9 7 0  
B. Chovi tz  
J. Lucas 
ESSA - CEGS 
1. This  s t u d y  w a s  m o t i v a t e d  by t h e  need f o r  p r e c i s e  pre-, 
d i c t i o n s  f o r  Pageos. G e o d e t i c a l l y ,  Pageos h a s  s e r v e d  a s  a 
t a r g e t  f o r  c o n c u r r e n t  o b s e r v a t i o n s  by cameras p l a c e d  a t  
s t a t i o n s  i n  t h e  geomet r i c  worldwide s a t e l l i t e  triangulation 
network.  To p o i n t  t h e  cameras c o r r e c t l y ,  t h e  s t a t i o n s  r e -  
q u i r e  o r b i t a l  p r e d i c t i o n s  which ,  f o r  l o g i s t i c a l  r e a s o n s ,  m u s t  
be computed 14 t o  2 1  days  i n  advance .  The d i f f i c u l t  p a r t  o f  
a p r e d i c t i o n  i s  t h e  d e t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  
s a t e l l i t e  a l o n g  i t s  o r b i t - - t h a t  i s ,  t h e  t i m i n g  o f  t h e  pre- 
d i c t i o n s .  Because t h e  E a r t h  i s  r o t a t i n g ,  a n  e r r o r  o f  1 
minute  i n  t i m e  moves a  s t a t i o n  by a n  a r c  o f  ( 1 5 ' )  cos$ ,  
o r  a b o u t  1 0 '  o f  a r c  f o r  a  s t a t i o n  a t  45' l a t i t u d e .  On a 
photograph t a k e n  by a  450mm camera,  t h i s  would c a u s e  t h e  
t r a i l  o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  t o  m i s s  t h e  c e n t e r  o f  t h e  p l a t e  by 
1 . 3  mm--a n o n - n e g l i g i b l e  amount. For  t h i s  r e a s o n ,  it i s  i m -  
p o r t a n t  t o  o b t a i n  t h e  t i m e  o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e ' s  p r e d i c t e d  
p o s i t i o n  t o  w i t h i n  a  few seconds .  For  a s a t e l l i t e  l i k e  Geos 
t h i s  i s  a f a i r l y  t r i v i a l  problem, b u t  f o r  a  1 0 0  f t .  d i a m e t e r  
b a l l o o n  it i s  n o t .  
The Keple r ian  e lement  which i s  c r u c i a l  i n  de t e rmin ing  
t h e  p r e d i c t i o n  o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e ' s  p o s i t i o n  i s  t h e  semi-major 
a x i s ,  a .  - This  s t u d y  has  t h e r e f o r e  c o n c e n t r a t e d  on t h i s  pa r -  
t i c u l a r  e lement .  The h i s t o r y  o f  - a i s ,  o f  c o u r s e ,  e q u i v a l e n t  
t o  t h a t  o f  t h e  p e r i o d  - P,  o r  t h e  mean motion n_, s i n c e  t h e y  
are c o n s t r a i n e d  t o g e t h e r  by Kepler" t h i r d  l a w .  I f  t h i s  
h i s t o r y  can be exp l a ined  s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  by p h y s i c a l  mechanisms, 
t h e n  twofo ld  b e n e f i t s  w i l l  a c c r u e :  p r e d i c t i o n s  can be made 
more a c c u r a t e ,  and knowledge o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e ' s  environment 
will be augmented. 
2, Pageos was launched on June  2 4 ,  1 9 6 6  i n  an  a lmos t  c i r c u l a r  
o r b i t  a t  a n  i n c l i n a t i o n  o f  87O. I t s  semi-major a x i s ,  s t a r t i n g  
a t  1 0 6 1 5  km, h a s  r e ached  a minimum o f  10545 km and i s  c u r r e n t l y  
(1 June 1970)  10558 la. A n e a r  z e r o  i n i t i a l  e c c e n t r i c i t y  
b u i l t  up t o  abou t  0 . 2 ,  and i s  now 0 . 1 4 .  
The c h i e f  i n f l u e n c e  on t h e  semi-major a x i s  o f  Pageos 
i s  d i r e c t  s o l a r  r a d i a t i o n  p r e s s u r e  ( s . r . p . ) .  I f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  
i s  s u n l i t  du r i ng  a n  e n t i r e  r e v o l u t i o n ,  t h e  p e r t u r b a t i o n  i s  
s h o ~ t - p e r i o d i c  w i t h  no buildup--thus e f f e c t i v e l y  ze ro .  How- 
e\7er, i f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  i s  i n  t h e  E a r t h ' s  shadow p a r t  o f  t h e  
t i m e ,  t h e  p e r t u r b a t i o n  w i l l  b u i l d  up a t  a r a t e  depending on 
the e c c e n t r i c i t y ,  t h e  o r i e n t a t i o n  o f  t he  s u n ' s  r a y s  t o  t h e  
o r b i t a l  p l a n e ,  and t h e  assymmetry o f  p e r i g e e  w i t h  r e s p e d t o  
the shadow i n t e r v a l .  Because o f  t h e  r e g u l a r i t y  o f  change 
o f  t h e s e  c o n d i t i o n s ,  t h e  part-shadow and t o t a l - s u n l i t  r evo lu -  
t i o n s  f a l l  e x c l u s i v e l y  w i t h i n  we l l -de f ined  i n t e r v a l s .  Pageos 
was launched w i t h i n  a n  a l l - s u n l i t  i n t e r v a l ,  and ha s  gone 
th rough  9 complete  c y c l e s  o f  a l l - s u n  and part-shadow. On 
June  3 ,  1970,  it e n t e r e d  i t s  1 0 t h  part-shadow i n t e r v a l .  
The above remarks on t h e  e f f e c t  o f  d i r e c t  s o l a r  r a d i a t i o n  
p r e s s u r e  on - a  ho ld  under  t h e  assumpt ions  t h a t  t h e  s o l a r  f a r c e  
i s  c o n s t a n t ,  and a c t s  on a s u r f a c e  whose c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  
do n o t  change--in p a r t i c u l a r  t h e  c r o s s - s e c t i o n a l  a r e a  pe r -  
p e n d i c u l a r  t o  t h e  s u n ' s  r a y s .  It i s  now f a i r l y  w e l l  e s t a b l i s h e d  
C11 t h a t  Pageos h a s  t h e  form o f  a  p r o l a t e  e l l i p s o i d  which 
i s  n o t  o n l y  r o t a t i n g  b u t  wobbling as w e l l .  
3 .  Empir ica l  d e t e r m i n a t i o n s  o f  t h e  Pageos o r b i t  have been 
performed weekly by t h e  Coast  and Geodet ic  Survey s i n c e  
December 1 9 6 6 ,  u s i ng  o p t i c a l  o b s e r v a t i o n s  p rov ided  by t h e  SAO 
Baker-Nunn, CEGS BC-4 ,  and t h e  NASA MOTS cameras. These 
seven-day a r c s  a r e  i n t e r n a l l y  c o n s i s t e n t  t o  abou t  1 minute  o f  
a r c  t o p o c e n t r i c ,  b u t  i n  many i n s t a n c e s  a d j a c e n t  a r c s  f a i l e d  
t o  meet.  The re fo r e ,  it w a s  nece s sa ry  t o  r e a d j u s t  t h e  a v a i l a b l e  
d a t a  i n  l o n g e r  a r c s  u s i n g  a more compl ica ted  e m p i r i c a l  model, 
The a v a i l a b l e  t r a c k i n g  d a t a  c o n s i s t e d  o f  61,572 o p t i c a l  
(. 
o b s e r v a t i o n s  o f  t h e  s o - c a l l e d  " f i e l d - r educed"  t y p e  cove r ing  
t h e  p e r i o d  from 1 6  J u l y  1 9 6 6  th rough  3 A p r i l  1970. Of t h e s e  
2 9 , 6 2 2  were o b t a i n e d  by t h e  NASA cameras ,  1 6 , 8 3 4  came from 
SAO, and 14 ,916  from C E G S .  These d a t a  were d i v i d e d  i n t o  
t r a c t a b l e  segments ,  8 9  i n  a l l ,  c o v e r i n g  t i m e  spans  which v a r i e d  
f r c m  1 5  t o  35  days w i t h  a t  l e a s t  seven days o v e r l a p  between 
a d j a c e n t  segments .  
A d i f f e r e n t i a l  o r b i t  improvement program s i m i l a r  t o  t h a t  
o f  SAO was used t o  o b t a i n  2 5  polynomial  pa ramete r s  which de- 
s c r i b e  t h e  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h e  o r b i t a l  e l ements  w, Q, g, i., and 
M --- i n  o r d e r  t o  o b t a i n  t h e  b e s t  f i t ,  i n  t h e  l e a s t  s q u a r e s  s e n s e ,  
to t h e  t r a c k i n g  d a t a .  The mean motion n  - r e s u l t s  from ex- 
+ L r ~ c t i n g  t h e  d e r i v a t i v e  o f  M, and t h e  semi-major a x i s  was t h e n  
computed from K o z a i ' s  formula .  E i g h t  o f  t h e  2 5  pa ramete r s  
were a l l o c a t e d  t o  M, t h i s  b e i n g  t h e  maximum number o f  pa ramete r s  
that t h e  program w i l l  p e r m i t  f o r  any s i n g l e  e l e m e n t ,  s o  t h a t  
the d e r i v e d  semi-major a x i s  i s  e x p r e s s e d  by a 6 t h  d e g r e e  
polynomial  i n  t i m e .  During i n t e r v a l s  when t h e  s a t e l l i t e  w a s  
c o n s t a n t l y  i n  s u n l i g h t  t h i s  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  was a d e q u a t e  t o  
f i t  a l l  o b s e r v a t i o n s  o v e r  35 day a r c s ,  and l o n g e r  a r c s  c o u l d  
p robab ly  have  been used .  Most o f  t h e  part-shadow i n t e r v a l s  
were f i t t e d  i n  2 1  day a r c s ,  b u t  t h e  most r e c e n t  shadow p e r i o d ,  
December 1 9 6 9  t o  March 1 9 7 0 ,  showed such  a n  i n c r e a s e d  f requency  
o f  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  a  - t h a t  1 5  day a r c s  had t o  be  employed. The 
mean o f  t h e  s t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n s  o f  a l l  f i t s  w a s  9 5  seconds 
o f  a r c  t o p o c e n t r i c .  
The semi-major a x i s  ob t a ined  by t h i s  method i s  d i s -  
p layed i n  F ig .  1 . 
4 .  The t h e o r e t i c a l  o r b i t  ( F i g .  2) i s  o b t a i n e d  by numer ica l  
i n t e g r a t i o n  from i n i t i a l  c o n d i t i o n s  w i thou t  ad jus tment  t o  
obse rvaTions .  The o r b i t  program employed i s  a  r e v i s i o n  and 
e x t e n s i o n  o f  ROPP (Rapid O r b i t  P r e d i c t i o n  Program) p r epa red  
o r i g i n a l l y  by TRW f o r  NASA. ROPP computes by means o f  a  
v a r i a b l e  s t e p  s i z e  Adams-Moulton i n t e g r a t i o n  t e chn ique  which 
i s  ve ry  f a s t .  For a s t a b l e  o r b i t  l i k e  Pageos s t e p  s i z e s  are 
from 1 / 4  o f  a day t o  o v e r  2 days.  The ROPP p h y s i c a l  models 
accoun t  f o r  t h e  fo l l owing  e f f e c t s :  
o b l a t e n e s s :  J 2 ,  J: 
o t h e r  g r a v i t a t i o n a l  t e rms :  J3, J4 
sun and moon 
s . r . p .  
Although ROPP c o n t a i n s  a d rag  model, t h e  d e n s i t y  va lue s  
a r e  assumed ze ro  above 1 0 0 0  km a l t i t u d e ,  so  any p o s s i b l e  d r a g  
e f f e c t  i s  n o t  t a k e n  i n t o  accoun t .  
Only s . r . p .  d u r i n g  t h e  part--shadow p e r i o d s  c a u s e s  any 
f l u c t u a t i o n s  i n  t h e  semi-major a x i s -  
The e x a c t  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  t h e  change i n  - a  o v e r  a  s a t e l l i t e  
r z v o l l i t i o n  i.s well-known (e.g, [ 2 ] > a n d  can be  e x p r e s s e d  a s :  
Aa = K c o s J  CcosB(cos E - c o s  E 1 1 2 l 
vlzzre K- i s  a  c o n s t a n t  (based  on t h e  p r e v i o u s l y  s t a t e d  as- 1 
svmptions o f  cons tancy  o f  s o l a r  f o r c e ,  and i s o t r o p y  o f  s a t -  
e l l i t e ) ,  J i s  t h e  a n g l e  between t h e  s u n ' s  r a y s  and t h e  o r b i t a l  
plane, S i s  t h e  a n g l e  between s a t e l l i t e  p e r i g e e  and t h e  s u n ' s  
rzjs ~ r o j e c t e d  on t h e  o r b i t a l  p l a n e ,  and El and E g  a r e  t h e  
e c c e n t r i c  anomal ies  o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  a t  shadow e x i t  and en- 
t r2?eeS  T h i s  i s  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  programmed i n t o  ROPP. 
low e c c e n t r i c i t y  s a t e l l i t e  (which i n c l u d e s  
P a g 5 o a )  it i s  r e a s o n a b l e  t o  develop (1) t o  t h e  f i r s t - o r d e r  i n  
e, o b t a i n i n g  [ 3 3  
a  p o s i t i v e  c o n s t a n t ,  and a  p o s i t i v e  q u a n t i t y  
based on t h e  dependence o f  t h e  shadow i n t e r s e c t i o n s  on t h e  
scale o f  t h e  o r b i t  ( i . e . ,  - a )  and on t h e  i n c l i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  
sun's r a y s  t o  t h e  o r b i t a l  p l a n e .  ( 2 )  i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  Aa h a s  
i t s  maximum d e c r e a s e  ( i n c r e a s e )  a t  = 9 0 °  ( = 2 7 0 ° ) .  F u r t h e r -  
more C31 ( w i t h  - a  e x p r e s s e d  i n  u n i t s  o f  e a r t h  r a d i i )  
a2 - 1 ) 1 / 2  f ( a , J )  = g ( a >  ( 1 -  
a  c o s  J 
where J v a r i e s  from some v a l u e  Jo ( 0  < Jo < 9 0 ° )  a t  shadow 
i n t e r s e c t i o n  t o  0 when t h e  s u n ' s  r a y s  a r e  p a r a l l e l  t o  t h e  
o r b i t a l  p l a n e .  The e s s e n t i a l  p o i n t  i s  t h a t  f ( a ,  J )  changes 
i n  t h e  same d i r e c t i o n  as c o s  J a s  J d e c r e a s e s  from J, t o  0, 
s o  t h a t  w e  can  w r i t e  
Aa = - h ( a , J )  e  s inB c o s  J 
where h  i s  a  p o s i t i v e  q u a n t i t y .  
5 .  F i g .  3 ( t h e  combinat ion  of F i g s .  1 & 2 )  i n d i c a t e s  
e m p h a t i c a l l y  t h e  inadequacy o f  t h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  model. The 
d i s c r e p a n c i e s  a r e  b e t t e r  d i s p l a y e d  on F i g .  4 i n  which t h e  
long- term d r i f t  i s  e l i m i n a t e d  by r u n n i n g  independen t  t h e o r e t i c a l  
models o v e r  a s i n g l e  shadow-sun c y c l e ,  assuming c o i n c i d e n c e  
w i t h  r e a l i t y  a t  t h e  s t a r t  o f  each c y c l e .  There a r e  t h r e e  
main d i s c r e p a n c i e s  o f  t h e  r e a l  c u r v e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  
t h e o r e t i c a l  cu rve :  
(I). t h e  downward s l o p e  o f  t h e  r e a l  c u r v e  d u r i n g  t h e  
s u n l i t  p e r i o d .  
:IT). t h e  " shr inkage"  o f  t h e  r e a l  cu rve  dur ing  shadow, 
and h e i g h t  of  t h e  c u r v e  a t  shadow end. 
(1111. t h e  bumps on t h e  r e a l  cu rve  du r ing  shadow 
( ~ ~ 3 i c ? 1  show up b e t t e r  a s  h igh-f requency v a r i a t i o n s  on t h e  
c?a/d-: c ~ r v e  1. 
There a r e  t h r e e  p o s s i b l e  c ause s  f o r  t h e s e  d i s c r e p a n c i e s :  
(a3 E a r t h - r e f l e c t e d  r a d i a t i o n  p r e s s u r e  ( e . r . p . 1  
C58 Atmospheric d r ag .  
!.el Non-isotropy o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  s . r . p .  
3- ~ , r . p .  i s  ve ry  d i f f i c u l t  t o  model a d e q u a t e l y ,  Wyatt has  
g i v e n  a formula  C41 which can  be w i t t e n  a s :  
Aa = - K3 e c o s J  s inB ( 4 1  
and "ri~r C53 o b t a i n e d  s i m i l a r  r e s u l t s  by employing an e m p i r i c a l  
expression, The correspondence  o f  t h i s  formula  w i t h  ( 3 )  
should be no ted .  Both a r e  i n  t h e  same d i r e c t i o n .  Wyatt e s -  
timated t h a t  e . r , p .  was abou t  1 0 %  o f  s . ~ . p .  P r i o r  has  been 
t h e  o n l y  one t o  t r y  t o  e x p l a i n  observed o r b i t a l  changes by 
e,r,p,, b u t  h e  d i d  n o t  a t t e m p t  t h i s  f o r  - a because  he  f e a r e d  
conraminat ion by d r ag .  
The e x p l i c a t i o n  o f  a p h y s i c a l  mechanism f o r  d r ag  a t  
Pageos h e i g h t  i s  p robab ly  even more d i f f i c u l t  t h a n  f o r  e . r . p ,  
Density v a r i a t i o n s  w i t h  t ime  a r e  much more extreme t h a n  a t  
Zowzr a l t i t u d e s ,  and whatever  d r a g  e f f e c t  e x i s t s  i s  undoubtedly  
q u i t e  s m a l l  compared t o  t h e  unmodelled v a r i a t i o n s  i n  s . r . p .  
The most e x h a u s t i v e  s t u d y  c a r r i e d  o u t  t h u s  f a r  on t h i s  sub- 
j e c t  1 6 1  i s  p e s s i m i s t i c  on o b t a i n i n g  a n  a tmospher ic  d e n s i t y  
model a t  t h i s  a l t i t u d e .  
The consequences o f  t h e  non- i so t ropy  o f  Pageos have 
been d i s c u s s e d  i n  d e t a i l  by Smith and Fea 171. I n  b r i e f ,  the 
e l l i p t i c i t y  o f  t h e  b a l l o o n ,  i t s  r o t a t i o n ,  and t h e  p r e c e s s i o n  
o f  t h e  r o t a t i o n a l  a x i s  a l l  combine t o  make t h e  q u a n t i t y  Kl 
i n  (1) va ry  p e r i o d i c a l l y  w i t h  t ime .  
F i g u r e  4  beg ins  a  few days a f t e r  l aunch  a t  t h e  s t a r t  o f  
t h e  f i r s t  shadow p e r i o d .  The shape o f  Aa i n  t h e  shadow i s  
b a s i c a l l y  determined by B. For each  shadow p e r i o d  s t a r t i n g  
w i th  t h e  t h i r d ,  B beg in s  l a r g e r  t h a n  180° ,  and d e c r e a s e s  t o  
a  v a l u e  l e s s  t h a n  180° a t  t h e  end o f  t h e  shadow i n t e r v a l ,  
The curve  changes d i r e c t i o n  a t  B = 180°.  
According t o  ( 4 ) ,  du r ing  t h e  s u n l i t  p e r i o d s  e . r . p .  should  
round o u t  h o r i z o n t a l  p a r t s  o f  t h e  cu rve  i n  accordance  w i t h  
t h e  v a l u e  o f  f3, b u t  t h e  e f f e c t  w i l l  b e  f l a t t e n e d  somewhat 
due t o  J which a t t a i n s  a maximum i n  t h e  middle o f  t h e  s u n l i t  
p e r i o d .  During t h e  shadow p e r i o d s ,  comparison o f  ( 4 )  w i t h  ( 3 )  
i n d i c a t e s  t h a t  e . r . p .  shou ld  m a n i f e s t  i t s e l f  by augmenting t h e  
change i n  - a  due t o  s . r . p .  P r i o r  C51 h a s  p o i n t e d  o u t  t h i s  
should  be e q u i v a l e n t  t o  i n c r e a s i n g  K i n  ( 1 ) .  Thus t h e  1 
e f f e c t  o f  ( 4 )  can be  s imu la t ed  by i n c r e a s i n g  K1. 
The a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  e , r . p , ,  e i t h e r  by a p p l y i n g  ( 4 1 ,  o r  
uy  easing K1 i s  n o t  s u c c e s s f u l  i n  e x p l a i n i n g  t h e  b u l k  
o f  J f sc7?epanc ies  ( 2 )  and (11). For example, t h e  f i r s t  s u n l i t  
;qr--vdJ a i n  F i g .  4 shows a convex shape  which i s  e x a c t l y  
3 p 2 o s i r ~  t h e  e f f e c t  e . r . p .  shou ld  produce  o v e r  t h e  f i r s t  h a l f  
Cf bleo ~ n t e r v a l  i n  accordance  w i t h  t h e  c u r r e n t  v a l u e s  o f  6. 
The ")-?e3 (11) d i s c r e p a n c i e s  i n  t h e  6 t h ,  eth, and 9 t h  shadow 
i n t c ? z ~ l s  go c o u n t e r  t o  t h e  expec ted  e . r . p .  e f f e c t ;  i f  K1 i s  
i n ?  ?=a;tdd,  t h e  d i s c r e p a n c y  becomes worse. I n  t h e  5 t h  shadow 
i- r e i y l d : _ ,  a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  K w i l l  c a u s e  t h e  r e a l  and t h e o r e t i c a l  1 
? ~ E K S  t3 approach c o i n c t d e n c e ,  b u t  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  a t  t h e  end 
af the shadow p e r i o d  i s  i n c r e a s e d .  
E - n - p -  a p p a r e n t l y  f a i l s  t o  d e l i v e r  any h e l p  a s  a  pos- 
e -, 
s ? , - e  p l y s i c a l  mechanism f o r  e i t h e r  of t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e a s o n s :  
t?is ? r e s e n t  a p p l i c a t i o n  of  e . r . p . ,  e i t h e r  th rough  (4) o r  by 
r Z j c 1 s t i n g  Kl i s  n o t  a  s u f f i c i e n t l y  a c c u r a t e  model; o r ,  e . r . p .  
i s  ~ f f e z t l v e l y  masked by o t h e r  p e r t u r b a t i o n s .  ( 4 )  i s  p robab ly  
r o j  a ~ e a l i s t i c  model f o r  e . r . p .  because  t h e  Ear th"  a l b e d o  
i s  t r e a t e d  t h e r e  a s  a  c o n s t a n t ,  and a l b e d o  v a r i e s  w i t h  p o s i t i o n  
an? time. However, Wyatt C31 h a s  shown t h a t  a l l  o f  t h e  
J~I'LJUS e . r . p .  models h e  has  drawn up t e n d  t o  produce  t h e  same 
as;,p2 ri-L-ucie, Fur thermore ,  P r i o r  [ 5 1  h a s  s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  c o r r e l a t e d  
d i s c r z p a n c i e s  i n  argument o f  p e r i g e e  and e c c e n t r i c i t y  o f  Pageos 
bascc cn t h i s  e . r . p .  model. Hence, it a p p e a r s  more n a t u r a l  
t o  blame t h e  f a i l u r e  o f  e . r . p .  i n  e x p l a i n i n g  t h e  v a r i a t i o n s  
i n  - a  on t h e  masking by e i t h e r  d r ag  o r  n o n - i s o t r o p i c  s . r , p ,  
O f  t h e s e ,  o n l y  d r ag  a c t s  i n  t h e  s u n l i t  i n t e r v a l s .  I n  
t h e  l a r g e ,  t h a t  i s ,  o v e r  t h e  whole 3-11'2 y e a r  p e r i o d ,  t h e  
s e p a r a t i o n  o f  t h e  rea l  and t h e o r e t i c a l  cu rve s  (F ig .  3)  points 
t o  d r ag .  Some o f  t h i s ,  however, may b e  a s c r i b e d  t o  t h e  i n -  
f l u e n c e  o f  t h e  changes i n  t h e  o t h e r  o r b i t a l  e l ements .  The 
f a c t  t h a t  t h e  two cu rves  beg in  t o  d i v e r g e  a p p r e c i a b l y  on ly  
a f t e r  p e r i g e e  h e i g h t  ha s  lowered t o  abou t  2 2 0 0  km would be  
a n a t u r a l  consequence o f  d r ag .  On t h e  o t h e r  hand,  o v e r  i n -  
d i v i d u a l  i n t e r v a l s ,  d r ag  i s  even l e s s  s u c c e s s f u l  as a n  ex- 
p l a n a t i o n .  Although t h e  t y p e  (11) d i s c r e p a n c i e s  o f  t h e  6 t h ,  
8 t h ,  and 9 t h  shadow i n t e r v a l s  cou ld  be  a s c r i b e d  t o  d r a g ,  t h e  
2nd, 5 t h  and 7 th  i n t e r v a l  d i s c r e p a n c i e s  r e v e r s e  themse lves  
i n  t h i s  r e s p e c t .  It  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  conce ive  o f  a  mix o f  e,r,p* 
and d r ag  mechanisms t o  accoun t  f o r  t h e s e  appa ren t  c o n t r a -  
d i c t i o n s .  
The t y p e  (I) d i s c r e p a n c i e s ,  which a t  f i r s t  g l a n c e  might 
appear  t h e  e a s i e s t  t o  e x p l a i n  by d r ag ,  a r e  a c t u a l l y  t h e  anes  
which a r e  most mys t i f y ing  i n  t h i s  r e s p e c t .  The downward 
s e c u l a r  t r e n d  i n  each c a s e  would seem t o  be most n a t u r a l l y  
a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  d r ag .  But t h e  s l o p e s  o f  t h e  cu rve  du r ing  
t h e  f i r s t  and second s u n l i t  i n t e r v a l s  a t  p e r i g e e  h e i g h t s  
?300 km and 2 7 0 0  km, r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  a r e  much s t e e p e r  t h a n  a t  
later s u n l i t  i n t e r v a l s  w i t h  p e r i g e e  h e i g h t s  a t  a round 2 2 0 0  km, 
F i n a l l y ,  t h e r e  remains  cons ide ra - t ion  o f  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  
r ~ c r - i s c l r r o p y  o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  on s . r , p ,  S i n c e  s . r . p .  i s  by 
far th; predominant  e f f e c t  i n  t h e  shadow i n t e r v a l s ,  it i s  
p l a u s i n l e  t h a t  v a r i a t i o n s  i n  t h i s  model c o u l d  e f f e c t i v e l y  
mask a l l  o t h e r  p o s s i b l e  s o u r c e s  o f  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  i n  - a .  The 
z l -eory  o f  E71 h a s  been proposed s p e c i f i c a l l y  i n  o r d e r  t o  ex- 
plain d i s c r e p a n c y  (111). N o  d e f i n i t i v e  r e s u l t s  have  been ob- 
~ 3 f i l e d  y e t ,  b u t  t h e  proposed mechanism 2s i n g e n i o u s ,  c r e d i b l e  
and promis ing.  It i s  t h e  o n l y  one o f  t h e  t h r e e  mechanisms 
- w i , r c h  .,& a zould  p o s s i b l y  e x p l a i n  t h e  a p p a r e n t  randomness of  t h e  
s e p a r a t i o n  between r e a l  and t h e o r e t i c a l  - a  a t  t h e  end o f  t h e  
shadow p e r i o d .  The end o f  shadow i s  a r b i t r a r y  w i t h  r e s p e c t  
t o  -the phase  o f  t h e  h igh- f requency  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  due t o  t h e  
Smi-tk-Fea mechanism, and c u t  o f f  w i t h i n  a c y c l e  w i l l  y i e l d  
a n  a d d i t i o n  o r  s u b t r a c t i o n  o f  ene rgy  i n  a  r a t h e r  random 
fz.shlon.  However, it i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  s e e  how t h i s  mechanism 
cat. s z t i s f y  d i s c r e p a n c y  (1) o r  t h e  o v e r a l l  s h r i n k a g e  i n  some 
cases o f  d i s c r e p a n c y  (111. 
6, A t  p r e s e n t ,  t h e  b e h a v i o r  o f  t h e  semi-major a x i s  o f  Pageos 
canr:ot be a n a l y z e d  w e l l  enough s o  t h a t  t h e  o r b i t  can b e  
p r e c i s e l y  p r e d i c t e d .  Drag and c u r r e n t  models o f  e . r . p .  do 
n o t  answer s a t i s f a c t o r i l y  any o f  t h e  obse rved  d i s c r e p a n c i e s .  
The t h e o r y  o f  Smith and Fea C73 based  on t h e  assumpt ion  o f  
non- i so t ropy  o f  t h e  b a l l o o n  t o  t h e  s u n ' s  r a y s  seems t o  be  t h e  
most promis ing  v e h i c l e  f o r  e x p l a i n i n g  t h e  p e r i o d i c  variations 
i n  t h e  shadow i n t e r v a l ,  and t h e  t o t a l  change o f  - a o v e r  -the 
shadow i n t e r v a l .  
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ABSTRACT 
Previous studies of the orbital accelerations of the high altitude balloon 
satellites, Pageos and 1963-30D have shown the existence of perturbations that 
appear to be related to solar radiation pressure but of unknown mechanism, 
The normal method of computing the radiation perturbations assumes the ef- 
fective shape of the spacecraft to  be spherical but in the present paper an in- 
vestigation is undertaken to a s sess  the pedurbations that may a r i se  when the 
satellite has an ellipsoidal shape and the radiation scattered by the spaeec rd t  
is no longer symmetric about the line joining the satellite and the sun. Consid- 
eration is given to both diffuse and specular reflection. The study indicates 
that a slowly precessing rotation axis might explain the anomalous accelera- 
tions found in the ear l ie r  studies. 
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RADUTION PRESSURE EFFECTS ON THE ACCELERATION 
OF HIGH ALTITUDE: BALLOON SATELLITES 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent studies by Fea (Reference 1) and Fea and Smith (Reference 2)  have 
shown the existence of an unexplained perturbation of the acceleration of two 
high altitude spacecraft. Both the spacecraft a r e  balloon satellites of large area 
to mass  ratio arad inReferences 1 and 2 it was suggested that the unexplained 
acceleration might be associated with o r  caused by solar radiation pressure,  
Figures 1 and 2, taken fromTxeferences 1 and 2, show the predicted and 
observed accelerations of Pageos (1966-56A) and Dash 2 (1963-30D), The 
difference between the computed and observed accelerations is the mewlained 
perturbation. Inspection of Figures 1 and 2 indicates several important features 
of the perturbation. Firstly, the perturbation is periodic; secondly, the ger-  
turbation is only present when part  of the orbit is in shadow (or the amplitude 
is considerably reduced), thirdly, the amplitude of the perturbation is compar- 
able to the perturbation by solar radiation pressure, and fourthly, the period of 
the perturbation is decreasing. 
There is evidence(References 3 and 4) that one of the satellites showing 
this anomalous acceleration (Pageos) is no longer spherical and that i t  is 
probably shaped like a prolate spheroid. If this is true, the major assumption 
made in calculating the radiation pressure  perturbations, namely, that the 
;: radiation scattered by the s~tellite is symrn-rstrical about the satellite-sun 
s i l t . ,  Tad linger holds, In s ~ u e h c i r e u m s l a ~ ~ ~ e e s  it mu t be eqeeted that additional 
gjc -ridrtxx&ions of the orbit will arise, 
.n 'rk,e present paper the perturbations to the semi-major axis of the orbit 
24 * s21~91ite having the shape of a prolate spheroid are developed, The satel- 
' , ' i  f c :  zssurned So be rotating about lhe major or a minor axis of the spheroid 
r 11-1 g9riod considerably less than &he period of revolution sf the satellite 
z i  3111 eht. Earth, Sunlight scattered by the satellite is assumed do he reflected 
ly (according to LambertTs law) and specularBy. 
*--  l X  
I\ I,IDEIUT AND REFLECTED MDIATION 
Let the satellite have the shape sf a prolate spheroid whose surface is 
cjcscribe~d by the equation 
si ?ere a, is the semi-major axis (polar radius) 
I-, is the semi-minos axis (equatorial radius) 
am4 t n e  origin of the coordinate system is at the center of the spheroid with the 
P - axis corresponding to the polar radius a d  the x and y axes lying in the 
2yc:a",or, Let the angle between the a - axis and the  sun be B ,  then the shape of 
;:w cross-section normal to the sm-satellik line is an ellipse of area A ( B )  where 
A < O )  = n b , d  12 1 
where 
If the satellite is spinning about its major axis then the average cross-sectional 
a r e a  over one revolution of the satellite is A(O) and the incident solar  flux, F,, 
is given by 
where 5 is the solar  constant in e rg  e m -  see- 
c is the velocity of light in cm see- 
If, however, the satellite is rotating about a minor axis  making an angle e "With 
the sun-satellite line then A(0) is a function of time and we need i t s  average 
value, 
Let A(O 9 be the average value of A(0) then 
where w is the angle between the sun-rotation axis plane and the major axis of 
the satellite-rotation axis  plane (see Figure 3). From Figure 3 we obtain 
cos O = s i n  0' cos w 
and hence 
Substituting for d from Equation 3 and for B from Equation 6 leads to 
The solution to Equation (8) is a hypergeometric function, and can be written a s  
The average incident solar flux on a prolate spheroid rotating about a minor 
axis can therefore be written 
If the satellite were spherical the solar radiation that is reflected speeularly 
would be distributed evenly over the entire unit sphere surrounding the satellite, 
If, however, the satellite is prolate o r  oblate there will be a direction about which 
the specular reflection will be largely symmetric and which will be the effective 
direction of any forces arising from the specular reflection. This direclioln will, 
for  reasons of symmetry, l ie  in the plane containing the rotation axis of the 
satellite and the sun. We now make the f i rs t  major assumption; that the effective 
direction of reflection of the specular flux is determined by Snellls law on f i e  
incident ray that passes through the center of the satellite (see Figure 4). We 
also make the assumption that the magnitude of the flux reflected in this direction 
approximates to that which would be reflected by a sphere of surface area  equal. 
to that of the spheroid. Hence the specularly reflected flux, Es , can be written 
where 
- 
A = A ( 6 )  for  ro ta t ion  about the  major axis  
- 
A  = A ( @ ' )  for  ro ta t ion  about a  minor ax i s  $14) 
and a s  is the specular albedo of the satellite. 
The assumption concerning the direction of the reflection holds fo r  8 = 0, 
~ 1 2  and 71 (also @ ' ), and for 0 < 0 % ~ / 2  and 7~/2<9<71 the direction of reflection is 
moved towards the minor axis direction as indicated by Snell's law. Thus the 
asslumption is considered adequate for  the present study. 
Similar arguments can be applied to the magnitude of the reflection; the 
mapsitmde of the flux fo r  -4 = 0 is probably overestimated but underestimated 
for / '  = n/2 .  An exact formulation of the magnitude 2nd effective direction of 
the speeular reflection is extremely complex and is ,  at  present, finilie.i~ed to be 
unnecessary for the present study. 
Diffusely reflected radiation is normally symmetric akjci~t l,i 1, ! "i, +he 
surface and this is the assumption made here (see Figjire 4). The satellite is 
assumed to be a uniformly diffuse reflector (Lambert's law) and for the purposes 
of calculating the dependence of the magnitude on the phase (not the size) the 
satellite is assumed to be spherical. 
In Reference 5 the author has derived an expression for diffusely reflected 
radiation falling on a unit area  distant r from the satellite. By putting r = 1 
this  expression may be used to give the flux (ED)  reflected diffusely in the direc- 
tion of the normal to the surface on the incident ray that passes through the 
center of the satellite. We therefore have 
- 
2 
- - 
A 
E~ - 3 a ( )  [(n - e) cos t + s i n  t] 
where a, is the diffuse albedo of the satellite, 
and 
tan  4 = an 8 
for  rotation about the major axis, o r  where 
and 
- t an  4' = (g) tan 0 '  
a 0 
for rotation about a minor axis. 
For  convenience, we summarize the directions of the incident and emitted 
fluxes a s  follows: 
(a) The incident flux, F,, is directed radially from the sun through the 
center of the satellite; i t s  magnitude is given by Equations 4 on" 12; 
(b) The specularly reflected flux, Es, l ies in the plane containing the sun 
and axis of rotation of the spacecraft and makes an angle 2 E with the 
incident ray  through the center of the satellite; the magnitude is given 
by Egmtion 13, 
[c) The diffusely reflected f l u ,  ED, l ies  in the plane containing the sun and 
the axis of rotation of the spacecraft and makes an angle E with the 
incident ray through the center of the satellite, the magnitude is given by 
Equation 15. 
4s a cheek on the effect of the approximations we have made wc. can integrate 
the speeular and diffuse fluxes(Equations 13 and 15) over the entire unit sphere. 
This lnsegration leads to 
t o t a l  reflected f l u x  = t 18) 
If ( a s  f aD 'j = 1, then the total reflected flux is equal to the total in(.:: I :nt fisx 
[Equation 4) which means that the approximations (on average) only affect the 
relative m w i t u d e s  of the specular and diffuse components and not the total 
fl~m, Lf ( a s  1- a,) < 1, the satellite is absorbing some of the incident radiation 
and implies we a r e  making the additional assumption that when the satellite re-  
emits the absorbed radiation it does so  isotropicaPly so  that there is no change 
in momentiurn of the satellite. 
PElRTURBATIONS OF THE SEMI-MAJOR AXIS 
The semi-major axis is a measure of the energy of the orbit and hence the 
perturbations to the semi-major axis a r c  ?qua1 to the work done by the forces 
of radiation pressure  on the satellite. The perturbations to the semi-major 
axis  can therefore be  written as (Reference 6) 
2F na ----- shadow e n t r y  r cos 4 
n 2  a m  shadow e x i t  
where 
Aa is the change in the semi-major axis per  revolution 
F is the flux of radiation (F is negative) 
n is the mean motion 
a i s  the semi-major axis  
m is the mass  of the satellite 
r is the geocentric radial distance of the satellite 
6 is the angle between the sun and the satellite ( see  Figure 5) 
Applying equation 19 to  the incident and reflected fluxes already derived we 
obtain 
2 I shadow e n t r y  na = - -  [r{F, cos 4o + ED cos 4, + Es cos $2} n 2  am (20) shadow e x i t  
where 40, and 4, a r e  the angles between the satellite and the incident, d i f f~~se  
and specularly reflected flux directions (see Figure 5). 
Subsequently, we shall want to allow the spin axis to precess about another 
- 
axis so  we shall assume we know the direction of the precession axis ( w  ,6 ) 
with respect .to the sun (see Figure 5), the position of the sun (a, 6), the position 
of the spin axis (us,8,) with respect to the precesson axis (see Figure 5) and 
the position of the satellite (a,, 8, ). 
With the aid of Figure 5 we can derive the right ascension (a) and declination 
( 8) of the precession axis from 
- 
- s i n  8  sin; 
s i n  ( a  - a )  = cos 6 
and t h e  spin axis (a,, 6 s )  from 
- 
s i n  6 s  = m s 8 s s i n H  t s i n  ZS cos 6 cos ws 
- 
- - s i n e s  s i n u s  
s i n  ( a s  - a )  - cos s s  
We can also derive the position of the spin axis (w,, 8 ) with respect to the sun 
from 
cos 8 = s i n  6  s i n  8s + cos 8 cos x S  cos ( a S  - a )  
- 
cos s s  s i n  ( a s  - a )  
s i n  wo - s i n  8 
and the right ascensions and declinations of the diffuse ( a , ,  8 ,  ) and specular 
( a,, 8,) reflections from 
s i n  S 1  = s i n  F c o s ( e + ~ )  + C O S ~  s i n  ( B + E )  cos u0 
s i n  ( 8  + E )  sinw, 
" 
- 
s i n  ( a ,  - a )  - cos S1  
s i n  8, = s i n  8  cos ( 8  + 2E) + cos 8  s i n  (6 $126) cos wo 
(25) 
- s in  (0 + 2nd 
s i n  ( a2  - a )  - cos S 2  
The above equations have been derived for rotation about the major axis of the 
satellite. For  rotation about a minor axis we replace 6 with 8' and nd with - E  in 
Equations 24 and 25. 
We a re  now in a position to determine 4; and 4, from 
cos = s i n  s i n  8, + cos S o  cos 8, cos (a,, - a l )  
cos +2 = s i n  S o  s i n  82 + cos S o  cos S 2  cos ( ao  - a , )  (27 1 
which, together with, 
- 
cos +o - s i n s 0  s i n 6  + cos 6 0 c o s  6 c o s ( a O - a )  
enables equation 20 to be evaluated. Equations 20 through 28 therefore represent 
the pedurbation to the semi-major axis due to incident, diffuse and specular 
radiafiion, 
E m h I P L E  
The x a ~ i t u d e  and form of the perturbation can best be demonstrated by an 
example, Let us assume we have a circular orbit with inclination 90 degrees, 
and the sun on the equator. Because the shadow entry and exit points a r c  
symmetric about the Earth-sun line Equation 20 reduces to 
2 1 ihado*~ ent r r 
A~ = - [E,, cos 
+ E~ cos 4 2 J shadow exi t 
For this paeicular example i t  is preferable to use slightly different formula- 
tions for cog and cos +, . Let +I, be the value of +, at t he  point of entry and 
exit into the shadow, then we can write (see Figure 6) 
"0" = cos (6  + E )  cos 4; + s in  (0 + E )  sin$o' cos ( w I  + u 2 )  (30) 
- 
cos @, - cos ( 0  + E )  cos 4; + s in  (0  + E )  s in4d cos w ,  
cos 4 , ,  = cos (9  f 2 ~ )  C O S + ~ '  f s in  (0 4 26) sin+a'  cos wl ( 3 3 )  
where , ,+ 2 N ,  q52N a r e  the shadow entry and exit values of +, and 4 ,  . 
The angles w ,  and w, a r e  defined in Figure 6. 
We can now write 
4 w 
- A a  - - sin+,,' s i n  (al + %)sin -$ [ E ~  s i n  (0 + e )  + E~ s in  (8 + 2e 
n2 m (34) 
The sin4, ' term changes slowly as the orbit moves with respect to  the sun but 
its sign is always positive. The sin w2/12 t e rm is zero when there is no shadow 
on the orbit and the perturbation vanishes. When non-zero, the t e rm is always 
positive. The t e rm containing ED and Es changes only slowly as the spin axis 
moves and is normally of constant sign. However, for  an oblate satellite the 
sine t e r m s  can change sign if 2 E >  R 6 The sin (o, + w,/ 2 ) is also positive 
unless wl is negative, implying that the spin axis l i e s  near  the equatorial plane 
and between the sun and the shadow points on the orbit. 
Let u s  further  simplify our example by having the precession axis on the 
- 
equator, so that w = n / 2  on = 0, and let  the spin axis rotate slowly about. the 
precession axis. The sin (w, + w, /2) t e rm in equation 34 will then oscillate 
about zero  with a period equal to  the precession period and produce a quasi- 
periodic perturbation about the mean value. This situation could have existed 
for  the Pageos satellite in July 1968. Reference 4 indicates that the spin axis off 
Pageos was near  the equator on July 4th and if the axis  was precessing about 
a point even nearer the equator we should expect to observe a quasi-periodic 
pe~urbation in the semi-major axis. The predicted maximum magnitude of 
this pedurbation of Pageos, assuming a specular albedo of 0.86 (Reference 4) 
and negligibl!e d ~ h s e  albedo, a mass of 55 kg, a mean motion of 8 revolutions/ 
day is ab11t 1 1 / d a y  o r  m acceleration of 8 x 10-%eevlutions/day in mean 
anomaly, The observed amplitude of the acceleration shown in Figure 1 i s  a b u t  
1 x 113 "revo8utions/daY2 When accotmt is taken of the trigonometric terms in 
equation 34 and of smoothing in the observational data; the amplihdes of t h ~  
computed and observed perturbations a r e  about eqlral. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Expressions have been develop& for the pehurbation uf tae semi. major 
axis of the orbit s f  a satellite with elliptical cross-section due to solar 7,adia- 
tioa pressure when both specular and diffuse reflections a r e  taken into accoimt. 
The theory has been applied to a very simplified exanipla resambling the orbit 
of $he Pageos satellite in July 1968 and it has been shown that if the spiq axis 
is permitled to rotate about a fix& precession axis a perlurbation of the semi- 
~ i a j o r  axis is pre&eted which has approAmately the same form m d  amplitude 
that is actually observed in the Pageos orbit. 
The foregoing t h e 0 9  m d  example do not necessarily eexplain the p e ~ u r b a -  
Lions in the Pagess and 31963-3013 orbits but do suggest that a mechmism of the 
type described here could be the eqlmat ion,  A more detailed examination of 
the theory and its application to these two satellites is being unde&&en. 
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Air Force Use of 
Geodetic Satellite Data 
The Aeronautical Charz and Information Center has been using the 
data obtained from the Geodetic Satellite Program (GSP) in a number 
of ways. Our investigations are divided into two separate categories 
which support the development of a World Geodetic System (WGS) bo4:h 
directly and indirectly. The geometric application of the data has 
been directed toward specific-point positioning on the Eastern Test 
Range (ETR), Bermuda, and Johnston Island using the AF PC-1000 camera 
systems. We have also undertaken the densification of the Passive 
Geodetic Satellite (PAGEOS) network in South America for the purpose 
of linking the single arcs of tria.ngulat,ion into a unified geodezie 
system. Observational data from ANNA lB, GEOS I and 11, ECHO I and IT, 
and PAGEOS have been and are being used in these efforts. We are also 
working with data from other acquisition systems such as Baker-Nunn, 
STADAN (MOTS), BC-4, and SECOR. 
The dynamic application of the GSP data is concerned primarily 
with the determination of an earth gravitational model and tracking 
station location from a combination of Baker-Nunn and Doppler data 
supplemented with existing surface gravity anomalies. To date, Kaula's 
analytic procedures, as outlined in ACIC Technical Report 112, have 
been used for computing an earth gravitational model. 
I. Geometric Satellite Positioning 
While observational data from active satellites can often be 
applied as it is received from the NASA Geodetic Satellite Data Center 
or other sources, the passive GSP data must be preprocessed for 
geometric geodesy purposes. Details concerning our plate reduction 
orocedure and processing techniques for both passive and active 
satellites are included in an ACIC report nearing completion. The 
Ok~lo State University (OSU) has already published two reports (NO 82 
avid No 100) treating the preprocessing of optical and electronic 
sa:~ilite observations, respectively. Briefly, the procedures used 
L I  processing passive optical satellite data at ACIC involve: 
1. A phase angle reduction which refers the observation to the 
teornetrie center of the satellite. 
2 A propagation delay correction which accounts for the travel 
tune of light reflected from the sa-cellite to the camera. 
3. A procedure of fitting third degree time series polynomials 
-0 produce computed "simultaneous" observations where shutters are 
riot synchronized. 
 or both active and passive satellite observations, ACIC applies a 
cdrrection for parallactic refraction. This fact was omitted in the 
3SU Report No 82 noted above. ) 
Several computer programs are used at ACIC to determine the quality 
of redaced optical and electronic data. The principal ACIC program for 
screening simultaneous optical data computes satellite coordinates and 
,he associated error estimates for each individual image. It will handle 
s~rnultaneous data from two to six camera stations. The error estimates 
i nc lude  the standard errors of the computed x, y, z coordinates and the 
spherical standard error of the satellite's spatial position. The slant 
ranges are determined from each observing station to the satellite. The 
equiva len t  angular  e r r o r ,  which i s  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  between t h e  raiigc 
and sphe r i ca l  s tandard  e r r o r ,  i s  a l s o  computed. 
Another program -- polynomial adjustment -- i s  used only f o r  pass ive  
s a t e l l i t e  da ta .  Each r e s i d u a l  from t h e  adjustment i n d i c a t e s  how we l l  a r  
observed Right Ascension (RA) o r  Dec l ina t ion  (DEC) agrees  wi th  t h e  FA o r  
DEC computed from t h e  r e s p e c t i v e  polynomial f o r  t h e  same time. Tiie 
r e l a t i v e  magnitudes of t h e  r e s i d u a l s  i n d i c a t e  g ros s  e r r o r s  i n  i n d i v i d ~ a l  
po in ts .  
The goemetric t r i a n g u l a t i o n  adjustment program accomplishes a 
t r i a n g u l a t i o n  adjustment of t h e  "unknown" and t h e  cons t ra ined  camera 
s t a t i o n  pos i t i ons .  They a r e  r e l a t e d  t o  one o r  more camera p o s i t i o n s  
a l r e a d y  re ferenced  t o  a p a r t i c u l a r  geodet ic  datum. 
The s h o r t  a r c  program uses  o r b i t a l  c o n s t r a i n t s  t o  a d j u s t  obser .vaLi?~~s 
made by geodet ic  t r a c k i n g  ne ts .  The inpu t  d a t a  i nc ludes  both o p t i c a l  
systems and e l e c t r o n i c  ranging systems such a s  LASEXtS, SECOR, Geoeeiver, 
and C-Band Radar systems. 
The computational processes  j u s t  noted have been and a r e  being used 
i n  connect ion wi th  a v a r i e t y  of A i r  Force p r o j e c t s  ranging from radar 
c a l i b r a t i o n  t o  d e n s i f i c a t i o n  of geodet ic  con t ro l .  The fol lowing tabo- 
l a t i o n s  r ep re sen t  cu r r en t  r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  ETR, Bermuda, Johnston I s l a n d ,  
and South American d e n s i f i c a t i o n  e f f o r t .  The i tems shown inc lude  s t a i i o n s ,  
s a t e l l i t e s  observed, pe r iods  of observa t ion ,  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  amount of 
d a t a ,  ad jus t ed  coord ina tes ,  and t h e  r e l a t i v e  accuracy wi th  r e spec t  t o  
t h e  North America Datum. I n  Table 1, t h e  f i g u r e s  given under t h e  neadirlg 
" Observations Available" i n d i c a t e  t h e  number of events  observed. Each 
event may inc lude  as few as one o r  as many as nine s a t e l l i t e  images, 
according t o  t h e  type  of s a t e l l i t e .  
TABLE I 
' Swan Is., U.S, 
Grand Turk, U, K. 
Curacao, Neth. 
Antigua, U. K. 
Trinidad 
"Semme s , Ala, 
*Hunter AFB, Ga. 
"Homestead AFB, Fla ,  
Mindley AFB, Ber. 3 17 
*Hunter AFB, Ga, 1 . 9  
*Aberdeen, Md. 2 8 
Johnston Is. 
"Maui Is. (BC-4) 
+Wake Is. (BC-4) 
*Christmas I s .  (BC-4) 
Paramaribo, Sur. 
Bogota, Col, 
Manaus, Bra. 
**Cu.racao , Neth. 
*Trinidad 
""Quito , Ecud. 
* ~ i l l a ~ ~ o l o r e s ,  Arg . 
*Rel t sv i l l e ,  Md.2 
*Paramaribo, Sur. 2 
%y 65 - Jun 66 
May 65 - Jun 66 
May 65 - Jun 66 
May 65 - Jun 66 
May 65 - Jun 66 
May 65 - Jun 66 
May 65 - ~ u n  66
May 65 - Jun 66 
Oct 66 - Apr 67 
Oct 66 - Apr 67 
Oct 66 - Apr 67 
J u l  67  - Sep 67 
J u l  67  - Sep 67 
J u l  67 - Sep 67 
J u l  67 - Sep 67 
Sep 67 - Feb 69 
Nov 67  - Feb 69 
Nov 68 - Dec 68 
Sep 67 - Feb 69 
Sep 67 - Feb 69 
Sep 67 - Jan  69 
Sep 67 - Dec 68 
Oct 67 - Dec 68 
Sep 67 - Dec 68 
~ B C -  4, PC- 1000 
2 ~ ~ -  4 
A - ANNA P - PAGEOS 
G I  - GEOS I G I 1  - GEOS I1 
EI - ECHO I 
*Scazions held f i x e d  i n  t h e i r  r e spec t ive  adjustments. 
W S t a t i o r  pos i t ions  constrained,  
Table 2 shows t h e  hor i zon ta l  and v e r t i c a l  coordinates  and r e l a t i v e  
accurac ies  (one sigma) with respect  t o  the  f ixed  s t a t i o n s  used i n  t h e  
adjustment, 
m a m m t - m m  
'8 &'a Lno r-a CUCUMA-00 
. . . .  
' o " d d o o o 0  
bcn 0 c-w 7 4  4 
LnOLn* MA- M 
Table 3 i s  a t a ; b u i ~ t i o n  of the data i n  che edrren: shorL a r c  
adudstrnent of t h e  ETR prloject,  
SATZLLITE OBSERVATIOMS 
Ly.r .dl; " '. IS, 
(".aar;d ii"L1rk 
~ ' , L T ~ C  B 0
,, , . 1;: 8 .; g-; :3, 
T T .  -'yL 2 i3.d 
S e.lyje e s 
E?.t,rrit sr 
I-iorne sic trad 
Ti L r L, Meyers 
l . Ic~r ;  idcr. 
I;re~inv.iI.le 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1030 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1GC0 
PC- 1000 
PC-1000 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1000 
PC- LOO0 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1000 
SECOR 
PC- 1000 
PC- 1000 
SECOR 
blOTS 
SECOR 
SECOR 
AlVlIA 
GEOS I 
&WU. 
GEOS I 
ANUA 
GEOS I 
PAGEOP 
ArnN 
GEQS I 
ALWA 
GEGS I 
PAGEOS 
ANNA 
GZOS I 
ANfiTA 
GEOS I 
GEOS I 
PAIilTA 
GEOS I 
GEOS I 
GEOS 1 
GEOS I 
GEOS I 
17 
1 I 
15 
12 
3 
2 3 
7 
9 
14 
2 
5 
a 
6 
11 
5 
3 
7 ( a r c s )  
15 
17 
6 ( a r c s )  
19 
6 ( a r c s )  I 
I 7 ( a r c s )  
Table 4 l i s t s  o the r  observa t ion  systems which may have observed 
iri the  same s h o r t  a r c s  a s  t h e  USkF PC-1-000 cameras i n  South America 
froat Sep 67 t o  J an  70. 
TABU 4 
OBSERVATION SYSTEM3 
SYSTEM 
Doppler 
NASA STADAN 
C-Band Radar and Opt ica l  Ca l ib ra t ion  S ta t ions  
SECOR 
BC- 4 
NASA Spec ia l  Opt ica l  
SAO Opt ica l  
To ta l  
NO, OF" 
STATIOS\TS 
2. Dynamic S a t e l l i t e  Pos i t ioninq  
During t h e  pas t  s eve ra l  years ,  ACIC has been engaged i n  Eartl- 
Grav i t a t iona l  Model (%M) development from s a t e l l i t e  o r b i t a l  trackllig 
da ta ,  sur face  g r a v i t y  observat ions,  and combinations of both da ta  
sources. E a e n s i v e  s t u d i e s  have been made t o  determine t h e  weighting 
schemes and t h e  r e l a t i v e  mer i t s  of combining Baker-Nunn and Doppler 
t r ack ing  d a t a  f o r  M;M development from GSP s a t e l l i t e s  supplemented by 
o the r  a v a i l a b l e  t racking d a t a  ( see  Table 5 ) ,  Current e f f o r t s  a r e  
d i r e c t e d  toward supplementing s a t e l l i t e  t r ack ing  d a t a  with sur face  
g r a v i t y  anomalies t o  determine an expanded s e t  of harmonic c o e f f i c i e n t s ,  
A t  p resent ,  t r ack ing  d a t a  i s  being processed f o r  15 s a t e l l i t e s  
a s  cont ras ted  wi th  t h e  twelve described i n  TR 112. The a d d i t i o n a l  
s a t e l l i t e s  a r e  1965-63A (SECOR 5 ) ,  1$6-58, and 1965-32A ( ~ e a c o n - c ) ,  
excluding Explorer 19. The a r c s  i n  t h e  d a t a  s e t  a r e  18 days i n  d ~ r a t i o n  
except f o r  those from 1 9 6 6 - 5 ~  which a r e  15 days i n  length  because of 
l imi t ed  t r ack ing  da ta .  While fewer a r c s  a r e  being used i n  t h e  c ~ r r e n t  
so lu t ion ,  those  s e l e c t e d  a r e  considered t h e  b e s t  i n  terms of d a t a  
dl s t r i l cu t ion ,  e t c .  The s a t e l l i t e s ,  o r b i t a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s ,  and 
number of a r c s  a r e  shown i n  Table 5. 
Where bo th  Baker-Nunn and Doppler d a t a  were a v a i l a b l e  t h e  two 
w p r e  merged a s  were ANNA and GEOS I da ta ,  Where merging w a s  no t  
p o b s ~ b l c ,  a s  with Beacon B  ( ~ x p l o r e r  22) and Beacon C ( ~ x ~ l o r e r  27), 
tl-c nuinber of a r c s  w a s  expanded so  t h a t  bo th  Baker-Nunn and Doppler 
do"a  from t h e  s a t e l l i t e s  would be  included i n  t h e  so lu t ion .  A t o t a l  
oT 353 geophysical  parameters  -- s t a t i o n  l a t i t u d e ,  l ong i tude  and 
he 1 ght  (above r e fe rence  e l l i p s o i d )  f o r  3 1  Doppler and 13 Baker-Nunn 
s t a t ~ o ~ i s ;  g r a v i t y  model cons i s t i ng  of a l l  t e s s e r a l  terms through 13, 
13; and 19 p a i r s  of resonance terms -- w i l l  be determined i n  add i t i on  
t o  i,he a r c  parameters.  Since each s e t  of a r c  parameters  w i l l  be 
~ ~ l c o r r e l a t e d  wi th  t h e  o the r  s e t s ,  t h e  normal eqdat ion  mat r ix  w i l l  be  
pav t i t i oned  s o  t h a t  t h e  maximum matr ix  t o  be inve r t ed  w i l l  be  350 x  
350. Because a l a r g e r  v a r i e t y  of o r b i t s  w a s  used zhan would be  
a k a i l a b l e  from e i t h e r  d a t a  type  alone,  we expect t h e  s o l u t i o n  w i l l  
produce a  cons i s t en t  s e t  of s t a t i o n  l o c a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  Baker-Nunn and 
D ~ ~ p p L e r  t ack ing  networks and an improved M:M. 
TABLE 5 
SATELLITE ORBITAL CELFIRA_CTERISTICS 
Semi-ma j o r  i n c l i n a t i o n  Per igee  Apogee /f GI 
SATELLITE # NAME 
- a x i s ( k m 1  5 (deg (km) - -riXCS 
Courier  1B 
T r a n s i t  4~ 
Vangd 2 
Beacon C 
Echo Rock 
ANNA 1B 
GEOS I 
Tran &A 
SECOR 5 
Beacon B 
63041 
MIDAS 
GEOS I1 
Determining an e a r t h  g r a v i t a t i o n a l  model from s a t e l l i t e  t r ack ing  
d a t a  r e q u i r e s  t h a t  o r b i t a l  p e r t u r b a t i o n s  r e s u l t i n g  from a par t icu lz i r  
harmonic c o e f f i c i e n t  be  g r e a t e r  than  t h e  noise  l e v e l  (observatiorial  
e r r o r )  of t h e  t r a c k i n g  da ta .  Computations have been made wi th  cu r r en t  
e s t ima te s  of t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  t o  e s t ima te  t h e  magnitude of t h e  per1,urba- 
t i o n s  through degree and o rde r  24. The r e s u l t s  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  most 
p e r t u r b a t i o n s  a r e  l e s s  t han  10  meters  f o r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  from degree 1 4  
through 24 except f o r  t h e  resonance terms. Consequently, i f  t h e  bi.gher 
degree and o rde r  c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e  t o  be determined, extreme p rec i s ion  
w i l l  be necessary i n  f u t u r e  t r ack ing  d a t a  and/or s a t e l l i t e s  a t  lower 
a l t i t u d e s  wil-1 be necessary. 
Since lower a l t i t u d e  s a t e l l i t e s  would complicate t h e  problems 
a s soc i a t ed  with drag,  t h e  s a t e l l i t e s  would probably have t o  be drag- 
Cree, Adequate su r f ace  g r a v i t y  d a t a  t o  d e f i n e  t h e  h ighe r  degree terms 
provldes another  approach. Improvements f o r  some of t h e  lower order  
c ~ e f f i c i e n t s  could be expected from t r ack ing  d a t a  on s a t e l l i t e s  with 
lower i n c l i n a t i o n s  s i n c e  28" i s  t h e  lowest i n c l i n a t i o n  c u r r e n t l y  
ava i l ab l e .  The proposed PEOLE s a t e l l i t e  (i = 14" ) could provide d a t a  
111 t h e  void region.  There a r e  i n c l i n a t i o n  gaps of approximately 10" 
l r  e x i s t i n g  s e t s  of d a t a  and d a t a  from i n c l i n a t i o n s  t h a t  would f i l l  
-,i.i?se gaps could l e a d  t o  some improvements. 
3, Summary 
Geodetic S a t e l l i t e  Program d a t a  has proven a necessary and va luable  
snpplementary source f o r  A i r  Force geodet ic  s a t e l l i t e  p r o j e c t s .  The 
s h o r t  a r c  work i n  South America and t h e  long a r c  worldwide p r o j e c t  would 
rloi be Yeasible without  t h i s  source of obse rva t iona l  information.  Future  
needs f o r  GSP d a t a  i n  t h e  dynamic approach w i l l  depend on t h e  a v a i l a b i l i t y  
o-' d a t a  f o r  low a l t i t u d e  and low i n c l i n a t i o n  s a t e l l i t e s .  The s h o r t  a r c  
method w i l l  be  used t o  p o s i t i o n  s e l e c t e d  s i t e s  and d a t a  w i l l  need t o  be 
adgrnented wi th  observa t ions  from t h e  Geodetic S a t e l l i t e  Data Service.  
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INTRODUCTION 
This  paper con ta ins  t h e  r e s u l t s  of an NGSP geode t i c ,  sho r t - a r c   sol^^- 
t i o n  froin o p t i c a l  obse rva t ions  of PAGEOS. The s imultaneous,  sho r t - a r c  
adjustment  produced e x c e l l e n t  r e s u l t s .  
Observat ions used i n  t h i s  s o l u t i o n  included a l l  BC-4 camera d a t a  
on t h e  PACEOS s a t e l l i t e  a v a i l a b l e  from t h e  NASA Data Center.  The obser-  
v a t i o n s  were c o l l e c t e d  from t h e  Phase I s i t e s ,  F igure  1, and were f i n a l  
reduced by t h e  Coast and Geodetic Survey according t o  procedures  given 
i n  Reference 1. The s a t e l l i t e  d i r e c t i o n s  a r e  grven f o r  each image o f  
t h e  t r a c e s  i~ terms of apparent  r i g h t  ascens ion  and d e c l i n a t i o n  uncorrected 
f o r  satellite p a r a l l a x ,  phase angle ,  and a b e r r a t i o n .  The ohservatPonaE 
t ime i s  given i n  UT-1 system wi th  c o r r e c t i o n s  app l i ed  t o  r e z e r  t t ie time 
t o  t h c  adopted long i tude  of NAD r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  Naval Observcitory. The 
PAGEOS f i e l d  vork has progressed apprec i ab ly  beyond t h e  Phase I stase bet 
t h e  d a t a  fron; t h e s e  o t h e r  phases have no t  been depos i ted  a t  t h e  Data C e n t ~ l r .  
METHOD OF REDlJCTION 
The sho r t - a r c  s o l u t i o n s  were obta ined  by us ing  t h e  NFO-EE?IBET (N-Epoch 
. O r b i t a l  E r ro r  Model Best Est imate of T ra j ec to ry )  approach which w a s  devel- 
oped by DRX S y ~ t e ~ i s ,  Inc.  [ 2 ] .  Unlike those  d a t a  r educ t ion  methods where 
t h e  o r b i t  model i s  Kepler ian o r  where i t  i s  r ep resen ted  by polynomfals,  
t h e  PEO-EPTIjET technique  i s  c a r r l e d  ou t  i n  a  r e c t a n g u l a r ,  i n e r t i a l  coo rd ina t e  

system r e s u l t i n g  i n  t h r e e  second o r d e r  d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ions .  The orbital 
i n t e g r a t o r  i s  t h a t  developed by Bar twel l  131. Hartwel l  developed t h e  reeur-  
s i v e  a n a l y t i c  con t inua t ion  technique  wherein each c o e f f i c i e n t  of t h e  power 
s e r i e s  i s  formed i n  t e r n s  of i t s  predecessor .  The s e r i e s  s o l u t i o ~ .  t o  " c h e  
system of d i f f e r e n t i a l  equat ions  t r u n c a t e s  t h e  g r a v i t a t i o n a l  p o t e n t i a l  a t  
n=7, excluding non-zonal terms. This  technique  of handl ing  t h e  o r b i t a l  
s o l u t i o n  prec ludes  s i n g u l a r i t i e s  due t o  sma l l  o r b i t a l  e c c e n t r i c i t i e s  and 
i n s t a b i l i t y  due t o  very s h o r t  o r b i t s .  
NEO-FXB'ET uses  two c a t e g o r i e s  of parameters ;  namely, t h e  i n n e r  loo.;, 
parameters  and t h e  o u t e r  loop parameters.  I n  g e n e r a l ,  t h e  o u t e r  Loop param-- 
e t e r s  a r e  those  which a r e  comnon c v e r  a l l  s a t e l l i t e  pas ses ,  and t h e  i nne r  
loop parameters  a r e  t hose  which change from pass  t o  pass .  The coord ina t e s  
of t h e  observing s i t e s  a r e  t h e  most comnon s e t  of o u t e r  loop parameters a n d  
t h e  s i x  o r b i t a l  elements a r e  t y p i c a l  i n n e r  loop parameters .  A l a r g e  
s c a l e ,  simultnncous adjustment of i n n e r  and o u t e r  loop parameters  becomes 
p r a c t i c a l  by  t ak ing  advantage of t h e  h igh ly  pa t t e rned  system of nonla4 
equat ions .  The  i n n e r  loop parameters  i n  t h e  normal equat ion  system a re  
6 X 6 b lock  d iagonal  ma t r i ce s .  
RESULTS 
S t a r t i n g  Coo rcl inates  
I n  o r d e r  t o  o b t a i n  approximate s t a r t i n g  coord ina t e s  on an e x i s t i n g  
e a r t h  centered  system, t h e  l o c a l  datum cco rd ina t e s  of t h e  BC-4 net was 
t ransformed t o  t h e  SAO-C-/ GeocenEric System [ G I .  The q u a n t i t i e s  used t:o 
e f f e c t  t h e  datum s h i f t s  were t h e  fol lowing:  
SAO-C7 = NAD + [ X = -26m, Y = 155m, Z = 185m ] (1)  
SAQ-C7 = ED + [ X = -92m, Y = -132m, Z I: -143m ] (2)  
SAO-C7 = Old Haw. + [ X = 59m, Y = 263m, Z = -203m ] (3) 
The s t a t i o n s  r ece iv ing  datum s h i f t  (1) were B e l t s v i l l e  (6002j ,  Moses Lake 
(6003), and Shemya (6004); s h i f t  (2)  was app l i ed  t o  s t a t i o n s  Catania ,  
S i c i l y  (6016),  Tromso, Norway (6006),  and Mashhad, I r a n  (6015); and s h i f t  
(3)  was app l i ed  t o  s t a t i o n  Maui, Hawaii (6011). S t a t i o n s  Thule,  Green- 
land ( 6 0 0 l ) ,  Gigedo I s l a n d s ,  Mexico (6038),  La jes  AFB, Azores (6007),  
and Wake I s l a n d  (6012) were e i t h e r  astronomic o r  map-scaled p o s i t i o n s  and 
received no s h i f t  t o  C7. The l a s t  s t a t i o n ,  Hohenpeissenberg, W. Germany, 
was de f ined  on t h e  Old Bavarian Geodet ic  Datum and i t  was s h i f t e d  by 
X = 62h, Y = 4m, and Z = 418m, t o  p l a c e  i t  on t h e  SAO-C7 system. The 
l o c a l  d a t a  p o s i t i o n s  and t h e  SAD-C7 s t a r t i n g  p o s i t i o n s  f o r  t h e s e  s t a t i o n s  
a r e  g iven  i n  Tables  1 and 2.'  The C7 systein was f u r t h e r  enforced through 
the fo l lowing  SAO e a r t h  cons t an t s :  , 
a = 6 378 142 m, e l l i p s o i d a l  semi-major a x i s ,  
e 
f-I = 298.255, e l l i p s o i d a l  f l a t t e n i n g ,  
14 3 -2 GM = 3.986009 X 10 m s e c  , Constant of g r a v i t a t i o n  t imes t h e  
E a r t h ' s  mass. 
Zonal c o e f f i c i - e a t s  o f  t h e  
E a r t h ' s  g r a v i - t a t  i o n a l  f i e l d ,  
I n i t i a l .  O r b i t a l  Elements 
-- - -- - -  --- -. ---- . - - 
Thc approx imate  p o s i t i o n  and v e l o c i t y  v e c t o r s  f o r  each o r b i t  was 
o b t a i n e d  by s e l e c t i n g  t h r e e  s i r l ~ u l t a n c o u s  o b s e r v a t i o ~ l s  from two star: ions 
and g e o i ~ , e t r i c a l l y  i n t e r s e c t i n g  t h e s e  p o i n t s  t o  o l t a i r ?  t h e  X ,  Y ,  I, space 
posit:i.on o f  thc  s a t e l - l i t ? .  One p o i n t  1 . ~ 2 ~  t a k e n  a t  t h e  centei: o f  
s e t c l l - i t e  t r a c e  and t h e  o t h e r  two p o i n t s  were  t a k c n  a t  t h e  two ends o f  :!I(? 
s t ~ o r r c l s t  a r c .  The posit ; ihn o f  t h e  mid-point  was used a s  t h e  ? o s i  t - i o ~  vc-.- 
AX AY A Z  t o r  o f  t h e  or-bit and di f fere i - ices  - - 
ut A t Y  A t '  A t  = t i m ?  i n c r e m e n t ,  were 
used e s  a v e r a g e  v e l o c i t i e s .  The s t a t i o n  c o o r d i n a t e s  used f c r  t r i :mgrr lnt -  
i n g  t h e  o r b i ~  were t h e  l o c a l  datuln p o s j t i o ~ s ,  a s t r o s ,  o r  map-scalc~i  loca-  
t i o n s  a s  g iven  i? tile NASA S t a t i o n  D i r e c t o r y  ar,d a s  shown i n  Table  l .  Ti l e  
approxi inate  o r b i t a l  elernents o b t a i n e d  i n  t h i s  manner were  s u f f i c i c u t l y  c ~ e t ?  
de te rmined  as n o t  t o  r e q u i r e  Inore t h a n  tbro o r  ~ h r e e  i t e r a t i o n s  before cor -  
v e r g i n g  t o  a  f i n s 1  s e t .  
T A B L E  1 ' 
LOCAL COORDINATES O F  THE BC-4 PAGEOS SITES 
(PHASE 1 STATIONS) 
S t a ,  No. S t a .  Name L a t i t u d e  ( N )  Longitude . 
Thu1 e ,  
Green1 and 
Be1 t s v i  1 l e ,  
Mary1 and 
Moses Lake, 
Wash. 
Shemya, 
A1 as ka 
Trori~so, 
Noway 
Azores 
Wawai i ; 
Ma u i 
Wake I s .  
Hashhad, 
1 ran 
Catani a ,  
1 t a l y  
Socorro ,  
Flex. 
h*(m) 1 Datum 
Ast ro  
NAD-27 
NAD-27 
NAD-27 
Local ,  
I n t e r n a t  
01 d 
tlakia i i  
Local 
As t ro ,  
I n t .  
E D  1950, 
I n t .  
E D , I n t .  
* h (in$: elevations i n  meters  above mean sea l e v e l  and above the 
el 1 i p s o i d ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  ,- 
T A B L E  2 
STARTING COORDINATES 
Thul e , Green1 and 
6002" 
Beltsville, Md. 
6003" 
Moses Lake, Wash. 
6004* 
Sheniya, A1  aska 
6006" 
Troniso, Norway 
6007 
Azores 
601 1" 
Maui , Hawai i  
601 2 
klake Island 
601 5* 
Rashhad,  I r an  
601 6* 
C?.tani a, S i  ci  ly  
6038 
Si  gedo  , Flex. 
Hchenpei ssenberg 
L a t i t u d e  (N) Lony i  tude  
S t  a t  ion Sigmas 
m 
.!he s t a r t i c g  C 7  c o o r d i n a t c s  o f  t h e  BC-4 s i t e s  v n r e  c o n s t r a i n e d  by 
modest amounts a s  compared t o  t h e  a c t u a l  e s t i r m t e s  o f  s t z t i o n  a c c u r a c y  
+puLl.isi;ed by SAO. A p r i . o r i  sigmas o f  330 mecers i n  g e o d e t i c  l a t i t u d e  and 
l o n g i t u d e  and 100 m e t e r s  i n  e l l i p s o i d a l  h e i g h t  were  a p p l i e d  t o  a s t r o n o n i c  
s t a t i o n s  ~ ' n u l e ,  Azores ,  Kake I s l a n d  and Gigedo; 80m i n  l a t i t u d e ,  lo r~g i tudc l  
and h c i z h t  \.rere ap;) l ied  t o  s t a t i o n s  Shemya, Tronso,  Maui, S i c i l y ,  Washhad, 
and  Iiol-ienpeisscnberg; a:~d 8 m e t e r s  i n  t h e  t h r e e  p o s i t i o n  c o m p ~ n e n t s  was 
applied t o  Moses Lalce. S t a t i o n  B e l t s v i l 1 . e  (6002) s e r v e d  a s  t h e  o r i g i n  of 
the network and i t s  coord i .na tes  were  h e l d  f i x e d  a t  t h e  C 7  v a l t ~ c s .  The 
smal l  srgrnas o f  81n f o r  Noses Lake were chosen so  t h a t  t h e y  would corres!:ond 
t o  a sca3.c of approxirl iately one p a r t  i n  400,000 bctr;rcer? i t  a1.1d t h c  E e l t s -  
vi lBc s t a t i o n .  T h i s  sca1.e i s  compatib1.e wit.h rhc. sca1.e of t1;e 0rbj.t- pro--  
3 -2 
v i d c d  by GM - 398661 5 1 km s e c  . 
Tlie r e s u l t s  o f  t h e  n d j  ustment proved t h a t  t h e  above pnsi.tioria1. con-- 
s t r a i n t s  were r e a l i s t i c .  Only 'in two c a s e s  ( l i d  t h e  s t a t i o ~ i  cor?:cct5.ons 
exceed one h a l f  of t h e  v a l u e  o f  t h e  c o n s t r a j n t .  The e x c e p t i u n s  were t h e  
a s t ro  s t a t i o n  Gigedo which moved 399 mete r s  nortlhward and F!ashb.ad ~ l ~ i c l i  
changed by 88m and 83m i n  g e o d e t i c  l a t i t u d e  and long i . tude ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  
The o b s e r v a t i o n a l  sigmas were  t a k e n  a s  one secortd o f  a r c .  
Adj u s  tm2n.t bv S h o r t  Arcs 
__L_ _.-- 
The s h o r t  a r c  a d j  u s t n e n t  v a s  g e n e r a t e d  w f t h  cssmltial .1.y no con- 
s t r a i n t  on t h e  o r b i t a l  e l e m s ~ l t s .  The s.Landard d s v i e t i o n s  of the p o s i t i o n  
8 
and v c l n c i t y  v e c t o r  of t h e  o r b i t s  were  s e t  ac  1 0  c l e t e r s  ia  a i i  s i x  
c.omponents s o  t h a t  t h e  o r b i t  would a d j u s t  f r e e l y .  Only e v e r y  o t h e r  d a t a  
p o i n t  o f  t h e  s a t e l l i t e  t r a c e  was used i n  t h e  s o l u t i o n .  The s o l u z i o n  fn-- 
volved  423 unknowns: 390 o r b i t a l  e lements  and 33 s t a t i o n  p a r a m e t e r s ,  emsi:lg 
approx imare ly  16 ,250  o b s e r v a t i o n s .  T a b l e  3 shows t h e  o r b i t s  ( e v e n t s ) ,  
p a r t i c i p a t i n g  s t a t i o n s ,  and t h e  o r b i t  r e s i d u a l s .  F i g u r e  2 shows t1;c s t a r  i o r i  
ne twork.  
The s t a t i o n  c o r r e c t i o n s  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  s t a r t i n g  C7 c o o r d i n a t e s  a r e  
shown i.n T a b l e  4 i n  t e rms  o f  g e o d e t i c  l a t i t u d e ,  long i tuc le ,  and hri .gil t .  
Aside  from t h e  i n i t i a l  a s t r o  s t a t i o n s ,  most o f  t h e  s t a t i o n  movements 
loolc f a i - r l y  good i n  view of  t h e  amount o f  d a t a  a v a i l a b l e .  The s t a n d a r d  
d e v i a t t o n s  a r e  a b i t  s m a l l e r  t h a n  expec ted  b u t  tIiey c e r t a i n l y  s h o u l d  n o t  
be l a r g e r  t h a n  t r ~ i c c  t h e i r  l i s t e d  v a l u e s .  One o f  t h c  marc s ~ r p r l : ; i : ~ g  
aspt 'cl  ? o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  was t h e  uni f o r n i t y  and t h e  re1  a t i v e  I cw si::i 11 
v a l u e s  i n  s t a t i o n  h e i g h t .  It had heen e x p e c t e d ,  based  on pi-evicc.3 
g e o m e t r i c  soll .ut ions and v a r i o u s  s i m u l a t i o n  s t u d i e s  of geo1net:ric ~l?.:i.ios-ks, 
t h a t  t h e s e  s i g ~ n a s  would b e  1 . 5  t o  2  t i m e s  hi .gher t h a n  t h e  si.gmzs i n  t h e  
l a t i t u d e  and l o n g i t u d e  components. A s  i t  t u r n e d  o u t ,  t h e  magnirudc o f  
c was t h e  sams a s  a and a - a f a c t  p robab ly  a t t r i b u t a b l e  t o  t i le  u n i -  h  4 h 
form s c a l e  p r o v i d e d  by GM o v e r  t h e  v h o l z  networ!:. 
From i n s p e c t i n g  T a b l e  4 ,  one can malce t h e  f o l l o w i n g  g e n e r a l  r e ~ a r l c s  
regarcllng t h e  a d j u s t m e n t :  1) t h e  movenlent o f  s t a t i o n  Thule  was t o  b e  
expec ted  i n  view o f  i t s  i n j - t i a l  map-scaled p o s i t i o n ,  2 )  Moses Lake,  
a s s i g n e d  a  0 a ,sh o f  8 m e t e r s ,  changed c o r , s i s t e n t  t.-it11 ?hi. 8AD ~ o s : i -  9 '  A '  
t i o n a l  accura-cy r e l a t i v e  t o  E e S t s v i l l e ,  3) Shen:ya's p p o i t o n  on NPiD has 



S t a t i o n  No. 
TABLE 4 
CORRECTIONS TO PROVISIONAI~ COORDINATES 
- 
Name 
-- 
T h u l  e ,  Green? and A $ (m) = 141.8  
A x (m)  = 176.1 
A h  (m) = -26.4 
Moses Lake,  Wash.  A $ (m) = 5.1 
A x (m) = -14.8 
A h (m) = -12.4 
Shemya, A 1  aska  A $ (m) = -57.4  
A x (m) = -68.4 
A h (m) = -35.4 
Tromso, Norway A $ (m) = 1 6 . 2  
A x (m) = 26 .7  
A h (m) = 19 .5  
Azores A 4 (m) = -37.8 
A x (m) = 58.8  
A h (m) = 1 6 . 3  
tlawa i i A $  (m) = 1.1 
A X ( m ) =  0 . 5  
~h (m) = 24.0  
Wake Is l t ind A $ (n i )  = 152.6 
A A ( ( m =  1 . 2  
A h (m) = -4 .6  
Plas hhad A $ (m) = -83.3  
A X  (m) = 88.1  
A h (m) = 5 .0  
C a t a n i a ,  Sicily A 4 (m) = -19.5  
A X  (m) = 0.2 
A h (m) = 24.9 
G i  gedo 
Pe i  s e n ,  Germany A 4 (m) = -26.0 
A h (m) = -8.1 
A h (m) = -4.3 
never been c o n s i d e r e d  more a c c u r a t e  t h a n  50 m e t e r s  i n  i t s  h o r i z o n t a l  p o s i -  
ticn, c o n s e q u e n t l y  a  s h i f t  A = -57m, A X  = -68m, and A11 = -38 s h o u l d  b e  @ 
erpec t ed ,  4) t h e  s h i f t  t o  Troniso a r e  e s s e n t i a l l y  w i t h i n  t h e  e s t i m a t e d  
accuracy of t h e  SAO-C7 sys tem,  5) Azores is  an a s t r o  and i t s  g e o d e t i c  
s h i f t  i s  d i f f i c u l t  t o  e s t i m a t e  b u t  t h e  v a l u e s  l i s t e d  a r e  accept:bble, 
6 )  F d ~ i l j i  i s  d e f i n i t e l y  w i t h i n  t h e  C7 u n c e r t a i n t i e s ,  7) Wakc i s  an a s t r o  
and i t s  c o r r e c t i o n s  look v a l i d ,  8) Mashhad's c o r r e c t i o n s  a p p e a r  larp,c 
bascd 011 orir p r e s e n t  knowledge of t h c  ED e x t c n s i o n  t o  t h a t  a r e a ,  9)  sta- 
tion :r,ovcrlents f o r  Cntan ia  and I Io I~cnpe i ssenberg  a r e  o f  t h e  o r d e r  e x p e c t e d ,  
2nd 10) Glgedo i s  an a s t r o  and cou ld  w e l l  r e c e i v e  a s h i f t  of  Ah = 3?9m, 
aX = 50111 a i d  All = 12m. 
?he f i n a l  p o s i t i o n s  o f  t h e  s o l u t i o n  a r e  l i s t e d  i n  T a b l e  5 .  
Oul,ii: R c ~ ; d u a l s  
- - - - - -- -- - - - - 
l a b l c  3 sliows t ? ~ e  r o o t  mean s q u a r e  (IQIS), about  t h e  mc~ln o f  t l ~ c  
~ - c s f i l u n l c ,  f o r  each o r b i t  i n  t h e  a d j u s t m e n t .  The a v e r a g e  WIS from a17 
t l n r l a n s  Ill t h i s  Tab le  i s  1 . 7  a r c  s e c  i n  righ'L ascensiol i  and 1°F; a r c  scc 
s n  decl~riations. These v a l u e s  a r e  a lmos t  i d e n t i c z l  t o  t h e  TCSIII~S nb- 
tr2i11rd i ron c a r l i e r  work which invo lved  t h e  r c p r e s e n t n t i o n  o f  t h e  Pi;GT:O? 
~ T - ~ C P \  by or thogor ia l  po lynomia l s .  The P3IS O F  t h i s  wcrk averaged 1 .7"  
an< 1.6'"n r i i ; l ~ t  a s c e n s i o n  and d e c l i n a t i o n ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  The s1ig:lit 
RElS c l i i f c r e n c e  i n  d e c l i n a t i o n ,  (1-.Sf' - 1.6" = 0 .2" ) ,  between t h e  o r b i t  
res idu ; . . l s  and t h e  po lynonia l  f i t  i s  probaS1.y due t o  t h e  l a r g e r  nuin!~er of 
orbits u s s d  i r l  obtairl- ing t h e  mean KvlS from the. polynoi?.-ial r e s u l t s .  
TABLE 5 
.FINAL COORDINATES GI? S H O R T  ARC O R B I T A L  ADJUSTMENT 
* 6 0 6 2  Beltsvi l lc ,  was held fixed on the SAO, C 7  System; the s h i f t s  
applied for  North American Datum to C 7  system were: 
X ( C 7 )  = X (NAD) - 26m 
Z ( C 7 )  = Z (NAD) 3. 185m 
Table  6 shows t h e  r e s i d u a l s  o f  T a b l e  3  grouped a c c o r d i n g  t o  o b s e r v i n g  
s t a t i o n s  and camera sys ten i s ;  t h e  300mni FL and 450mm FL camera. Notab le  
i n  t h i s  t a b l e  a r e  t h e  s l i g h t l y  l a r g e r  mean RMS f o r  t h e  BC-4-300 system. 
The a v e r a g e  FWS f o r  e a c h  camera is :  
BC-k-450: R . A .  c o s  6 = 1.6",  Dec = 1.6" 
BC-4-300: R. A.  c o s  6 - 2 .  O",  Dec = 2.1" 
Tilese P&'ISB a r e  w i t h i n  0 . 1  a r c  seconds  of t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  mean from t h e  
0rthognn:ll Polynomial  f i t .  
S t a t i s t i c s  on  each  o r b i t  r e s u l t i n g  from t h e  s h o r t  a r c  s o l u t i o n  a r c  
t o o  vrjlumir~ous t o  i n c l u d e  i n  t h i s  p a p e r ;  howcver, t h e  o v e r a l l  r e s u l t s  
C ~ V  be ~ d e q u a t e l y  i l l u s t r a t e d  by two o r b i t s  (Tab les  7 ,  8 ,  and 9 ) .  
O r b i t  4236 i n  t h e s e  t a b l e s  shows a p p r e c i a b l y  l a r g e r  sign:ns ahcl a 
Righer  dcgr?e  o f  c o r r e l a t i o n  t h a n  o r b i t  2472. I f  w e  a l s o  l o o k  at. Tab le  10 
we n o t e  t h 2 t  o r b i t  2472 r e p r e s e n t s  a f a i r l y  s t r o n z  g e o n e t r r i  s i t u a t i o n .  
Boi;:? s j t e l l i t e  t r a c e s  are f a i r l y  l o n g ,  b o t h  t r a c e s  a r c  a l ~ o u t  t h e  SaiuC 
Iengtl" and t h e  e x c u r s i o n  i n  e l e v a t i o n  a n g l e  i s  a l s o  good from b o t h  
obse rv ing  s t a t  i o n s .  
Jt can a l s o  b e  s e e n  from T a b l e  1 0  t h a t  o r b i t  4236 h a s  a l e s s  amour~t 
o f  o b s e r v a t i o n a l  o v e r l a p  and s h o r t e r  r a n g e  i n  e l e v a t i o n  a n g l e s .  These 
cond'btions l e a d  t o  h i g h e r  c o r r e l a t i o n  among c e r t a i n  o r b i t a l  p a r a m e t e r s  
than we had f o r  o r b i t  2472. O r b i t  4236 r e p r e s e n t s  t h e  e x t r e ~ n e  c a s e  o f  
c o r r e 4 a t i o n  r a t h e r  t h a n  a  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  c a s e .  The c o r r e l a t i o n  m a t r i c e s  
for m o s t  o f  t h e  o r b i t s  a r e  v e r y  s i m i l a r  t o  t h e  r e s u l t s  o f  o r b i t  2 4 7 2 ,  Tab le  8. 
TABLE 6 
ORBIT RESIDUALS GROUPED ACCORDING T O  STATIONS 
N 
r- 
* 
N 
E-c 
H 
m 
ffi 
0 
. . 
3 
ffi 
2 
2 
Z 
S 
E-c 
4 
4 
W 
ffi 
T A B L E  9 
C O R R E L A T I O N  MATRIX: O R B I T  4 2 3 6  
Stations 6002, 6 0 0 3  
T A B L E  1 0  
O R B I T A L  S P A N  
-- 
Time (Sec.)  I DSCLTRCTTOB Angl es ( D  
I - ---
S t a r t  I End 1 Span I ~ta-rT)~nd ~ p a n  7 
Ccrioarlson L o f  R e s u l t s  
S i n c e  t h e  f i n a l  ~ o s i t i o n s  of t h e  s h o r t - a r c  s o l u t i o n  s h o u l d  r e p r z s e n t  
g e c c e n t r i c  c o o r d i n a t e s ,  i t  is  d e s i r a b l e  t o  check i t s  values w i t h  arlotl ler  
SCL also derivccl  by thr- dynamic method. The two s t a t i o n s  t o  b e  col~parecl  
bcloi; c r ?  two n e a r b y  s t a t i o n s  o f  t h e  TRANET and PAGEOS n e t ;  t h e  TRANlCT 
st? t 1ol-t coot-diilat es hav ing  bee11 s o l v e d  f o r  by hTJL, r e f e r e n c e  [ 4 ] .  T h e  
l o c a l  su rvey  i n f o r m a t i o n  t y i n g  t h e  s t a t j o n s  i s  a v a j l a b l e  from t h e  YASA 
S i ; i r ; n n  V i r c c t o r y  s o  t h a t  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t i le  PAG!:c)S s i t e  can b e  recon- 
st r i lc tc i - l  f r o n ~  t h c  TPLtZPlIST s t a t i o n .  
?'hi? corupnrisoi? f o r  s t a t i o n s  Harraj i (601 1 )  and Shcniyr) ( 6 0 0 4 ) ,  w i t h  
I-t.i;pcc t t o  t h e  hTJT, r e s u l t s ,  r e f e r e n c e  [ 4 ] ,  a r e  as f o l l c n ~ s :  
- 
L a t i t u d e  (N) 
NWL P o s i t i c n  (7100),  C7 21" 31 '  15.49" 202" 00 '  09.04 
Local Survey - 48 48.30 I 1 44 27.92 
Pos i t ion  of 6017 20 42 27.19 203 44 36.96 
Shor t  Arc Solu t ion  26.71 37.69 
Difference 0.48" -0.73" 
Dif ference  (m) L 12m I . -2On1 -.----- -. 
-- 
N141L. Posi ti on (7739) , C7 
Local Survey 
Pos i t ion  of 6004 
S h o r t  Arc So lu t ion  48.1 1 I 26.04 
Difference 0.63 I -1.14'" 
7'11e agreement w i t h  t h e  KJL s o l u t i o n  i s  q u i t e  good inasnuch  a s  t h e  
N;ndL e s t i m a t e d  accuracy  f o r  Hawaii  and Shemya a r e  15m and 25m, r e s p e c -  
ei i ic l iy ,  
A more d i r e c t  comparison can b e  made w i t h  r c s p e c t  t o  an OSI! s o l u t i o n ,  
rcfcrcince 151, wllich a l s o  employed t h e  s h o r t - a r c  metllod i n  t l tc  ad-jus~ntcfi t  
and a l s o  used EC-4 PAGEOS d a t a .  The OSll s o l u t i o n  h e l d  t h e  Be1 t q v i l l c  
s tae i i ;n  a s  t h e  o r i g i n  o f  i t s  t r i a n g u l a t i o n  and s o l v e d  f o r  t h c  c o o r d i n n t c s  
ci t l i r ~ c  otPier s t a t i o n s  (6003, 6001, 6038) on t h e  C5 system.  
A f t e r  c o n v e r t i n g  t h e  OSU C 5  c o o r d i n a t e s  t o  t h e  C7 a  = G378 142 n~lcl f 
e 
(im>iicruc'p = 298.255, t h e  agreement f o r  s t a t i o n  Gigcdo (6038) i s  a s  f o l  I C I \ J ~ ; :  
OSU 18" 43 '  58.43" 249" 02 '  41.38" 19m 
Sliort-Arc 1 8  43 58.24 249 02 41.02 4 m 
1) I f i c ~ - c ~ c e  0.19 0.36 15m 
D i f f c r c ~ l c e  (m) 6m 1 Om 1  5m 
I n  vicw o f  t h e  f a c t  t l l a t  t11c s c a l p  o f  t h e  OSU s o l u t i n n  w:~?  prc~vi~l($cf 
by ~l c rilortl d i s t a n c e  hctwcscn 6002 and 6003 a..: d c r i v ~ d  from t 1 1 c . j ~  N A P  co- 
on d ina ;cs ,  t h e  agrezmcnt 5s a s  good a s  can be  e s p e c t c d .  
A s  an a d d i t i o n a l  t e s t  f o r  c o ~ ~ s i s t e n c y ,  t h e  t w c l v e  EC-4 s t - n t i o n  coor-- 
d i ~ l a i c s  were  a l s o  used i n  a  l e a s t  s q u a r e s  s o l u t i o n  t o  computc t h e  e l l i p -  
soidal serni-najor a x i s ,  a ancl t h e  semi-minor a x i s ,  b  . T h i s  was accom-- 
e ' e  
g$ i ~ h e d  by computjng t h e  t o t a l  g e o c e n t r i c  r a d i u s  f o r  each s t a t  ion ,  sub-- 
e rac ' i ing  t h e  mezn s e a - l e v e l  h e i g h t  from i t ,  an-d f i t t i n g  t h e  re . -ul t iny,  X,Y,% 
c o o r d i n a t e s  a t  mean s e a - l e v e l  t o  t h e  s t a n d a r d  ellipsoidal e x p r c s s j o n .  A s  
expececd,  t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  b o t h  a  and  b were  not  v c ~ y  pood, t l le f l a t t e i ~ j n ;  
e e 
C O ~ I ~ ;  LL:~ - :  ?o  11297.60 wi th  a  c o r r e l n t i c l t  betv:cen a an.1 be of 0. 7. :Ic);:~vc.r, 
e  
when t h e  f l a t t e n i n g  was i n f o r c e d  t o  11298.255, t h e  r e s u l - t i n 8  semi -maj  o r  
a x i s  was a = 6378 1.41 m e t e r s .  
e 
A val.ue o f  a = 6378 141.5m was ach ieved  t?he.r, t h e  Baker-Nunn s e a t i o n s  
e 
on page 87 o f  r e f e r e n c e  [GI, were  added t o  t h e  s o l u t i o i i  w i t h  t h e  BC-4 
pos i t i .ons .  
S UMqA XY 
The c o o r d i n a t e s  o f  t h e  BC-4 ( p h a s c  I)  s i t e s  from t h e  s h o r t .  a r c  solri-- 
t i o n  a r c  de te rmined  t o  a n  average s t a n d a r d  dcv: int ion of' !.8 nietcrs  i n  cac'll 
p o s i t i o n a l  component b a s e d  on t h e  assur!lpticjn t h a t  each s a t e l l i t e  clircc-- 
t i o n  w a s  good t o  1 s e c  o f  a r c  and by u s i n g  every  o t h e r  d a t a  poinc  o f  cnc i i  
t r a c e .  I f  a  mean o b s e r v a t i o n a l .  si.gma of I.. 7 s c c  i n  botli r i g h t  ai'ccnc.j~o11 
a!id dec:.inat'con llnd been used (as suggested by t l ic  19IS of t h e  s t a t i . o n  
rcs.idua1.s) t h e  r e s u l t i n g  sjgmn i n  posit ' i .on wo~.~Sd have bc-en a b e u t  1'-12 inctt\rs. 
Thc 12111 a1 s o  a p p e a r s  t o  b e  a niori? r c a l . i . s t i c  v a l u e  fro111 con;jio~-i:;ons wi t l t  
Doppler a t  s t a t i o n s  Hawai i  and Shemyn til1ich  shot.^ an agr:?emcnt o f  1.4 r,ictcr-s 
jn  cacll c o o r d i n a t e ,  and t h e  coii~l>arison w i t 1 1  OSU f o r  Gigcdo i s  a l s o  ~,~: ; t ! i i i?  
t l ie  12 n1cter v a l u e .  Based on these comparisons  and f o r  r e a s o n s  p, ivcn 
b e l o ~ a ,  It i s  fe1.t t h a n  a n  a c c u r a c y  o f  + I 5  m e t e r s  i s  a val-it1 e s t i r n a ~ e  for 
tile i i n a l .  cool :dinatcs .  F u t u r e  large-sca1.e detc!rulinations incnrpora t . i r i ,o  
more PAGROS s t a t i . o n s  and rnore d a t a  s l i o ~ ~ l d  improve t11i.n zccvrac!; by a factor 
0 f two. . . 
The s t a t i o n  c o r r e c t i o n s  r e s a l t i n g  from t h e  s h o r t  a r c s  (Tal>lc 4 )  arc 
a1.l r e a l f s t i c  e x c e p t  f o r  s t a t - i o n s  Shernya, 6004 and Mashl~ad, 601.5. S i n c e  
t F e  c o n p a r i s o n  of  Shemya w i t h  t h e  J ~ o p p l c r  s o l u t i o q  i s  i n  good agreement ,  
the w ? p ~ ~ ? t u d e  o f  t h r  correct io :1s  m u s t  b e  duc t o  a  weak g e o d e t i c  c o n n e c t i o n  
05 tha t  area  r e l a t i v ; .  t o  NAD and hence  t o  C 7 .  The l a r g e  c o r r e c t i o n s  f o r  
Mas l l i~ad ,  ?ilnxsever, canno t  b e  a t t r i b u t e d  t o  a s i m i l a r  c a u s e .  The f a c t  t h a t  
this s t a i j o n  i s  a t  t h e  edge o f  t h e  t r i a n i - u l a t i o n  ne twork  t e n d s  t o  s u g g e s t  
t1:i~ 3 s  a p o s s i b l e  c a u s e  b u t  t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  o t h e r  o u t l y i n g  s t , ~ t  ions  do 
not c o i ? f i ~ ~ i l  i t .  
3hc  f i n a l  c a o r d i n a t e s  o f  t h e  15C-4 s t a t i o n s  (Tab le  S ) ,  i n c l ~ ~ d i n g  t h o s e  
fcr T'2-;iil ad, were uc;cd t o  compute a n  equ:rtor:'al r r td jus  by rcnloving t h e  
.?can , c c >  l c v c l  h e i g h t s  from each  ~ c l o c e n t r i c  r a d i i  and e n f o r c i n g  n rnrric1ion:ll 
f l a i r :  ilf,,:, o f  1 /298.255.  l'hc rest11 ts  o f  t h a t  computat ion produced all 
enrr l i  1 ~ 1 i i i l : c  of 6378 1411n. A s i m i l a r  s o l ~ r t i o n  u s i n ?  t l lc  C 7  c o o l - t l i ~ ~ a t c s  
of L hP i:;ikt .l--Xunn s i t  e s  w i t 1 1  t h e  BC-11 st::t i o n s  proclucecl a r a d i u s  o r  637 
; :? in .  i\s cvi lcc tcd,  a computa t ion  o f  b o t h  a x e s ,  e q u ? t o r i a l  ahd p o l n r ,  
p~~x ' l~ . , i -cd  i 1 1 f c . t - j ~ r  scsul t : ;  duc Lo Lllc sl:lall numbel- and d i s t l - i b u t i o r  o f  
r ! ) c L , ~ \  t ation::. 
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DATA ACQUISITION WITH THE PC-1000 CAMERA SYSTEM 
M.R. Goff 
INTRODUCTION : 
The development of o p t i c a l  s a t e l l i t e  t r ia .ngu1at ion camera 
sys te r r .~  grew. o u t  of work wi th  b a l l i s t i c  canleras which were use2 
t o  s tudy  m i s s i l e  t r a j e c t o r i - e s  du r ing  t h e  1950 ' s .  With t h e  con ing  
of t h e  s a t e l l i t e  aye i n  t h e  l a t e  5 0 1 s ,  t h e  b a s i c  t heo ry  bad  
beer; developed t o  cse  s a t e l l i t e s  ph .o toc ra~hed  aga ins t .  a  5,ta.r 
backgrcund, f o r  yeode t i c  posi . t icning.  
The f i r s t  d a t a  were c o l l e c t e d  by photosraphlcg a.n active 
( f l a s h i n g  l i g h t )  s a t e l l i t e  a g a i n s t  a s t a r  b a c k g r o u n ~ ,  T h i s  re- 
qu i r ed  phctographing s t a r s  be fo re  and a f t e r  each s a t e l l i t e  even t  
t o  o r i e n t  t h e  camera d i r e c t i o n  p r e c i s e l y .  
ANNA 1 B  was t h e  f i r s t  s u c c e s s f u l  a c t i v e  o p t j c a l  s a t e l l i t e ,  
The o p t i c a l  beacon cons i s t ed  of  twc p a i r s  of  Xenom-fillee 
s t r o b o s c o ~ i c  lamps w i t h  r ~ f l e c t o r s .  An emergency manual 
ove r - r ide  system (EMOS) was used t o  t r i g g e r  t he  lamps t h r o u y h -  
o ~ t  most of ANNA" l i f e .  F ive  f l a s h e s  were produce6 about 5 
seconOs a p a r t  having a d ~ r a t i o n  of 1 .2  mi l l i s econds ,  and a hiyht 
ou tpu t  of 8800 cand1.c sec0nd.s. 
GEOE B, which was a £011-ow-on a c t i v e  s a t e l l i t e ,  i s  s t i l l  sper&ble 
although two of i t s  l i g h t s  a r e  dea.d. Even wi th  t h i s  l i m i t a t i c n ,  
s u c c e s s f u l  miss ions  were being executed up u n t i l  i t s  shutdown, due 
t o  funds sho r t age ,  i n  e a r l y  January of t h i s  year  (1970) ,  
The nex t  gene ra t ion  of  geode t i c  s a t e l l i t e  was t h e  passi-ve 
(sun i.l.luminated) v a r i e t y  of  which ECHO I ,  ECHO 11, and E'AGEOS 
a r e  examples. The camera s h u t t e r  wa.s oper~ed and c lo sed  very  
r a p i d l y  t o  chop t h e  s a t e l l i t e  t rail  and provide p o i n t  images of 
t he  s a t e l l i t e .  This  t echnique  r equ i r ed  b a s i c  chanyes i.n camera 
s h u t t e r s  and t iming.  
The first PC-1000 camera system, had the electronic camera 
control and timing equipment housed in a van and the camera installed 
same distance away. The electronics system, compared to today's 
standards, was extremely primitive. Shutter programming was 
done by a rotating aluminum disk, that could not be readily 
changed to alter the program sequence. Timing was done by 
electro-mechanical clocks with a drift rate of 4 to 5 milli- 
semnds per hour. Timing accuracies and shutters in this system 
were nat adequate to collect geodetic quality data from passive 
satellites, 
The second generation system, called MOD 11, was then developed. 
This system had several improvements over the MOD I. The 
timekeeping portion of the system was improved so that time 
could be kept to one part in 10". The system, however, still 
lacked the chopping shutter required to record geodetic data 
from passive satellites. 
The next improvements, MOD 111, were made to incorporate better 
time recording, better shuttering and lighter weight. The 
first MOB PI1 systems were more portable, more automatic, more 
accurate and had the first passive satellite capability. Later 
an internal shopping shutter was incorporated to allow even more 
and faster data collection. 
It is relevant to note that the only component of the system 
not changed was the camera itself. 
The lens used is the F5 40 inch Baker lens developed by 
Dr, James Baker of Harvard University in the early 1940's. 
Thls lens was developed for high altitude reconnaissance use. 
It was developed to be distortionless. By the standard of that 
day it was the most nearly perfect lens, metrically, of its time. 
And, although numerous lens manufacturers have been contacted, 
a better lens has not been found. 
CAMERA CALIBRATION : 
The v a r i o u s  l e n s  d i s t o r t i o n  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  necessary  for 
a c c u r a t e  d a t a  r e d u c t i o n  a r e  p r e c i s e l y  computed from c a l i b r a t i o n  
p l a t e s  s h o t  f o r  t h i s  purpose. Comparison s t u d i e s  of  l e n s  
d i s t o r t i o n  v a l u e s  over  long  p e r i o d s  show t h a t  t h e  PC-1000 
i s  very  s t a b l e .  This  s t a b i l i t y ,  p l u s  t h e  narrow f i e l d  of  v i e w  of 
t h e  camera, make d a i l y  c a l i b r a t i o n s  unnecessary.  When a  camera 
i s  f i r s t  moved t o  an o p e r a t i o n a l  l o c a t i o n ,  z e n i t h  p l a t e s  are  
taken  f o r  a  camera c a l i b r a t i o n ,  To i n s u r e  cont inu ing  accuracy 
o f  t h e  de r ived  l e n s  d i s t o r t i o n  va lues ,  c a l i b r a t i o n  i s  r epea t ed  on 
s i t e  once pe r  month. It i s  a l s o  done each t i m e  t h e  camera i s  
moved t o  a  new l o c a t i o n  o r  disassembled f o r  maintenance. Shutter 
c a l i b r a t i o n  o f  t h e  i n t e r n a l  s h u t t e r  i s  necessary  f o r  d a t a  reduction, 
Photo d iodes  a r e  placed behind each s h u t t e r  t o  r eco rd  t h e  f i r s t  
l i g h t  of opening and t h e  f u l l  opening p o i n t .  These t imes  are  
recorded on a  v i s i c o r d e r  and used t o  de te rmine  t h e  de l ays  t h a t  
a r e  encountered r e l a t i v e  t o  e l e c t r o n i c  i n d i c a t e d  t imes .  The t o i e r -  
ance f o r  t h e s e  c a l i b r a t i o n s  p r e s e n t l y  i s  +50 - microseconds.  
SITE LAYOUT: 
P r i o r  t o  deployment of a s t e l l a r  camera i n  t h e  f i e l d ,  a 
reconna issance  team of  s t a f f  o f f i c e r s  v i s i t s  t h e  a r e a  t o  be oecu- 
pied .  This  team s e l e c t s  t h e  b e s t  a v a i l a b l e  camera s i t e  l o c a t i o n  
based on weather cond i t i ons ,  on c r i t e r i a  e s t a b l i s h e d  i n  DOD 
"Guidel ines  f o r  Geodet ic  S a t e l l i t e s  Programs", and i n  t h e  ease of 
South Vietnam, on s e c u r i t y .  
PAD CONSTRUCTION: 
S i t e  l ayou t  i s  determined by t h e  recon team and a r r a n g m e n t s  
a r e  made f o r  pad c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  connect ion t o  power, and geode t i c  
survey connect ion t o  l o c a l  c o n t r o l .  
CONEXES : 
In Vietnam, protection of the electronic equipment was 
sometimes provided by a CONEX container and sand bags. 
COMPLETED PAD : 
k General Reconnaissance Information Report is prepared by 
the reesn team immediately following the reconnaissance and 
forwarded to the Geodetic Satellite Records Center. 
A camera team consists of three-man military personnel 
including a ground power specialist, an electronics specialist, 
and a precision photographic repair specialist. The team has 
the capability to operate, maintain and perform minor repair in 
the field. The team members have technical school training in 
their individual specialties prior to assignment to the 1st 
Geodetic Survey Squadron. Extensive training was given prior to 
deplyaent to familiarize the personnel with the camera and 
timing systems of the MOD 111 and to mold the team into a fast 
effreient unit capable of meeting the demands of an all-night, 
7-day schedule. The personnel are given specific practice 
missions to execute. The procedures are repeated until they are 
able to perform efficiently with active and passive shots, and 
also with rapid swing shots. The teams are schooled in record 
keeping, communications, plate handling, equipment set up, and 
calibration plate execution. 
TIMEKEEPING : 
The components of the MOD I11 timekeeping system are: 
The receiver 
The Loran C receiver 
The V L F  receiver (including a phase comparator chart recorder) 
Frequency standard 
Divider and display 
Printer 
These devices are used to monitor the drift of an on-site 
oscillator. Dividers in the system allow the frequency to be 
related to real time for mission timing. 
The printer allows the printout of UTC time of shutter function 
during the mission. In addition to the above components, a 
portable cesium beam atomic clock is transported to each site 
on a four to six-week basis to insure correct time. 
LOOK ANGLES: 
Look angles are received at the 1st Geodetic Survey Squadron 
which Squadron selects specific look angles from these data to 
permit intervisible observations at two or more stations. In 
selecting these look angles, the following criteria are used: 
The image size must be large enough to be "seen"; the sunus 
elevation must be negative at least 15 degrees (i.e., 15" 
below the station's horizon). E,levation angles must be greater 
than 3Q0; the satellite must be between the two intervisible 
stations. In addition, the sun must be in proper position for 
passive satellite reflection and the moon must be out of the field 
of view of camera. Strict quality control effort is exerted 
to assure accuracy of look angle numbers used. Every number sent 
to a field team is repeated three times as a check. The selected 
look angle data is sent by message with voice radio and te3.e- 
phone communications used as a backup. Ordinarily, messages are 
sent once a week. There are times when the look angle runs are 
received late. To insure no break in observations when this 
occurs, updates of the previous week's look angles are made and 
sent to the teams, followed as soon as possible by the new data, 
MISSION PLATE: 
The actual observation program (pre-calibration - event -. 
post-calibration) has been well standardized for each satellite 
to give optimum results on the plates. The selected program is 
preset in the camera control unit which, when activated, executes 
the entire program without further adjustments. For the 
pre-calibration, the internal shutter is open for two sets of 
the following intervals: 4 seconds, 2 seconds, 1 second, . 7  
second, .3 second. The internal shutter is then left open for the 
event while the satellite flashes. The internal shutter is then 
used to perform two sets of post-calibration observations similar 
to the pre-calibrations. 
A passive satellite observation is identical except that 
during the event time the internal shutter chops with 30 milliseconds 
open, 470 milliseconds closed, for approximately one minute. 
NULTSPLE SHOTS: 
The team is capable of performing multiple observations on 
a single satellite. That is, the teams are trained to swing 
the canera, and photograph the same satellite up to five times 
on a single pass thereby multiplying the data collected, It is 
possible to swing the camera, reload, and shoot again with 1 l/2 
minutes between the last post-calibration and the next pre-cali- 
b r a t i o n ,  with only five or six minutes between actual events. This 
m u L t i p l e  shot capability greatly increases the amount of data 
coklection possible with the PC-1000. 
CATA PROCESSING: 
The entire record of a stellar camera system consists of a 
9-inch x 9-inch glass photographic negative with its associated 
timing record, The loss of either renders the data useless. 
The processing, therefore, must be done very carefully to preserve 
this record, After the plate has been exposed, it is sent to 
the 1st Geodetic Survey Squadron for processing and evaluation 
a long  with the corresponding time record. The photographic plate 
4s processed and evaluated under strict laboratory conditions 
by a highly trained civilian photographic specialist at the 1st 
Geodetic Survey Squadron at F.E. Warren AFB, WY. In early stellar 
camera o p e r a t i o n s ,  t h e  teams processed t h e i r  p l a t e s  i n  the field, 
However, we have found t h a t  w i t h  c e n t r a l  p l a t e  p roces s ing  now 
used,  improved q u a l i t y  of d a t a  can be ob ta ined  wi th  no loss i n  
o p e r a t i o n a l  e f f i c i e n c y  and wi th  cons ide rab le  r educ t ion  i n  weight 
of t h e  camera system. The development of  t h e  p l a t e  a t  the home 
s t a t i o n  i s  r i g i d l y  c o n t r o l l e d  t o  g e t  maximum d a t a .  S t a r s  a re  
i d e n t i f i e d ,  s a t e l l i t e s  a r e  l o c a t e d ,  and d e t a i l e d  r eco rds  are  
kep t  f o r  l a t e r  r e f e rence .  I f  camera problems a r e  i d e n t i f i e d  i n  
t h i s  p rocess  and s a t e l l i t e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  a r e  d e t e c t e d  ( such  
a s  PAGEOS e longa t ion  and GEOS l i g h t  problems) ,  obse rva t ion  teams 
and d a t a  r educe r s  i n  t h e  f i e l d  a r e ,  of cou r se ,  immediately notified, 
I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  p l a t e s ,  t iming  t a p e s  a r e  a l s o  processed a t  Lhe 1st 
Geodetic Survey Squadron. The r equ i r ed  c o r r e c t i o n s ,  such as  
s h u t t e r  c a l i b r a t i o n ,  t ime d r i f t  r a t e ,  p ropaga t ion  d e l a y ,  and polar 
motion a r e  added t o  t h e  raw t imes  t o  a d j u s t  t o  Universa l  Time 
( U T - 1 1 ,  Th is  t ime i s  c o r r e c t e d  t o  mid-event t ime i n  U T - 1  and t h i s  
t ime and t h e  corresponding p l a t e  a r e  supp l i ed  t o  ACIC f o r  use i n  
d a t a  r educ t ion .  A q u a l i t y  c o n t r o l  method which u s e s  a  t r i p l e  
check system i n s u r e s  t h a t  d a t a  i s  c o r r e c t  be fo re  being released, 
From t h i s  p o i n t  on, ACIC reduces  t h e  d a t a  t o  o b t a i n  geode t i c  
p o s i t i o n s .  Data r educ t ion  techniques  a long  wi th  f i n a l  conputational 
r e s u l t s  w i l l  be covered by ACIC i n  t h e i r  p r e s e n t a t i o n  which will 
fol low.  
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Geoceiver as a Range Measuring System 
ABSTRACT 
As o r ig inc l l y  conccivcd, the Geoceiver was regarded as providing a measure o f  
t h e  charage i n  slant range over preset rea Jout interva I s  o f  nominal ly one minute. However, 
by vir tue of rhe  str ict cont inui ty o f  its cycle counting process, the Geoceiver may 
a l te rnc l t ivc ly  be viewed as providing a measure of  the change i n  range from the or ig inal  
initiation of cyc le  counting to  the t ime o f  readout o f  each cycle count. Thc conventional 
v i e w  leads to ronge-difference observational equations invo lv ing unknown parameters 
coqsisting of the coordinates of  the t racking station and the frequency offset o f  each pass. 
The alternat ive v iew leads to ranging observational equations invo lv ing an cldditional unknown 
pa?arrleter for each pass consisfing o f  the range of  the satel l i te at  the in i t i a t ion  of cyc le  
counfni1g. The ranging approach must also taken in to  account as constrained parameters such 
effects as:  drifts i n  satel l i te and Geoceiver frequencies, the bins i n  the adopted value of  
tiar jcte11ite frequency, ond residuai tropospheric refraction (these effects can bc negiected 
over thc shor t  intervals involved i n  the range-difference clpproach). Despite the greattzr 
cornp~exity of its error model, the ranging opproclch i s  o f  such geometrical superiority that 
i t  ca7 recover coordinates of tracking stotions to  a much greater accuracy than can the 
range-difference approach. In fact, i f  2n- t l  denotes the typ ica l  number o f  readouts per pass, 
the rcraging approach can potent ia l ly  generate coordinates having standard deviations on ly  
about 3/hP 0 s  large as those result ing from the ronge-difference approach. Reduction o f  a 
set of 14 passes o f  a U . S .  N a v y  navigat ional  satel l i te observed b y  a prototype Geoceiver 
n o t  only establishes the technical  soundness of t reat ing Geoceiver as a ranging system but 
also demonstrates that the standard deviat ion of Geoceiver ranging observations i s  on the 
order of 0.10 meter. Numerical  simulations employing this figure indicate that when the 
r a n g i ~ g  approach i s  adopted, a strong short arc net o f  Geoceivers operating over a period 
of oaiy t w o  days can be expected to  recover coordinates o f  part ic ipat ing stations t o  wi th in  
%a dew tenths of  a meter over regions o f  continental extent. 
GEOCEIVER AS A RANGING SYSTEM (1) 
BY 
Duane C.  Brown 
1 . Introduction 
In 1965 the development of a new doppler tracking system ~ p c c i f i c a l l ~  oprin~ized Fol 
geodetic ay;slicutions was formally proposed to the US Navy by AFL. The proposed s y s t e w ,  
the Geoceive~,  was designed to be fu l ly  as uccurate us the TRANFT system, but pi-lysicul i ;/ 
was i o  be far more c o m p c f .  instead of requiring a sizcble vun and diesel geneicjtor, the 
Geoceiver was to be hand-portable (capable of being carried on a commercial oir%Fnz~- u s
ordinary luggage) and was to corlsume only about 80 watts of elect1 ic i ty  . S t c n ~ c - l  i, c t .  a / .  
(1 965) describes the physical characteristics of the Geoceiver i n  cor>siderable ci\>ta i E (the 
artist's concept of the Geoceiver shown in  Figure 1 below i s  taker, f ~ o m  this reference). 
In December 1968, a breadboard unit and a prototype unit  of the Gcocciver wr:g.e 
successfully tested at APL over a two week period during which scoles of pa:scs o f  Naby  
Navigat ional Satellites were tracked. A co-located TRANET system and an AN/SRN-9 
Doppler Receiver also participated in  the test. Results from the reduction of the test oi e 
reported by Smith (1 969). Smith concluded that "the Geoceivers were shown to bc ab le  to  
consistently produce position solutions of a quality cornparable to the TRANET doppler 
Stations." I t  i s  noteworthy that this conclusion was reached despite the fact thcrt the data 
rate of the Geoceiver (one readout per minute) was only one fifteenth that of the TRANET 
system (one readout per four seconds). 
As a consequence of the successful testing of the Geoceiver, the Department o f  
Defense placed an order with Magnavox Corporation to manufacture a total of 33 Geoceivers 
with delivery to begin by early 1971. Of these, most are to be assigned to the ilcavy, a n d  the 
remainder to the Ai r  Force and to the Army. 
Intrigued by  the potential of the Geoceiver and ant ic ipat ing its successful deveJopmeni, 
we at DBA Systems submitted i n  early 1966 an unsolicited proposal to AFCRL to deveia~ a 
(1) This work was supported by Ai r  Force Cambridge Research Laboratories under Confrcact 
F19628-69-C-0264, Mr. George Hadgigeorge, contract monitor. 

computer program optimized for short arc geodetic I-eductions wi ih  especial emphasis being 
011 the processing of the then-yet-to-be-developed Geoceiver . This proposa I I esu6ir d 
i n  a contract award in  September 1967, and the computer progrum SAGA (Short -- - Arc Geodet ic - 
Adjustment) was delivered i n  February 1969 (Brown, Trotter, 1969). I i  was not unt i l  late 
- 
1969, however, that actual Geoceiver observations from the December 1968 test, iefeliecf ro 
above, were made available to DBA by NWL (through AFCRl-) Tor experimental processing 
through SAGA. 
In this paper we shall review the results of the SAGA reductions and shall consider 
their implications to space geodesy - implications that may wel l  be profound. 
2 .  Geoce iver Observafiona I Equatioric 
The measurements made by Geoceiver are best explained with the a id  of Figure 2 which 
i s  taken from Brown, Trotter (1 969). Plotted i n  the figure al-e cycles of beat flecjuui2cy 
which are generated when the frequency f received from the satell i te i s  subtracl-ed From ,he 
frequency f: generated local ly by the Geoceiver oscillator. The output of the Geoce iver  
consists of cycle counts of beat frequency defined thusly: 
in  which T and T~ represent the times of the first positive cycle crossings fol lowing successive 
triggering marks and T as shown i n  Figure 2.  he triggering marks may either be 
internally generated by the digi tal  clock of the Geoceiver or else they may be recovered from 
the timing words impressed on the satell i te signal. The latter mode makes possible the determi-  
nation of the absolute timing offset of the local Geoceiver clock with respect to the master 
satell i te clock to an accuracy of about 50 microseconds (one sigma). In  the prototype Geoce ive r  
triggering marks occur at one minute intervals (an option for a 30 second interval will  be 
provided i n  the production models). 

An important point made clear in  Figure 2 i s  that strict continuity of cycEc count is 
maintained by the Geoceiver, for, fol lowing readout, the counter i s  reset to zero heforc 
the first positive cycle crossing of the next interval can occur. Accordingly, each and  
every cycle of beut frequency i s  counted and the cycle counl L2N J ,  being an inieges , may 
be viewed as flawless when the Geoceiver i s  futictioning properly. The quantities ac iuc i l l y  
subiect to error are the times 7,-, , T defining the beginning and end of each c o u n i i n g  i n t r i i m l .  
By virtue of the continuity of cycle count, i t  becomes admissible to write: 
That i s ,  the total  cycle count from the original in i t ia t ion of counting ( 7 ~ 0 )  to the end of t h c  
J th counting interval (T=T~)  can be recovered simply by t'le uddit ion of a l l  cycle counts up 
to and including the J th count. One might expect from (3) that errors i n  successive N ,  woutd 
be highly correlated by virtue of being formed from common LN's. This i s  not the ccrce, 
however, when Geoceiver i s  functioning   roper ly  (i .e., no actual cycles are dropped from 
each count nor are any spurious cycles added to each count), for the A N j ,  being w h o l e  
numbers, ore free of error. So too, then, are the cumulative cycle counts N J .  As vie have 
already indicated, the quantity actually in error i s  the time r J  associated with the curni;Eative 
count N , . There i s  no reason to expect that errors i n  successive readouts T!, r ,  wF I I be 
correlated to any significant degree. 
If we ignore relat iv ist ic considerations, we may re late the measurements N J ,  T , n-tade by 
Geoceiver to  physical properties of the satell i te trajectory by  means of the simple Farm of the  
doppler equation, 
i n  which 
i. := d r / d ~  = rate of  change of range between satel l i te and tracking station a t  
time 7, 
f = frequency transmitted from satellite, 
f = frequency rece ived a t  station a t  time T ,  
c = v e l o c i t y o f l i y h t i n v a c u o .  
Let us F u r t h e r  define: 
f; = reference frequency generated by Geoceiver, 
X = c/f, = wave length of frequency transmitted from satel l i te, 
Af = f(; - f  = beat frequency bc:iween received frequency and local  reference 
frequency. 
Then the doppler equation can be expressed i n  the form: 
Let  us momenturily assume that f, and f; are constant over the t rack ing in terva l .  Then we  cun 
in tegra te  both sides o f  (5) between the start of  cyc le  counting T = O  and the end o f  the : ti1 
counting interval  T~ to  obtain: 
i n  w h i c h  N J  is as defined i n  equation (3) and 
r = range a t  t ime 7 "  7 j  , 3 
r,, = range a t  time 7 =  0. 
Equat ion  (6) may be v iewed as a s impl i f ied form of  the observational equation re la t ing 
Geoceiver observations t o  changes i n  the range between tracking station and satel l i te.  In  
pract ice one must g ive consideration t o  the fact  that the frequencies f, and f; are neither 
perfect ly known, nor are they perfect ly stable. This can be accounted for by  expressing f,, 
and f:, as: 
fn = fm + 3fq + f, 7 
(7) 
f '  r, = f:," Sf:, +f; 7 
i n  which 
f,, fl, = adopted values of satell i te and Gr:oceiver frcqcrrncies, 
of,, 6fA = biascs i n  f, and f,!! at  7 -  0 (init iation of cycle counting), 
. . 
fq t = drift rates of f;., and f; . 
When these expressions are substituted into equation (5), both sicL:s are intt>gic~ic'd over tbc 
intervrrl ( 0 , ~  ,), and other sources of error are taken into account, the basic ~ ! ~ ~ e i v a i u o n u i  
equation for Geoceiver assume, the form derived in  Browr~, Trotter (1 969): 
i n  which 
h, = c/f, = wavelength o f  adopted frequency of satell i te oscillator, 
Af, = f, - f& = adopted offset frequency, 
and the error coefficients al through a, are of the form 
6f, 
1 + - r = range at ini t iat ion of cycle count rcscaled according i o  
f m proportions I error i n  adopted wave length (Note: 6f,/f, = 6&/&), 
al = X, (6f, - 6fh) = & x error i n  adopted frequency offset, 
I I 
a 2 - A,(f, -f:) = - A,x relutive drift rates, 2 2 
a, :- -(6f,,/fm) = proportions l frequency bias bate l l i t c  osci I lator), 
a, = 67,-, = bias i n  Geoceiver clock (relative t,o master clock) at ini t iut ion of cycle 
count, 
a- - error i n  coefficient used for correction of tropospheric refraction (Note: 
f (E)  //:sin E + (sin' E + k)' 1 where E clcnotes elcvatiorl unglt. and k i s  a constuot). 
Thc tcsm L i ,  in  (8) accounts for a specific set of preprocessing corrections consisting of: 
(a) two frequency correction for ionospheric refi-oci ion; 
(b) r~orninul correction for tropospheric refraction; 
(c) correct ion for propagation delay; 
(d) co~section for- special relativistic effect (time dilation); 
(e) correction for general relativistic effect (gravitation). 
Explicit c~xpiessions for each of these corrections are givehi i n  Brown, Trotter (1 969). 
3, Rcrnge vs Runge Difference Approaches to Geoceiver Reduction 
- 
Equation (8) provides the observational equation adopted in  SAGA for the reduction of 
Geoceiver observations. I t  i s  clear from (8) that i f  the error coefficients al through a, were 
somehow a Y I accurately known, Geoceiver could be viewed as being the equivalent of a range 
measuring system. The same consequence would hold i f  the error caefficients, though in i t i u l l y  
unknown, could be recovered wi th in the reduction itself to u sufficient degree of accuracy. 
'Sv f f i c ie i~ t "  in  geodetic applications would mean that recovered coordinaies of tracking stations 
are n o t  signif icantly compromised i n  accuracy because o f  errors i n  the recovered values of the 
error coefficients. 
From numerical simulations we have found that i f  equation (8) does indeed provide a 
val id  model, a sharp and effective self-calibration of the error coefficients can be effected, 
even  though a fresh set o f  coefficients must be recovered for each observed pas;. Some of 
these sirnulot ions w i l l  be discussed i n  detail later. Simulations, however, are at best a 
guide .  Whi le they do demonstrate that, i n  theory, a short arc Geoceiver network i s  
asympt.otically equivalent to a ranging network, the question remains as to whetlter 
Geoceiver observations can, in recrlity, be successfully treated i n  this manner. The vaiic4,ty 
of the model can, of course, be established only through the reduction of  acfual obst.rvatfoi>s. 
Prior to any undertaking with actual observations, i t  i s  wel l  that we consider lcist  what s i~oi i lc j  
be expected from a successful treatment of  Gcoceiver in  accordance wi ih  the ranging mod:: 1 a 
A good indication i s  provided by the Geoceivcr error budget presented by Stansell, et. ( 2 : .  
(1 965) .  This  budget, which i s  reproduced i n  Tr~ble 1, indicates thnt for thc raijging crppt oclci? 
to be successful, the rms error of the ranging I-esiduals obtained from an adjustrnc:nt bcaieci on 
equaiion (8) should amount to only about 0.2 meters. An rms error i n  ranging re i id i~ais  of 
0.2 meters i s  clearly a formidable requirement, being f ivefold smaller than ha, b ~ o n  c x p e ~  Fer?ced 
thus far with lasers and tenfold smaller than hus been experienced with Geodetic Secar . Yct, 
i f  we accept the error budyet, an rms error s i~ jn i f icant ly  greclter than 0.2 mete15 would be 
indicative of unresolved systematic error and the ranging approach coulcl not be s u s t u i ~ e c i .  
TABLE 1. Geoceiver internal error bodget. 
Error Source 150-400 M C  162-334 r\,lc 
(C)/CICS RMS) (cycles Rr%t S) 
Reference oscil lator s tabi l i ty  .I92 .I56 
Clock readout resolution I .052 .042 
Receiver phase shifts (do~p le r )  
Refraction ccunt roundoff 
Rcceiver phase shifts (iefraciico) 
-. -- 
Combined errors, cycles ?hlS .252 .234 
meters RhiS .19 .2 1 
I t  should be made clear that equation (8) does not constitute the observations 1 equation 
that was or iginal ly envisioned by the developers o f  the Geoceiver and has subsey~ent8~ been 
adopted b y  APL and NWL. Instead, a range-difference equation of the form: 
(9) r ,  - r l - ,  = h A N ,  + A  (fO-fA)(T1 - T ~ - ~ )  + neglected higher order terms, 
S O I ~ S  T R C  basic observational equation used by these organizations (Stansell, et. a1 ., 1965). 
T i ~ i s  r e su i t  can immediately be derived by  first evaluating equation (6) for times T~ and T 
and then subtracting the second resulting expression from the first. I f  the time interval T~ - T ~ - ~  
is not too yea!-, the higher order terms (differentia l frequency drift, diff6:rcntial tropo:pl~eric 
re f r ,~s io r :~  etc,) w i l l  not assume significance und thus can bc ignored. Thc frequency ofrsct 
&-fA, on t h e  other hand, remains significant and i s  treated in  APL/NWL reductions as an 
o~nkiaow-i to be recovered for each pass observed from each station. 
Ar; clijjection tlicrt can be raised to the use of the range-difference a!:i)~.oach bawd on 
equation (9) i s  ihat i t  does not real ly exploi t  the continuity o f  the cycle count achieved by 
the Geoceivcr, Cleurly equation (9)  would remain va l i d  i f  cycle counting were to proceed 
only intc~mit!c.nt ly as in  the TRANET system. With TRANET, a cycle cot~nt  i s  in i t iated at 
preset inlervals  ( iypically every four seconds) and counting continues unt i l  a preset number 
of cyc!cs hus  been accumulated, whereupon the time interval of ihe count i s  read out uncl 
count ing  ceases un i i l  the start o f  the next interval. I f  ra , T, were to denote the b ~ r ~ i t i n i n ~  
J 
and end of the j th counting interval, equation (9) could equally wel l  be expi-cssed as: 
where, for infermittent counting, 7, # T + VJhen counting i s  truly inter-mittent, as with 
J 
IRANET, errors i n  successive range differences L?r , A r , are uncorre latcd. However, when 
c o ~ n f i n g  is t iu ly  continuous (7, = T ), as with Geoceiver, errors in  successive range 
J a J'1 
d i f f e r e n c e s  are negatively correlated, the coefficient of correlation being precisely -0.5. 
Unaess ?h i s  correlation i s  taken expl ic i t ly  in to account i n  the reduction, any special benefits 
to be gained from continuity of cycle count w i l l  be lost. 
What, then, are the benefits to be gained from fu l l  exploitation of continuity of cycle 
counting? And why, indeed, should equation (8) wi th its greater complexity be preferred 
over equation (9)? Although results t o  be presented i n  due course w i l l  c lar i fy this matter, a 
h e u r i s t i c  consideration of these questions i s  i l luminating. 
In F i g u r e  3a we have indicated the character o f  the geometry pertinent to intermittent, 
Station 
Figure 30. I l lus i  ~ - c ~ t i r ~ ~  essential gcometry of hypo~hc~ i icc~ l  t i  acl: ing oi 
sfraight l ine trc:]cctory by systern generc~~ing inI.crrniticnt 
counts of beat frcqucncy . 
Time: to  t2 . 
NOTE: cos 8, = ns/rn = 
Station 
Figure 3b. 111ustr6ting essential geornelry of hypothcticul trocking of 
straight l ine by systern generuting continuous counts of 
beat frequency. 
rvnge-i?iff  >;ence t rack ing of  a s twight  l ine t ra jectory o f  constant ve loc i t y  ,ampled ot ecjucll 
, n ~ c ,  S P T G I \ / C ~ S .  Because the tra jectory i s  assumcd to be known, each obscrvcd segment o f  
icng:I~ becomes tantamount to  a known baseline, und the ranye difference system bccomes 
c,i-?omiiiicaliy equi\/ulent to  a sequence o f  radio inte~ferometcxrs. A c c o ~ d i n g l ~ ,  each range 
J - c - e , ~  -;cc def i~ ies the direct ion cosine of the t racking stution te la t ive to  the baseline c!cfir~c.d 
-,) t , l t  ? i ;c l \ ing  in te tva l .  As indicated i n  the f i gu~e ,  the n t l l  tracking interval  (counted from 
- i-r>'dar- 3r igin taken as the poirlt o f  closest app~oach)  generafes thc obsclvafion: 
(1 i j i . cos 6 = (rb - ra n) / s .  
A 
\/car jr - r  ) = ~ r ? ,  i t  fol lows that the standard deviat ion of  4 ,  i s :  
1 
FigLj~t> 30 shows the corresponding situation for a ranye measuring system. Here, the value 
cas 8 ii cirfined by: 
, ~d I % i r s  jr") = o P  (the sclme value as adopted for var (r, 
- r a  )), the stur,clard dev ia i io r~  o i  A, n II 
r e c m e s  
Irc ' i~~~ickl  CIS r: = r: $. (n s)", equations (1 3) and (14) y i e l d  the relat ion:  
\mere K = r,/s. From this result i t  fol lows that a total  o f  n" independent repetit ions o f  
range-d:fference determinations of  cos 6, must be averaged in  order to y i e l d  a mean result as 
a-curcte as a single ranging determination o f  cos 8 ,  . More  generally, i t  fol lows that to  y ie ld  
an end resu l t  (e . g . ,  survey) equivalent to  that to  be expected from a set o f  N = 2n+l successive 
rangesI one would require a set of approximately: 
range differences, a rat io on the average of about n2/3 range-difference observations for 
each ranging observation. 
Because of the necessity for recovering the zero set (r,) i n  range (along w i l / . ~  0 t h ~ ~  ereoi
coefficients), the foregoing heuristic discussion holds only i n  an asymptotic sense for Gectceives 
(the stronger the :racking network, the more closely Geoceiver u~proaches being equivaler7t 
to u true ranging system). 
Even so, from related geometrical considerations one may conclude that a ranging systcrn 
can he expected to produce geodetic results of far higher accuracy than can cr range difl'eact~ce 
system having a comparable sampling rate and level of random error. This, then, paovides 
ample motivation for our attempt to treat Geoceiver as a ranging system by vir tue equafion (8) 
the val id i ty  of which stems from the strict continuity of the Geoceiver cycle count. 
3. Ex~er imenta l  Procedure 
A set of fourfeen of the passes observed by the prototype Geoceiver during the December 
1968 test o f  the system was subjected to experimental processing by DBA. Because observai-ions 
were available from only a single Geoceiver station, i t  was not possible to perform a m u l t i -  
station short arc reduction to establish internal consistencies of Geoceiver observai ions ., 
Accordingly, we adopted the same general procedure as was used by NWL (Smi th ,  P 969), 
namely, to  enforce long arc orbits generated by  NWL from reductions of observations made by 
the global TRANET network. With orbital state vectors thus considered to be known far each 
pass, we subjected the Geoceiver observations to two different reductions: 
(a) independent reduction of each pass with height h o f  the station held fixed but 
wi th latitude cp and longitude X free to adjust for each pass (along w i th  coefficients 
of the error model); 
(b) simultaneous reduction of a l l  fourteen passes with a common c p , A ,  h recovered for 
a l l  passes and a fresh set of error coefficients recovered for each p a s s .  
Because tile NWL long arc orbits were locked down i n  the reductions,the results (and 
e 5 ~ e c i . a  / I y  t he  recovered coordinates of the Geocciver) w i l l  be compromiscd to some degree 
by t h e  errons i n  the enforced orbits. As we shall presently see, indications from the results are 
illat actual accuracies of the reference orbits are probably on the order of 15 to  1 10 rnetei s for 
p o m s  over North America. 
A piof of the ground tracl<s of the fourteen reduced passes i s  given in Figure 4. Trlken 
a s  a whole, the passes are fair ly wel l  balanced in their geometrical distribution about tllc 
t lacking stutioii. A cufoff o f  5' i n  elevation angle was adopted in thc sclcction of ob:crvcltions 
to be i edvced  For each pass. 
4 ,  - Results  of Single Pass - Reductions 
A i l  of the coefficients of the error model were assigned a priori values of zero. The 
zero sef coefficient a, which represents essentially the slant range to the satellite at the 
initiation of cycle counting, was ussigned a one sigma constraint of l o 7  meters. Thc a ~ r i o r i  
conqtrcrinis  for the ~emuin ing coefficients are listed in  Table 2. In a l l  cases, the consttuints 
vvcsc taken to be conservative. The adjustments resulting from the single pass reductions 
are also given in  Table 2 for a l l  error coefficients except a, . 
The corrections to a, are referred to an adopted frequency offset of 31,955.9 Hz which 
was provided by NWL. The adjusted values of a, for the first seven passes are fair ly constant. 
Y ibis may be oCtributed to the fact that during the period spanned by these passes the quartz 
oscil lator of the Geoceiver was bypassed, and the APL Cesium frequency standard was 
e m p l o y e d  in  i t s  place to generate the local reference frequency. For the f inal seven passes, 
on the other hand, the Geoceiver's own oscillator was exercised. As we see from Table 2, 
the variation in a, i s  considerably more pronounced for.these passes. A plot of the values of 
a, For pas ses  8 through 14 i s  given i n  Figure 5. The points l ie  almost perfectly on a straight 
l i n e ,  indicating the val id i ty  of the assumption of linear drift of frequency. The slope 
of the f i t ted l ine corresponds to change i n  frequency of only about 0.08 Hz per day. I n  view 
of the nominal magnitude of the offset frequency (32k Hz), this corresponds to a long term 
FIGURE 4. Geometry of  ground tracks of  14 passes of  Navy Navigational Sateliite obser\ted by 
Geoceiver and processed through SAGA (shown relative to 5' cutoff horizon of 
tracking station). 
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difTcrentia1 stabi I i t y  i n  frequency between satell i te and Geoceiver oscil lators of only 3 
paris i n  10" per day. 
-4 The largest value found for a, (frequency drift), namely -. 52 n 10 m/sec" for pass 
1 0, corresponds to an error of only 0.19m i n  range over an interval of one rninut e (i .e . , 
(--.52 x I 0-') (60)"). However, by the end of the pass (7 = 14 minulei = 840 sec) the 
cor~t r  ibution of this value of a, to range grows to (0.5 9) x (1 4):' or 37.3 m. 
Adjvs.irnents to a, (proportional frequency bias) turn out to be insignif icantly srnull 
be ing  equivalent  to a range correction of only 0.2m in  the worst case. 
ABthough the coefficient accounting fcr timing bias a, was constrained to 100 rnicro- 
seconds (one sigma), the adjustments to the a priori values turned out to be essentially zero 
i n  every case. Th is  may be attr ibuted to the fact that the effect o f  firning bias can be almost 
perfectly offset in  a single pass adjustment by the horizontal adiustrnent of the station. 
The fact thut the adiustrnents to the refrclction coefficients a:. are so small, likewise, 
suggests tha t  compensation for residual refracfion i s  largely being effected by other 
adjustable parameters. The largest value of a (-. 043 from pass 12) corresponds to u range 
csi-rection of about -0.2m at the adopted cutoff angle of 5° .  The a priori constraint of 0.2m 
adopted for a2 i s  consistent with an assumption that the nominal correction for tropospheric 
refraciion i s  accurate to about 5 percent. 
The residuals produced by the single pass reductions are given for each pass in Table 3. 
h e  typ ica l  rms value of the residuals is  under 0.10 meters, an amount less than hulf as great 
as tha t  to Re expected from the APL error budget reviewed earlier! Part of the discrepancy 
can be accounted for by  the fact that the major contributor to the error budget, namely 
reference osci8lator stability, does not apply to the reduction used i n  SAGA. This  i s  because 
frequency cl i- i f t  i s  expl ic i t ly  modeled and recovered i n  fhe reduction. When allowance i s  
made for this consideration, one obtains better agreement between the error budget and the 
residejals .. Even then, the residuals are smaller than the design budget would allow, a tribute 
to the integrity of the APL design and to the conservativeness o f  Geoceiver specifications. 

The smoE lraess of the Geoceiver residuals produced by SAGA goes far towa~ ds e s t a b l i ~ h i n ~  
the va l id i ty  of treating Geoceiver as a ranging system. Further evidence i s  provided in  Table 4 
~ ~ h i c h  gists the adiustments produced by SAGA to the horizontal coordinates of the Geoceive: 
saation. These are compred with the corresponding adjustments produced by N W L  using the 
range difference approach (Smith, 1969). O f  pcrrticular interest, are the relative standard 
deviations {uN ,gC)  of the SAGA and N W L  adjustments. These ref lect the marked geomet! i ca l  
superiority O F  the ranging approach over the range difference approach. The values of o,, und 
o,, of course, have only a provisional valici i iy for they are based (in both adjustments) on the 
assumptiion that the enforced reference orbit and station height are flawless. 
Bejlik eye plots of ihe horizontal positions listed i n  Table 4 are provided in  Figure 6. 
Although <he scatter of the SAGA positions i s  somewhat smaller fhan the NLVL positions, 
both are dominaled by errors inherited from the orbit. In view of the small sigrnas of the 
SAGA positions ( typical ly less than 2 meters), wc may infer from the scattet of the individual 
so lu t i~ns  that the tong arc ephemeris i s  probably good to about t.7 meters, one sigma. 
5, Results of Combined Reduction 
In the single p s s  reductions the horizontal coordinates of the station were free to adjust, 
thereby providing partial internal compensation for orbital and other errors. A more severe 
test sf the Geoceiver i s  one i n  which a l l  passes are reduced simultaneously w i th  only a single, 
three dimensional adjustment o f  survey being admitted. Such an adjustment was performed 
and the resulting solutions for error coefficients are provided i n  Table 5. 
11's comparing Tables 2 and 5 we f ind that results for the coefficients a, aod uz cre 
genera I l y  in good agreement. O n  the other hand, both frequency bias and time bias 
(a, and  a,) in Table 5 showned a much greater tendency to adjust than in  Table 2 .  This i s  
clear! y a consequence of the loss i n  the combined adjustment o f  the compensative capabil i ty 
(afforded i n  the single pass reductions) o f  the pass-by-pass horizontal adjustment of the station. 
Accordingly,  a, and a4 adjust to compensate as wel l  as possible for errors i n  the enforced 
orbit , 
As ira ishe single pass reductions, the refraction coefficients a5 from the combined 

A. NWI.. Solutions 
- .- 
B .  SAGA Soli~tions 
------ .--- 
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Fl GURE 6. Bull's eye plot of single pass solutions for Geoceiver location: 
A. NWL Solutions, B. SAGA Solutions. 
TABLC 5. Adjustrncr~is ro etror coeff icients result ing fiorn c0rnbir:c.d ~cciucrioii of o i '  ci5i s .  
--- 
ERROR COCI'FICIENT 
-.038 -.06 
-.048 -.29 
-.038 - . I4  
-.033 - . I2  
-.356 -.07 
-.367 - . l o  
-.407 -.51 
-.433 -.I0 
-.464 -.I2 
-.527 -.05 
-,532 -.a2 
* All entries i n  a column should be mu l t ip l ied  by the silrne power of  1 O or the f i r s t  e n t r y .  
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reduction show only a slight tendency to adjust. 
From Table 6 we see that the residuals from the combined solution, though s t i l l  quitc 
small, are in some cases appreciably greater than their counterparts from the single puss 
rcdvct inns.  This, too, we may attribute to the influence of errors i n  the reference orbits. 
We consider "re residuals from the single pass reductions to be more representative of what can 
be expected when Geoceivers are employed in  short arc configurations. This i s  because the 
o-bit i s  free to  cadjust i n  a short arc adiustment and the residuals, therchfore, u1.e not contaminatc~tl 
by an err-siieous reference orbit. 
In order to ascertain more clearly the effects of orbital errors, we repzated the mul t i -  
pass cmdjusfrnent aIIowing a slight relaxation in  the state vector for each pass. Apr ior i  sigmas 
O F  5 meters were assigned to the X,Y,Z components o f  the state vector and sigmas of .005m/sec 
. . .  
wsre assigned to  the X,Y,Z components. The residuals from the resulting adil~stment fur-ned 
091 to  be so similar to those obtained from the single pas: adjustments (Table 3) that these i s  no 
need to reproduce them separaiely. The same can be said of the adjusted vulues of the cl-ror 
coefficients. The largest adiustment to  the positional components of the state vector was a 
value of -5,8 meters i n  Z for Fass 1 1  und the next lurges: v~as -4.0 meters in  Y for Pass 1. 
The rrns values of the adjustments to the X, Y,Z components amounted to 0.9, I .6 and 2.5 
m e t e r s ,  respectively . The components of veloci ty showed very l i t t le  tendency to adjust, w i t h  
only a few correcfions reaching as much as .001 m/sec and an rms adjustment umountiny to 
less t h a n  .CIOBS m/sec i n  a 1 1  components. 
The coordinates of the Geoceiver station resulting from the two versions of the rnulti- 
pass reduct ion  are given i n  Table 7 and'are compared with the corrections obtained from NWL's 
combined solution. The agreement befween SAGA Solcrtion (orbits heid) and the N\AIL 
solution (orbits also held) is  especially good, discrepancies of 0.3, 0.2 and -0.5 meters being 
obtained i n  North, East and Up respectively . Discrepancies between SAGA Solution B (orbits 
sl ightly relaxed) and the NWL solution are somewhat greater, on the average, amounting to 
0,9, 1 .3 and -0.1 meters i n  the three coordinates. 
The excellence of the agreement between SA'GA and NWL solutions provides f inal  
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TABLE 7. Coordinates obtained from combined reductions. 
Or ig inal  Coordinates 
39" 09' 48!'506 
283" 06' 1 1': 592 
* From combined reduction of 14 passes of satell i te No.  59. 
* * From combined reduction of 37 passes of satell i te No. 59. 
veri f icut ion of the val id i ty  of the ranging approach to Geoceiver observations ., 
When a ranging sigma of 0.1 meters i s  propagated through the SAGA reciuctions, the 
fol lowing sigmas for geocentric position are obtuined: 
Solution A Soluiion B 
(orbits fixed) (orbits relaxed) .- 
As we shall presently see, the sigmas corresponding to  Solution A are ind icat ive of what can 
actual ly be expected from the Geoceiver system when i t  i s  employed in sttong shalt C I L C  
configurations and i s  reduced as a ranging system. 
6. b e c i a l  Data Editing For Cycle Count Errors 
The measurements made by Geoceiver consist o f  two quantities La N ,  and T , ti-~at i s ,  the 
number of whole cycles of beat frequency cumulated over an interval and the t i m e  of di:e zero 
crossing of the last cycle. As we have already noted, A N  , being an integer ihould bc crror 
free,provided each positive cycle crossing i s  indeed counted and no spt~rious crossings file 
counted. Thus, i n  principle, a l l  of  the error i n  Geoceiver observations can be attributed to 
the error in  the times accompanying the cycle counts. Unfortunately, in practice this situation 
does not appear to hold, at least with the breadboard and prototype Geoceivers . Srn i f h  ('l969) 
reports that when both of these Geoceivers were operating from the same antenna, the in tegrc~ted 
doppler count was found to differ i n  a number of instances by 10 to 20 cycles, Indeed, this was 
the case i n  27 of the 137 observed passes. Although passes where counts differed by 10 or more 
cycles were rejected i n  the reductions performed by NWL, the surviving passes could be a f fec ted  
by discrepancies of up to 9 counts. Recognizing this, NWL employed digi tal  f i l t e r ing  of 
range-difference res id~a ls  i n  an attempt to detect and correct such cycle c o ~ n k  errcsrs. 
Apparently, this f i l ter ing process was not to ta l ly  successful. An inspection of a sample of N\VL 
results vs our results indicates that while most o f  the errors o f  3 or more cor~nts were geqercaliy 
detected ar;d corrected, man); o f  the srnal ler cycle count errors eluded detection. 
The pertinence o f  foregoing considerations i s  i l lustrated ir-I Figure 7 i n  which we htrve 
plotled I hree sets of  residuals from Pass 3: 
(a) residuals from a SAGA reduction i n  which no cycle count edit ing was 
performed; 
(b) residuals from a SAGA reduction fol lowing cycle count edit ing on residuals frorn 
(a) (see l ab ie  6 for listing); 
( G )  residua1s from the NWL range difference reduction. 
TI,@ I-esiduals Sisted earlier in  Table 3 indicate that a value o f  0.1 Om rnay be taken as a 
nominal estimate of the standard deviation of Geoceiver ranges. O n  the other hand, a 
single cycle count error corresponds to an error i n  range of 0.75 meters (i .e ., one wavelength 
at 4OOm Hz). The rather sizable ratio of 7.5 to 1 between the two effects i s  what makes 
pract ica l  the defection and removal o f  cycle count errors from an analysis of preliminary 
residi~ejls. As can be seen i n  Figure 7, when a suitable f i l ter ing algorithm i s  appliud to i h t .  
residuals fr 01-0 (a), the rms o f  the residuals improves from 0.36m to 0.11 m, and the wide 
systematic excursions o f  the residcrals i n  curve (a) are eliminated. 
The fina I N W L  rcnge-difference residuals (curve (c)) have an rrns value about tenfold 
greater than the f inal  SAGA residuals. This i s  attributable, i n  part, to unresolved cycle count 
errors remaining in  the NWL reduction. We suspect, however, that some o f  the higher order 
effects neglected in  the range-difference equation (frequency drift, in  particular) may 
signif icantly contribute to the magnitude of the residuals. This, i n  turn, would tend to lessen 
the effectiveness sf edit ing for cycle count errors. The coefficient o f  correlation of -0.5 
between successive range difference errors (refer back to Section 2) ,  no doubt, i s  a contributing 
factor as wel l  (this accounts also for the sawtooth runs o f  residuals that have been found to be 
characteristic of range-di fference reduct ions). 
In v iew of the ubove, we may conclude that not only i s  the ranging approach geometrically 
superior to the range-difference approach, but i t  also has the advantage o f  generating 
residuals which  permit a finer degree o f  edit ing than i s  possible wi th range-difference residuals. 
Whi le cyc le  cour~t errors are a nuisance, they can almost unfai l ingly be detected and removed 
(a) @ Residuals from SAGA when no cycle count corrections 
are applied (RMS = ,36 m) 
(b) 0 Residuals from SAGA when appropriate cycle count 
correcticr~s are applied (FMS = . 1 1  m) 
(c) Range differefice residuals fran NWL adivstrnent (FWS = 1 .07 rn) 
FI GUM 7. Residuals from various reductioris of Pass 3 . 
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in h e  SAGA reduction and so i n  the end, do not compromise the accuracy of the system. 
The cycle count errors deduced from ~ re l im ina ry  SAGA reductions and applied i n  
subsequent reductions are listed in Table 8 for each o f  the 14 passes carried in  our test. 
Each count is equivalent to  a runge error of 0.75rn. The counts listed under 'aa' i n  t h e  table 
rcprese~l t   RE: errors in  the original counting ititervals; those listed under 'b' represent iheir  
cumulative effect on range. Of the 14 passes, only  3 were free of cycle count errors. Overall, 
abour one counting interval in  five i s  affected by an error of one or mole counts. I t  i s  perhaps 
signifizuiat that the seven passes (8-14) cccurring near thc end o f  the testing period have a much 
lower error rate (about 1 i n  9) than do the seven passes (1-7) occurring near the beginning of 
the testing period (about 1 i n  3). Hopefully, the production models of the Geoceiver w i l l  
overcome the shortcomings of the hr-cadboard and prototype units by reducing the error rate i n  
counting So very  low level. 
7, Numerical  Sitnu lations of Short Arc Geoceiver Networks 
We hcrve demonstrated with real data that the ranging approach to Geoceiver reduction 
adopted i n  SAGA is indeed sound and that a value of 0.1 Om can safely be adopted as the 
nominal s tandard  deviation of the observations. '[he precise significance o f  these key facts 
to safe U I l te  remains to be investigated. Real data from strong mu l t i -s tc t ion networks 
wi l i  not become avai [able unt i l  production models of the Geoceivers have been delivered i n  
q u c s - a t i t ~ .  Lacking such data, we can nonetheless ascertain the accuracies to be expected frorn 
laypothetical networks by means of numerical simulation. In  the next sections we shall review 
the results ohC three fair ly large-scale simulations designed to shed l ight on the capabilities of 
the Geoceiwer and to reveal the most effective deployment of the system. The three simulations 
may be described as: 
1 .  25 station continental network employing 11 interlocking subnets of 7 Geoceivers, 
each observing 11 passes (for a total o f  121 passes); 
11 .  25 station continental network with a l l  stations simultaneously occupied and 
t racking a common set o f  39 passes; 
l i l . 1 8 station intercontinental network consisting of 6 stations i n  North America, 6 
in South America, and 6 in  Northern Africa/Southern Europe (designed for 
continental dr i f t  experiment). 

The siraulahions were executed by means of a special version o f  SAGA designed expressly 
for s f u d i e s  oi error propagation. In a l l  cases, the state vector for each orbital pass was 
c ~ n s i d e r e d  ro be unknown, and the effects of errors i n  the determination of the state vector 
as we41 as e r ro r s  in  the recovered error coefficients were propagated into the recovered 
coordinafes of the tracking stations. Thus, the error propagations are comprehensive and 
ful ly rigorous. 
The tracking network adopted for the first simulation i s  pictured i n  Figure 8. Most of 
the siaiions correspond to sites that have been or are currently being used for space geodesy 
and include STADAN, SPEOPS, BC-4, FC-1000 and Baker-Nunn stc~fioris. The network 
e m b r a c e s  aI d bu t  the northernmost reaches o f  North America. The guiding premise of the 
f i r s t  s i rnulat ian i s  that only 7 Geoceivers a re  considered to be available for the execution 
of rhe survey of the entire 25 station net. Th is  means that the observations must bc gathered 
by a suitable cenabination of interlocking sr~bnets. We adopted a scheme in  which the basic 
observationai configurations consist o f  subnets o f  seven stations, six of which folm a hexugon 
i n  which  the seventh station i s  approximately centered. The overall network i s  comprised of 
a total of eleven such subnets formed according to the schedule indicated i n  Table 9. From 
the table, i t  can be seen that stations i n  the interior of the net participate i n  as many as 
seven di f ferent suhnets, whereas those on the periphery participate i n  only  two or three. 
Each s u b n e t  is considered to track a set of eleven passes of Navy  Navigat ion Satellites, a 
cutoff elevation angle o f  5' being adopted for a l l  participating stations. The passes are 
chosen to be w e l l  distributed about each subnet as i s  typ i f ied i n  Figure 9 which shows the 
ground tracks of the set o f  passes observed b y  subnet no. 1 . 
The key remaining assumptions underlying the sintulation can be summarized as follows: 
(1) sigma of  Geoceiver ranges i s  0.1 Om; 
(2) station no. 1 i s  adopted or igin o f  network and i s  held fixed; 
(3) or ienht ion of the network i s  defined by locking both components o f  the 
direelion o f  the baseline joining stations 9 and 15 and one component of 
t he  dj'rection of the baseline joining stations 4 and 6; 
FIGURE 8. I l lustrat ing 25 s ta t ion  n e t  employed in  Simulations 1 and 11. 
TABLE 9 ,  QbseweationaI Schedvfe employed in Simulation I ,  
1, Columbia 
2. Goddard 
3. Sudbury 
4. E . Grand Forks 
5. Denver 
6. Edinberg 
7. Ft .  Myers 
8. Grand Turk Is. 
9. Bermuda 
10. Bangor 
1 1 . Port Harrison 
12. Churchill 
13. Cold Lake 
14. Butte 
15. Mohave 
16. Guaymas 
17. Acapulco 
18. Swan Is .  
19. St. Johns 
20. Goose Bay 
2 1 , Vancouver 
22. Coos Bay 
23. Monteray 
24. Guadal upe 
25. Socotto Is. 
FIGURE 9. Geometry o f  11 passes observed by Subnet 1 in Simulation I, 
(4) orbital state vectors are completely unknown; 
(5) a prior; one sigma constraints on error coefficients are: 
(a) a. (zero set), 10' m, 
(b) al (freq. offset), A, x 10Hz, 
1 -3 ( c )  aa (freq. drift), - A, x 10 Hz/sec, 2 
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(d) a, (satellite proportional freq. bias): 10 , 
(e) a, (timing bias), zero for central station in  each subnet, 
.000050 sec. for a l l  others, 
f )  a, (refraction, 0.2m), 
(8) data rate i s  two points per minute (consistent with capabilities o f  future 
Geoceivers) . 
A Few cornmenis are in  order regarding these assumptions, Regarding 3, we would note that 
since a ranging network i s  geodetically indeterminant in  angular orientation, any informatior> 
that serves to orient the network uniquely can be r ig id ly  enforced without causing infernal 
contradiction. While orbital constraints can serve orient a ranging network dynamically, the 
precision is so low in short arc reductions that nn great accuracy in  enforced directions of 
base lines is needed to avoid internal contradiction. 
la" wil l  be noted that the a priori constraint on the error coefficient a, i s  taken as 
oS , which is tantamount to  zero. Thais was done as a consequence o f  other simulations 
which showed that since an error i n  a, effect ively constitutes an error i n  scale, i t  can set a 
Sirnit to geodetic accuracies that no degree of tracking precision or redundancy can overcome. 
Fortunately, there i s  a simple way around this d i f f icu l tye I t  requires that a t  least one station 
pcarfiicipating in  the tracking of each pass employ a local oscillator whose absolute frequency 
i s  known to a high order o f  accuracy. This can be accomplished either by employing a 
primary frequency standard at the station (e .g., a portable cesium beam standard) or by 
receiving VLF frequency transmissions to monitor the error in  the local oscillator (this latter 
10 
approach can provide proportional accuracies in  frequency of a few parts i n  10 ) For ri:c 
particu lor station having a near absolute, local frequency standard, the observirtion o q u a i  Eci i i  
assumes a somewhat altered form. The term 6fA i n  the coefficient a, becomes h i g h ! )  consirnir~ed 
(see eq. (8}), and the term 6f0 can accordingly be separated out and absorbed in io  the 
coefficieni a, which then becomes mult ipl ied by the expression (c r I  - r  I )  in  p lace of i t s  
former factor, name iy (-r ) . As a consequence of this change, the PI-oportional frccguency 
7 r 
bias beconlcs sharply deterministic and can readi ly be recovered to within a few ports in  1 C" . 
Since this bius refers to the satell i te frequency, i t  i s  common to a l l  stations pal-ticipatirag nil h e  
sume pass. Accordingly, when the local frecluency at one staiion in a subnet i s  knctwri w i t h  
great accuracy, one i s  justified in  numerical simulations in  suppressing the coefficient a,,  - for t a l l  
stations i n  the subnet. This i s  precisely what we have done in a l l  of the sirnulatiens to be 
presented here. 
Now that the ground rules for the simulation have been explained, let us  consider rhc 
results obtained. The solution o f  the normal equations for the adiustrncnt o f  the ilypotblesicni 
network involved the simultaneous recovery of 5883 parameters consisting of: 
3 x 25 = 75 unknown coordinates o f  fracking stations, 
6 x 121 = 726 unknown elements o f  orbital state vectors, 
7 x 6 x 121 = 5082 unknown error coefficients. 
The solution of such a large system of normal equations i s  practical only by virtue of the 
algorithm for second order partitioned regression incorporated into SAGA. The formation 
and inversion of the normal equations required 64 minutes on DBA's Xerox Sigrrra 5 computer, 
The results o f  major interest, the accuracies to be expected for the recovery of the coord inaks 
o f  the tracking stations, are listed i n  Table 10. 
From the table i n  conjunction with Figure 9, we see that stations i n  the inferFor of the 
net are determined to an accuracy ranging, for the most part, between 0.2 and 0.4 meters 
(one sigma), whereas those on the periphery are determined to about 0.7 to 1 -5 m e t e r s .  S u c h  
accuracies are on the order of f ive times better than has been experienced F r~m opt ical  ne twct rk~ 
o f  comparable scope (e .g . , see Brown, 1 968). 
TABLE 10, Expected accuracies of station recovery resulting from Simulation I. 
Station 
,- 
Sigmas (meters) 
X Y z 
* Adopted origin of survey. 
Over a 24 hour period one would have no di f f icul ty in  observing a set of passe5 of 
Navy Navigui ional Satellites that approximates the geometry c f  the set of eleven pu5ses 
adopted in  the sirnulation for each subnet. Accordingly, most of the time and effon t required 
for the data gathering phuse of the hypothetical operation would be spent i n  the taavel and 
logistics required to shift Geoceivers fronl one subnet to the next. If a total of :en dcrys is 
budgeted for the travel, logistics, and data gathering for each subnet, the overall F i t  Id  
operation could be corrlpleted In  about four months. This i s  comparable with the period that 
would be required for an equivalent neiwork of 25 opt ical  tracking stations to observe fsoir, 
100 fo 150 good passes of a flashing l ight satellite (this assumes that a l l  25 opt icu i  s ta ;  Eoils 
are occupied throughout i-he entire period). It follows, then, that in  u four month ope~crtior! 
7 Geoceivers can survey a 25 station, intaclcontinental network to an accuracy abolii- Five 
times greater than can 25 cumeras operating for the same length of time. Thus, the c~coa'zt ic  
potential o f  the Geoceiver i s  impressive indeed. 
The capabil i ty o f  the Geoceiver for short arc orbital determination i s  also a mabier of 
considcrab le interest. As a by-product by the error propagation for survey, we obta in f~ om 
SAGA a partial error propagation for the recovery of elements of the or-bitai staic v e c + o i .  
. * By part ia I ,  we mean that errors remaining i n  the survey are not taken into accounr ( i  , e , , P - E S  
as i f  the survey were flawless). However, a l l  other errors are rigorously taken into a c c m n t ,  
including those remaining in  the recovered error coefficients of the trackers. A vet y good 
idea of the trccking capabilities of a seven station Geoceiver net can be had from Table l i ,  
which lists the sigmas obtained for the state vectors o f  the eleven passes pictured in  Figure 9. 
Accuracies i n  position at epoch (taken at midarc) are seen to range from as l i t t l e  as 0-5 meters, 
or better, for the more central passes to as much as 3 to 7 meters for extra-periphera % passes. 
The only  tracking system we know of that can r iva l  such accuracies for central passes I s  the 
GLOTRAC system of the Air Force Eastern Test Range. This system, however, i s  no lorlger 
operat iona I. 
The surpassing capabil i ty of a strong Geoceiver network for short arc tracking may w e l l  
generate far more applications for the system than was ever envisioned b y  its originators. For 
the near term, a natural application o f  the system would be in conjunction with the GEOS C 
'TABLE li 1, Accuracies to be expected for recovery of orbital state vectors of 
passes observed by Subnet 1 in Simulation I. 
I Sinmas of  Components of Orbital State Vectors* 
I - 
Pass No, Posit ion (meters) Velocity (meters/sec) 
" Epoch at midarc. 
radar altimeter experiment. For evaluating the accuracy o f  the altimeter, a six or seven 
station Geoceiver net, wel l  distributed about the Carribean, could generate short arc 
ephemerides to accuracies o f  better than one meter over a considerable area. 
9. Results of Simulation l l  
In  viewing the results o f  Simulation I , we became curious clbout what could be expected 
i f  a l l  25 stations in  our hypothetical net were to be occupied simultaneously by Gesceivet-s. 
We were pclrticularly stimulated by consideration o f  Figure 10, wtiich i s  a plot of  actuc;l gro:tnd 
tracks (relative to a tracking horizon of 5") of Navy  Navigational Satellites obserwab$e from a 
typical  station a t  midlatitudes during a 48 hour period when four satellites are in operal-ion. 
Accordingly, we undertook a simulation employing the same general assumptions as before 
except for the following: 
(1) a total  of  25 Geoceivers are committed to the operation (hence a l l  stations are 
simultaneously occupied); 
(2) the operation is consistent wi th what could be expected from a 48 hour period 
and involves observation of the set of 37 passes pictured i n  Figure 8 1  ; 
(3) each of the 25 stations tracks every pass reaching a maximum elevation angle of 
at least 10" ubove a cutoff horizon o f  5'. 
In  view of the production run of 33 Geoceivers, assumption (1) can potenticl i y  be 
realized. This possibi l i t y  i s  enhanced by  the short period of commitment demanded by  
assumption (2). 
As a resu I t  of  assumption (3) ,  27 of the 37 passes are tracked by at least 8 5 stations 
and a l l  are tracked b y  at least 9. T3e observing schedule for the simulation i s  provided by 
Table 12. 
An assumption tac i t l y  made in  Simulation I i s  that the location of the Earth" center 
of  mass i s  known flawlessly relative to the adopted origin. In  Simulation I I  we drop this 
assumption and exercise an option i n  SAGA for carrying the coordinates of center of mass as 
constrained parameters. By so doing, we avoid introducing any dynamical inconsistency that 
would otherwise result when one elects in  a short arc reduction to hold f ixed an adopted set 
o f  coordinates for the particular station selected to be the origin of the network. Although 
FIGURE 10. Illustrating an actual set of ground tracks of 39 passes of Navy Navigational Satellites as 
seen by station at 40' latitude during a 48-hour period (cutoff elevation angle, 5'). 
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FIGURE 11. Geometry of 37 passes relative to tracking net employed in Simulation GI, 
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we i n a d v e ~ t e n t l ~  fa i l ed  to  exercise this option i n  Sirnuiation 1, we know from other s i r l ~ u / o t ~ o l ~  
that theoret ical  accuracies for recovery o f  sulvey o f  strong ranging nets remain virtucJiy 
unaltered when coordinates of  center o f  mass are a l lowed t o  adjust. Thus our reswdos for 
Simulation 1 are val id, and the main consequetlce of  our oversight i s  that wc luck Figiices Foi 
the  uccuracy to  be expecied from the experiment for the locat ion o f  the center o f  m c s s  wirh  
respect to  the adopted or ig in .  
The standard deviations to  be expected for the recovered coordinates ore  l isted ~q 
Table 13. Results ;,-I this case are given both i t >  18qrms o f  X,Y,Z components (to fac i l i t a te  
compzsrison w i th  Table 10) and i n  terms of North, East and U p  (hJ, E, U) componenis. We set, 
that accutacies obtained f ~ o m  Simulation il are appreciably better than those obfained from 
Sin~ula t ion I .  For the most part, the :igmas frcrn Simulation I I  ure only about one haif as 
great as those from Simulation I .  
Especially noteworthy from Table 13 i s  the sharp recovery to  be expected for rile 
coordinates of center o f  mass; sigmas i n  Y and Z are less than one meter and the sign?o i n  X 
i s  only about 1 .5 meters. Thus we may conclude that not on ly  can a strong Geoceiver ne iwo i l c  
recover re la t ive positions o f  stations t t~rouc~hout a cont inental  net  to  w i th in  accuracies of  a few 
tenths o f  a meter, but  i t  can also generate mass-centered coordinates to w i th in  accwiacies of 3 
meter or two. 
We find, then, that one can expect to  obtuin s igni f icant ly better accurucies, overa l l ,  
from a 25 station Geoceiver network observing a total  of  37 passes than one can from 7 
Geoceivers observing a total  o f  121 passes from inter locking subnets forming an eqvivcaerb 
25 station net .  This result i s  perhaps not too startling; what i s  indeed start i ins is tha+ i n  *7e 
former situation, on ly  a two-day observing per iod i s  needed, whereas i n  the latter s l i -ua t ion  
something l i ke  four months i s  needed, a ra t io  of 60 t o  1 i n  favor of  the former. Clearly, then, 
i f  i t  cou ld  possibly be arranged, an actual  experiment along the lines of  Sinluiation II would  
be a most worthy undertaking, constitut ing (if successful) an event of epochs! signif icance in 
satel l i te geodesy. We suggest that should such an experiment be undertaken, an in tens ive  
observational schedule over a period of at least ten days should be planned. This wouia' a l l o w  
TABLE 13. Accuracies to be expecied for station coordirrates recovered from 
Simulation I I . 
"Adopted cr ig in  of  net. 
""Center of  Mass. 
154 -46- 
f ive  or more independent, two-day solutions to  be executed, thereby providing a sol id check 
of internal consistency. Should results confoz-rn to  theoretica l expectations, a l l  passes couEci 
be merged in to  a single simultaneous reduction that would (for a ten-day experiment) yi.oduce 
coordinates having standard deviations abozli. ha l f  as large as those in  Table 1 3 .  Oi -~e  could 
also perform appropriate anc i l l u ry  reductions, such as comparing results from processing of 
selected nightt ime passes (low ionospheric refraction) w i th  those from processing of se lected 
daytime passes (high ionosplier-ic refraction). In this way, one could ascertain whether or- riot 
higher. order ionospheric refraction has any t icjnif icant ef fect .  
Even i f  the experiment just suggested were f u l l y  successful, one would no1 b~ coir,pieiciy 
assu~ed that the accutacies indicated by  the reduction were, i n  fact, ac tua l l y  a c ! ~ i e v e d *  
Conceivably, systematic errors i n  the survey could  be several times larger than the  t/aczret;cgi 
standard deviations. I t  does, af ter  n l l ,  boggle the mind to  contemplate attainment cf geoclctic 
accuracies o f  a few tenths of  a rneler from satel l i te observations made over a perbod o f  only c 
few days. Fortunaiely, t h e ~ e  i s  a way to erase any doubts (pro 01- con) concerning the i / E . i - n c ~ ~ ~  
capabil i t ies of  the Geoceiver.  7 his i s  by conducting an aircraf t  test that a p p r c ~ i r n a r e l ~  
sirnu lates, on a smal l zcale, the geometry of the sate l l i f e  test as i s  later discussed i n  Section 1 ! . 
10. Results o f  Simulation I I I  
- 
The results o f  the previous simulations suggest :hat re lat ive position accurate to a few 
tenths meter can be recovered for inter ior  stations i n  strong Geoceiver nets o f  c o i ~ i ~ n e n ~ e l  
extent.  This natural ly engenders speculation concerning the potent ia l  capabil ir ies of \he 
system in establishing intercont inental  ties. Could accuracies theoret ical ly be achieved tLlcl;t 
would  be worthwhi le in investigations o f  cont inental  dr i f t  or other geophysical phenomena. 
To gain some insight in to  this matter, we designed a simulation based on  the geomefrj! indiccl~ea 
in Figure 12. Here we have posiulated the existence of  an 18 station t racking net consisting o" 
stations i n  Nor th  America, 6 stations i n  South America and 6 stations i n  Northern Afr ica/  
Southern Europe. In  v iew of  the results o f  our ear l ier  simulations, we assume that the s ta t ions  
i n  each o f  these three subnets were previously embedded i n  much more extensive canfinentcs6 
FIGURE 12. Geometry of 6 passes relative to tracking net employed in  Simulation 111, 
nets i n  vdhich a large number o f  passes of  N a v y  Navigat iona l  scitel l ites were observed. 
Accordingly, we may assume that the re la t ive positions o f  the stations w i th in  each sui-]net 
have been pre-established to  wi th in  a Few tenths o f  a meter. The locations a n d  o r i ~ n i ~ i i o i ~ s  
o f  the subnets w i t h  respect to  one another are, however, assumed to  be unknown. To 
inierrelutt:  the subnets, we assume that they part ic ipate in  the t racking o f  a high aifitibde 
satel l i te (h =6400km) i n  a c i rcular polar- n f o i t .  A total  o f  6 passes spacedai  15' interval5 
across t h e  equator (Figure 12) i s  assumed to  be observed. Assumptions conccl-ning rcnging  
sigmas, data rates, cutof f  angles, and error models are the same as i n  the other sirnviasiors. 
As i n  Simulation II, we assume that the Ic ,z~t ion o f  the Earth's center o f  mass wi th  scjpect 
to the adopted or ig in  i s  tinknown. 
An  assumption i n  Simulation III that has no counterparts i n  the other simulations is 
that the 75 baselines w i th in  each of  the three subnets are constrained i n  distance to 0.2 meters 
(one sigma). This ar t i f i ce  serves to  establish re la t ive positions wi th in  each subnet to accuracies 
of  a few tenths o f  a meter ancl yet leaves the subnets unconstrained in  absolute iocat ion a n d  
or ientat ion.  The Nor ih  American subnet i s  g iven preference i n  that Station 1 is Bockee; dcv,;i, 
- 
as also ar-e two components of the direct ion o f  bose l ine 2,4 ancl one compcnent of  the dit ect ioi .  
- 
o f  baseline 3,6. Thus the Nor th  American zubr,et incorporates the ~ d o p t e d  or ig in  crrld is 
- 
absolutely oriented.  he question then becomes one o f  determining how we l l  the iocorion; oF 
the  stations o f  rhe other two subnets can be established re la t ive to  the preferred Nor th  A r n c r i c a ~  
net. The answer i s  g iven i n  Table 14. 
We see that for the South American subnet expected accuracies re la t ive to the cdopted 
Nor th  American o r ig in  average about 0.4m, 0.7m and 0.5m i n  North, East and Up; for the 
turo-Af r ican subnet they are similar, averaging about 0.6m, 0.6~1, and 0.5m in  North, East 
and Up. Recovery o f  center of mass i s  qui te good, amounting to  1 .5m, 1 . I m  and 3 . ln7  i n  
X , Y , Z .  
The results o f  Simulation I I I  do indeed indicate that the Geoceiver system i s  patent ia i l  
capable of  establishing intercontinental ties t o  accuracies suf f ic ient ly great to  be of value ir: 
geophysical investigations of  continental dr i f t  (especially so, when i t  i s  considered that the 
simulation employed on ly  six passes o f  a sate! l i te ) .  The experiment simulated mcry we!  i be Far 
TABLE 14. Accurucies to be expected for station coordinates recovered from 
Simulation III. 
Sigmas (meters) 
Y Z N E 
" Adopted origin of net. 
"" Center of  Mass. 
from optimum for this purpose. Accordingly, a more extensive study of the matter would seem 
to  be warranted, especially sc i n  view o f  the promising character of our present results. 
1 . Aircraft Test of Geoceiver Accuracies - 
Our simulatior~s serve only to indicate what can be expected from a tracking configurufion 
[!ndc?r CI giver1 framework of assumptions. They do ncit prove anything. However, i n  view o f  
the enormous promise indicated by the I-esults, we feel thut a definit ive test should be undertcrl<en 
i-o establish whether or not the indicated p t e n t i a l  of  the system can, irl fact, be !-ealized. 7'1-,is 
would be a simple matt2r i f  one knew the coordinates of a moderate number of v.lidely sepal-niecl 
stations to sufficient accvracy (namely, to within one to two tenths of a meter). As i t  is, 
nothing available even remotely approaches this requirement. Accordingly, an alternative to 
a full-scale direct test must bc sought. 
A consideration of pivotal imporfance wi th regard to the pract icabi l i ty of cfcsigliing suc1-i 
a test i s  thai nothing prevents Geoceiver observations from being subjected to  a strictly geon-eiric 
reduction. Orb i  ta I constraints are by ncl means essential to cr Geoceiver reduction, a l  thougli 
they do add signif icantly t o  the strength of the result when only  a relat ively small number (joy 
less than 5 or 6 )  of stations participate on each pass. However, when the number of participntit;g 
stations rises to  about 10 or 12 wi th good distribution, the exercise of orbital constraints 
leads to only minor improvement over what can be obtained from a purely geometric reduction. 
The mathematics of the geometric reduction are fu l l y  developed i n  the EMEET (Error Model 
Best Estimate of Trajectory) reduction derived i n  Brown, Bush, Sibol (1 964) and elaborated on 
i n  Brown (1 966). Only  a few minor changes i n  the ranging error model of these references ale 
necessary for the application to  Geoceiver . Recently (Gyer, 1 970), we have extended the 
scope and eff ic iency of the geometric reduction by exp(oit ing the algorithm for second order 
partitioned regression developed i n  Brown, Trotter (1 969). 
One other consideration i s  important to  the practical evaluation of the absolute accuracies 
obtainable from Geoceivers. This concerns the fact that w i th  a true ranging system, wherein 
a, i s  independent of r, the accuracy to be expected for recovery of survey does not depend on 
the scale of the tracking geometry. This means that i f  surveys can be recovered to, say 0.2rn, 
from a configcrration having baselines averaging, say 20km, they can also be recovered to 
this very same accuracy in a scaled-up configuration with baselines averaging, suy, 2000 km . 
This statement would apply without qualification to the Geoceiver, were i t  not for the presence 
of  terms in  r and ; in  the Geoceiver error model. As a practical matter, the term i n  r (satellite 
frequency bias) causes no especial diff iculty for, as we have already noted, i t  can be suppressed 
when at least one Nrt ic ipat ing Geoceiver ernploys a primary frequency standard (or its practicul 
equivalent). Accordingly, only the term in I: (timing bias) would have a different effect i n  an 
aircraft test (mox ; < 200 m/sec) than i n  a satellite test (max ; < 8000 m/sec .) . If due allowance 
i s  mude for this consideration in  interpreting the results, findings froin a suitably designed air- 
craft fest can be extrapolated with confidence to apply to a geometrically similar satellite test. 
The ideal place to conduct the suggested aircraft test i s  over the USCGS geodirneter/ 
triangulation survey of east-central Florida (Figure 13). The accuracy of this survey i s  better 
than 5 part i n  lo", which i s  equivalent to about 0.02 meters for the relative positions of 
adjacent stations. Moreover, ihe net contains 64, fairly uniformly distributed stations frorn 
which a selection can be made approximating the relative geometry of a continental network. 
To appioximate the tracking geometry of Simulation II, one would employ an aircraft f lying 
at an oltitude of about 10km and proceeding at 300 knots along 37 parallel flight lines of 
100 to 200km length spaced at intervals of about 2km. The aircraft would, of course, carry 
a transmitter equivalent to those used on Navy Navigational Satellites . 
I f  the survey recovered from the suggested aircraft test should agree with the USCGS 
survey to within a few tenths of  a meter, one would have a solid basis for proceeding with 
the analogous satellite experiment. If not, one would at least have ample observational 
material for an investigation into the reasons why theoretical expectations were not being 
achieved. 
Because of the problem of instrumenting an aircraft, the suggested aircraft test would 
actually be more troublesome and costly to arrange than would the continental test of 
Simulation I I. After all, the satellites required for the continental test are continuously 
operational and cost nothing to use. For this reason, i t  would probably.be best to perform 
the continental test first to determine whether or not the system can pass a full-scale test of 
internal consistency. A partial evaluation of absolute accuracy, applicable to stations of  
FIGURE 13. Layout of USCGS geodimeter/triangulation survey of East-Central Florida. 
l imited separation, could be incorporated into such a test. This would entail enlarging the 
net to include at least three Geoceivers operating from stations on the Florida net of Figure 13. 
In this way, one would be able to  ascertain the precise degree to which relative positions 
cou Id be recovered for stations separated by a few tens of k i  lometers. A favorable outcome in  
this regard could not, however, be val idly extrapolated to widely separated stations. This i s  
mainly because systematic errors ill recovered orbits would have similar effects on closely 
I 
spaced stations and so would not seriogsly compromise the recovery of  their relative positions. j 
On  the other hand, because of their geometrical diversity, widely separated stations would 
I 
not enjoy such immunity to systematic error with respect to the recovery of their relative 
'5 
positions. Accordingly, an aircraft test appears, at this time, to provide the most practicable 
means for the evaluation of  the ultimate capabi iities of the Geoceiver in establishing relative 
positions throughout a geometrically diversified net. 
* 
12. Conclusions 
P r  
i 
1 
By virtue of the approach adopted in  SAGA of  treating the Geoceiver as a ranging system,. 3 
rather than a range-difference system, an order-of-magnitude improvement in  the capability of z 
3 
! 
the system for geodetic positioning, particularly in the short arc mode, emerges as a new factor J 
in satellite geodesy. Accuracies in station recovery of  a few tenths of a meter from observationo q 
taken over a few days appears now to be feasible. Should i t  live up to i t s  theoretical expec ta t id ,  
the Geoceiver could have a truly revolutionary impact on satellite tracking and satellite geodesP 7 
In particular, i t  would establish beyond any reasonable doubt the technical feasibility of  S U R S A ~  
the 'Satellite Surveying Ut i l i ty '  proposed i n  Brown (1968) for use in  a wide range of general V 
9 
and commercial surveying applications. SURSAT receivers would be simple in  the extreme (costin%' 
under $1 OK or about one tenth as much as a Geoceiver), yet would produce coordinates accurate& ' ' 
f 
r - 3  to 0.1 to 0.2 meters from observations taken over a period o f  only two to three hours. 
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SECTION I1 
GEOS-C 
GEOS-C PLANS 
Robert M .  Rados 
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Meeting, Goddard Space F l i g h t  Center ,  
22-24 June 1970 
Robert M, Rados 
This  a f te rnoon ' s  s e s s i o n  i s  e n t i t l e d  "GEBS-6 Plans".  However, 
the  s e s s ion  r e a l l y  can be d iv ided  into two p a r t s :  The f i r s t  papers 
d e a l  p r imar i ly  with t h e  E a r t h  Physics and Geodesy Program a s  a whole. 
I t  i s  from these  programs that the ob jec t ives  f o r  GEOS-C were de r ived ,  
The second s e c t i o n  of t h i s  s e s s i o n  is concerned wi th  a  few of the  
proposed instrupnent systems f o r  GGEOS-6. 
The masragement f o r  GEOS-C was a s s  igwed t o  Goddard Space F l i g h t  
Center Bast February,  Since t h a t  t i m e ,  t he re  has  been a  concentrated 
e f f o r t  t o  s tudy and d e f i n e  the  complete GEOS-C mission.  
F i r s t ,  t h e  geodesy Working Group under D r .  Vonbun provided the  
GEOS P r o j e c t  s tudy group a  l i s t  of o b j e c t i v e s  and p o t e n t i a l  instrument 
systems. From the  o b j e c t i v e s ,  a  reqaxirement f o r  a  low i n c l i n a t i o n  
o r b i t  i s  deduced. There were two bas i c  c o n s t r a i n t s  appl ied  t o  t he  
design of GEOS-C, (1) Del ta  Launch and (2) Budget. This  second com- 
s t r a i n t  bs the  one which determines how m n y  and which of the  ob jec t ives  
w i l l  be pursued. 
During the  f i r s t  p a r t  of t h e  study a l l  ob fee t ives  and a l l  i n s t r u -  
mentation systems were considered,  i r r e s p e c t i v e  of c o s t .  As you might 
expec t ,  none of t he  ins t rumenta t ion  and, t h e r e f o r e ,  t h e  complexity,  
were d e l e t e d  because they Packed support  f o r  an  o b j e c t i v e  o r  because 
they were technologicalBy i n l e a s i b l e .  Therefore ,  it became necessary  
t o  reanalyze our goa ls  i n  terms of meeting o b j e c t i v e s  which a r e  within 
our budgetary c o n s t r a i n t s .  F igure  h i s  a  s u m a r y  of the c o n s t r a i n t s  
and the  proposed ins t rumenta t ion  f o r  GEOS-6. 
The Radar Al t imeter  is  t h e  prime system and t h e  major change t o  
GEOS I & H I .  The s p e c i f i c  approach and d e t a i l  s p e c i f i c a t i o n s  have n o t  
been f i n a l i z e d ,  Later  M r .  Bryan of GSFG w i l l  r e l a t e  some of the  f a c t o r s  
which w i l l  be inf luenc ing  the  d e c i s i o n  on Radar Al t imeter  s p e c i f i c a t i o n s .  
The s o  c a l l e d  '"are bones" spacec ra f t  w i l l  con ta in ,  i n  a d d i t i o n  to 
t he  a l t i m e t e r ,  two f l a s h i n g  l i g h t s ,  l a s e r  r e f l e c t o r  pane l s ,  two 6-band 
t r a n s m i t t e r s ,  T rane t ,  a s  i n  GEOS II and a  Unif ied S-Band t ransponder  
which, l i k e  the  Radar A h t i m t e r ,  w i l l  be new t o  GEOS. 
The spacec ra f t  w i l l  have two a x i s  s t a b i l i z a t i o n  a s  i n  GEOS I H ,  
BCM f o r  te lemet ry ,  a  new c o m n d  format ,  an updated power system to 
provide increased c a p a b i l i t y ,  and an a t t i t u d e  de termina t ion  systemi t o  
provide d a t a  f o r  eva lua t ion  of the  Radar Al t imeter .  
The o r b i t ,  a s  defined now w i l l  be: Eccentr ic i ty  .0l4 t o  .020, 
inc l ina t ion  220, and a l t i t d e  between 750 and 1500 KN. 
We a r e  continuing t o  inves t iga te  the o ther  systems (Items 7-12 
of Figure 1) espec ia l ly  toward def in ing more s p e c i f i c a l l y  the com- 
p l e x i t i e s  and c o s t s  of inc lus ion i n  GEOS. One of the more des i rab le  
sys tema being studied is the  G U E / A T S  re lay .  This system would 
require a conaparatively major change i n  the s t r u c t u r e  of GEOS. 
%ere do we stand? m a t  is  the  Schedule? Before answering these 
ques t ions ,  I would l i k e  t o  say t h a t  the  study is  a combined e f f o r t  of 
many in te res ted  p a r t i e s ,  however, the  f i n a l  plan must be a compromise 
based on the resources ava i l ab le .  We hope t h a t  t h e  f i n a l  d r a f t  of a  
Project Plan w i l l  be complete i n  two weeks. Upon approval by GSFC 
t o p  mnagesnent and subsequently U S A  Headquarters, the GEOS-C f a b r i -  
cation w i l l  ge t  undernay. We believe tha t  the  Radar Alt imeter  i s  the 
pacing item and together with procurenaent lead times, e t c .  i t  is  
probable tha t  the l a m c h  w i l l  occur no e a r l i e r  then 2nd Quarter Calendar 
Year 1973, Before I introduce the next  speaker, I would l i k e  t o  
achowledge the  e f f o r t s  of mny who a r e  contr ibut ing t o  the  study and 
the planning, m n y  of whm a r e  present  here today. 
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PLANS BY SAO FOR THE USE OF GEOS C IN GEODETIC 
AND EARTH- I'HYSICS INVESTIGATIONS 
dhar les  A. Lundquist and George C. Weiffenbach 
At the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO), investi- 
gations based on satellite tracking s t r e s s  topics of a comprel~ensive, 
global character.  The 1969 Smithsonian Standard Ear th  . . (11) i s  a 
typical example o i  the research to which SAO scientists have devoted 
thei r  principal efiorts (Gaposchlzin and Lambeck, 1970; Gaposchlcin 
and Icaula, '1 970).  Such research has distinctive features that a r e  
pertinent t o  plans to utilize 'data f rom Geos C. 
' 
SAO analyses depend on the  combination of a variety of data, 
-... 
both optical and radio, from a substantial variety of independent orbits, 
/ 
involving many satellites --for example, 12 in the determination of 
zoaal-harmonic coefficients (Kozai, 1969) and 21 in the determination 
of te  s s e r  al-harmonic coefficients of the geopotential (Gaposchlcin and 
Lambeck, 1970). Tlie 1969 Standard Ear th  also incorporates geometric 
solutions using simultaneous observations of satellites, surface-gravity 
compilations, and results f rom radio tracking of deep-space missions. 
Hence, future plans must recognize that Geos C i s  an additional 
satellite with particular characteris tics that will provide an increment 
of data to an already existing and contin'uously growing collection of 
data f rom many other sources. This s ame  situation was emphasized 
in SAO plans before Geos 2 (Lundquist, 19681, and subsequent results 
confirm the validity of this viewpoint. 
- 
This work was supported in part by grant.NGR 09-015-002 from the 
National Aeronautics and Space Adn~inisfration, 
-2-  
The new and distinctive characterist ics of Geos C that are 
of particul.ar interest  to SAO a re  its orbit and altimeter, OUT geodetic 
objectives wi l l  encoinpass dynamic analyses for the deterinination 
of both zonal and non-zonal harmonics, both dynaiiiic and geometric 
solutions for station positions, and a direct  deterinination of the geoid 
(more  precisely, mean sea  level) from the altimeter data. SAO will 
concentrate on the acquisition of laser  range n~easurements  because 
of thej.1- higll accuracy, although we bel.icve Baker-Nuiin canlcsa obser- 
vations will still. be useful and will photogr.aph Geos ' C  in both active 
f 
(flashing-light beacon) and pas sive (reflected sunlight) modes. - 
Inherent in all of these studies will be the co i l t i i~u in~  evaluation 
and inter  cornparis on of the various s atell.ite i i ~ e  asuring tecliniques~ -. 
with emphasis on the altimeter--both for  direct  geoicl mapping and as 
an additional source of tracking data for dynamic orbit analysis. This 
intercomparis on will be greatly facilitated by having the instruments 
on a co1211zon vehicle. 
The most  important single characterist ic  of the Geos C orbit 
will be i t s  inclination. There are  a t  this time no geodetic data of 
high accuracy archived for any orbital inclination below 40 degrees. 
The successful launch of Peole at i = 14 de.grees will change this 
s i tuat ioqand the Geos, 'C inclination should be modified accordingly, 
preferably to i r~ 28 degrees. These lower inclination orbits a r e  
, 
peculiarly well suited to the determination of zonal and near-zonal 
harmonics, the latter harmonics being the leas t  accurately determined 
in cur ren t  geopotential ~noclels. For  example, an orbit with i = 20 degrees 
i s  almost completely illsensitive to tessera ls  of order m > 7, but is 
strongly perturbed by zonal (m = o) and near-zonal (o < m < 4) harmonics. 
This discrimination i s  unique to low-inclination orbits, s o  such an 
orbit  woulcl satisfy the criterion of being distinct from, or  independent 
of, the s e t  of higher inclination orbits that has provided the data base 
for  previous annlyse s. 
- 3 -  
It i s  necessa ry  to  se lec t  a l a rge  enough orb  itnl  ccccntr ici ty  
tha t  a p rcc i se  measure  of perigee motcon can be gotten. The yrinr~ary 
effect  of the zonal harmonics i s  to  pro;iuce secular  precessions of the 
nodc and line of apsidcs. We have previously cletcrmilied zonal h a r -  
monics mainly by measur ing  nodal precess ion  rates .  A conspicuous 
flaw ia the present  values of zonal coefficients is their  inability to  
c o r r e c t l y  predict  perigee rates .  The b e s t  approacll is to deduce the 
zon.als f r o m  obscrvations of both nodal and perigee (apsiclal) motions. 
F o r  the expected accuracy of the Geos C tracking dataj a minimullz 
__- 
difference of 200 ltm between apogee and perigee altitudes would be 
des i rable  to  get ,~dequate  definition of perigee position. 
The lower the orbi tal  altitude, the l a r g e r  a r e  the physical 
perturbat ions on the satell i te t ra jec tory  produced by the gravity field. 
This i s  a selective process ,  in  that the higher degree t e r m s  a r e  m o r e  
s trongly attclluated by an increase  ill altitucic, tllc cffcct being p-------. ;vpGL- 
t ional to  s - ~ ,  where 11 i s  the degree of the has111onic. To i ~ a x i n ~ i z c  
the geodetic information contained in a satel l i te  t rajectory,  the orbi tal  
altitude should be as  low as  possible. The lower l imit  i s  s e t  by 
s tat ion coverage and atmospheric drag. . These c r i t e r i a  suggest a 
perigee altitude in  the range 700 to  800 km. 
The c r i t e r i a  for  obtaining adequate data  coverage for  dynaimic 
geodesy derive f r o m  the need to observe the periodic perturbations 
generated by non-zonal harmonics,  and the secular  perturbatioils 
generated by the zonals. The periodic t e r m s  of grea tes t  iinportance 
, . 
have periods that l ie  close to  the orb i ta l  period and i t s  second 
harmonic,  and periods of 24 hours /m,  where in i s  the o rde r  of the 
7 ,  - 
harmonic.  Thus3wc will need observations that a r e  wcll  clistributcd .-.. 
i n  phase 'over perturbations with periods of 50 minutes to  24 hours. 
Obtaining appropriate data  coverage f o r  nleasuring secular  
perturbations will require  observations over at  leas t  a full revolution 
of the litie of apsidcs or  of the nodc, whichever i s  longer. For 
Geos ,C, this ininirnu~n interval  will  be of the o r d c r  of 60-75 clays. 
) 
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In addition, the low inclination of Gcos C will be of part icular  
value l o r  eliciting seasonal variations in  the zonal coefficients (as  
discussed below), s o  observations at some lower level of data dznsity /. 
, 
sho~zld bc talcen fo r  a much m o r e  extensive period of tilme--perhaps 
c-- 2 y e a r s  or  longer. 
Thus the observations of Geos C should include seve ra l  intervals  3 
of 2 - 3  weeks duration with lnaximwn concentration incorporated into 
a 6-nlontlz campaign of moderate  intensity of observations, plus a d 
lower  level  of observing activity over  the full life of the satell i te.  
To obtain the required data  and to ensure  the widest possible geographic 
c ~ v e r a g e ~ t w o  things will  be necessary:  a l t imeter  data  m u s t  be obtained - 
for al l  ocean a r e a s  overflown by Geos C;;and second, the satell i te 
should be t racked by as  many observers  as  possible. 
Precedent  wou1c7; s ~ g g c s t  that a cc?opzrr?,tl.irc international - 
traclcing effort  will be scheduled following the launch of Geos C and that 
it will involve,- mos't of the other satel l i tes  in orbit  with r e t r ~ ~ e f l e c t o r s  
for l a s e r  tracking. The campaigns organized by SAO in 1967 and 1968 
and the CNES-managed ISAGEX campaign sched- led f o r  1970-71 
(CNES, 1970) a r e  examples of the t racking activity that should be 
anticipated in association with tlle Geos C project. The la rge  number - 
09 stations that can be brought into an  international campaign would 
provide excellent coverage even a t  lower orbi tal  altitudes. 
After the observations have been reduced and assembled, SAO 
w o d d  expect to  combine the,data f r o m  the ea r l i e r  campaigns--part i -  
cu lar ly  f rom ISA GEX--with.tl-rose f o r  seve ra l  satel l i tes  f rom the 
campaign associated with Geos C. The combination solutioll would 
again incorporate simriltaneous satel l i te  observations, updated 
surface-gravi ty inforlnation, and perhaps resul t s  f r o m  the t racking 
of interplanetary spacecraft .  
It should be noted that if  the launch of the F r e n c h  satel l i te  PeoIe  i s  
successful ,  the  Ceos C inclination should be about 28 degrees  r a t l l e r  than 
20  degrees ,  t o  inc rease  the differentiation f rom the planned Peole incl inali on 
of 14 degrees .  All  the comments above a r e  essent ia l ly  uncha11ge-d fo r  L'llis 
modes t  adjustment. 
Another charac ter i s t ic  of pas t  and anticipated Smithsonian 
Standard E a r t h  solutions i s  the use  of data f r o m  a var ie ty  of sys t ems  
t racking  the s a m e  satell i te.  F o r  example, the 1 969 solution used 
significant numbers  of both photographic and l a s e r  observations.  h 
this vein, the instrumentation planncd for  (30s C offers an opportunity 
to  diversify fu r the r  the t racking techniques providing data  f o r  orbi ta l  
analyses.  This i s  of par t ic ldar  il-nportance fo r  the al t imeter ,  but 
only i f  synoptic data are available f r o m  this instrument ,  
SAQ would p repa re  to de termine  Geos C orbi t s  of s e v e r a l  weeks dul-a-  
tion, using measuremen t s  f r o m  al l  the precis ion sys t ems  supported by llle 
satel l i te .  In par t icular ,  these calculations would embrace  l a s e r  ranges ,  
satellite-to-satellHte tracking, and satel l i te-  to-occan alt i tudes.  F o r  this 
mul t i sys tem calculation, the data  f r o m  these new sys tems  would be processed 
in accordance  with the findings of the seve ra l  groups that will c a r r y  out cali- 
brat ion exper iments  of var ious kinds. 
Satel l i te  - to  - s atell i te tracking of Geos C will  r equ i re  that  accura te  
orbi ts  b e  concurrent ly determined l o r  ATS-F, the other  satel l i te  in t h e  
sys t em (Fe l sen t rege r ,  Grenchik, and Schmid, 1970). P r e s u m a b l ? ~ ,  laser 
and long-bas eline in te r ferometry  tracking data  can  be acquired fo r  the AT'S 
satel l i te .  A combined solution for  the orb i t s  of both satel l i tes  i s  possibio 
with techniques s imi l a r  to those used in o ther  solutions combining orbktc of 
s e v e r a l  sa te l l i tes .  
Tbe sa te l l i t e - to -ocean  a l t i tudes  can  b e  u sed  a s  t rack ing  da t a  f o r  o rb i t  
c ietcr in~tnat ioi i ,  but they a l so  c a r r y  informat ion about the  ocean  geoid and hcnce 
abcjut the geopotential  (Lundquis t  and Giacagl ia ,  1969).  
Bobn s a t e l l i t e  - to - sa te l l i t e  t rack ing  and sa te l l i t e - to -ocean  a l t i m e t r y  can,  
ar pr~n-cqp le ,  provide informat ion f o r  m o r e  de ta i l ed  geopotential  r e p r e s c n t a -  
1.30-1s L ' I ~ S I  a r e  poss ible  f r o m  ana lys i s  of o r b i t a l  pe r tu rba t ions  alone (Kaula,  
8 97Oal ,  One way to evaluate and exploit  th i s  capabi l i ty  i s  to expe r imen t  with 
gcopci~:nrlal r c f i n e n ~ e n t s  based  on a combinat ion of the  o rb i t a l -  pe r tu rba t ion  
r:clhoti and the  a l t e r n ~ t i v e  methods  that  should b e  poss ib le  with t he se  new data 
korms , SA8 anticipal  e s  per forming  such  expe r imen t s .  P r e s u m a b l y ,  the  
s t ronges t  geopotential  solution following Geos  C m u s t  r e s u l t  f r o m  s u c h  a 
combinatson, because  the  informat ion content  of the  Geos C da t a  a lone i s  
searercly l imi ted  by the  o rb i ta l  inclination and h a r d w a r e  cons t ra in t s .  
Thusg  SAO would adopt a comprehens ive  geopotential  r e f inement  a s  one 
of its pr inc ipa l  object ives  fo r  the Geos C pro jec t .  Th i s  solut ion would c o m -  
binc a:-Xiilal da t a  l o r  many  sa te l l i t e s ,  the  m o s t  r e c e n t  su r f ace -g rav i t y  tabula-  
tiia;zs, the a l t i tude m e a s u r e m e n t s  i r o m  Geos  C, t r ack ing  da t a  between ATS-F 
a n d  G e o s  I=, and such  dcep-space  t r ack ing  o r  o the r  avai lable  informat ion as 
may seem valuable.  (Cf. Gaposchkin, 1970. ) - 
The r e su l t i ng  geopotential  should have impor t an t  impl ica t ions  f o r  e a r t h  
physics, "The r e m a r k a b l e  i n t e rp re t a t i ons  of t h e  1969 S,mithsonian geopotential  
(Kaula, 8 99 Ob; Gaposchkin and Kaula, 1970) a r e  but an  indication of t h e  s t i l l  
grcater ins igh ts  into e a r t h  p r o c e s s e s  t o  be expec ted  f r o m  a m o r e  a c c u r a t e  
and detailed r ep re sen t a t i on  of t he  potential.  
4 s  the  s t a t i c  geopotential  becomes  b e t t e r  defined,  s epa ra t i on  of t i m e  
depenciency in  the potential becomes  e a s i e r  and m o r e  a c c u r a t e .  Kozai  (1 968) 
r;n? N ~ w t o n  (1968) have independently studicd e a r t h  t ides and e l a s t i c  p r o p e r -  
tsns of lhc e a r t h  through thc c i fect  of the a s so< ia t ed  m a s s  d i sp lacements  on 
t h e  gcopolcnt ia l  and hencc on the  o rb i t s  of s a t e l l i t e s .  Kozai  (1970a, b) ha s  
a l s o  identif ied a n  annual  t e r m  in satellite o r b i t s  that  s e e m s  to be d ~ c  Lo c3Ln 
annual  va r i a t i on  of J S u c h  s tud ies  will benefi t  not only I ro ln  the refined 2" 
s t a t i c  potent ia l 'but  a l s o  from improved traclcing a c c u r a c y  and f r o m  f u r t h e r  
t rack ing  of sa t e l l i t c s  s u c h  a s  Geos P o  Tl-ius, ac t iv i t l cs  in conncckron w ~ l : ~  
Geos C c a n  b e  expected to advance r e s e a r c h  on those  physical  phenomena 
that  p roduce  m a s s  d i sp lacerne~l t s  i n  the e a r  tl-a. 
A r e l a t e d  topic concerns  the de t e rmina t i on  of values  f o r  the coeffrc.er~ts 
2 1 and SZ1 i n  ihc  sphe r i ca l -ha rmon ic  de sc r ip t i on  of Llic potcntiai .  If Lhe 
Z ax i s  of the  adopted t e r r e s t r i a l  coordiizate s y s t e n i  coincided with the pr rn -  
c ipa l  a x i s  of i ne r t i a  of the ea r th ,  then these  coefficients would be rigorously 
ze ro .  Owing to po la r  motion,  the  e las t i c i ty  of the  ea r th ,  and perhaps  o i e r  
physical  p r o c e s s e s ,  the  pr incipal  ax i s  of i ne r t i a  probably moves  wi th  r c s p c c l  
to the  t e r r e s t r i a l  coordinate  s y s  te ln  conventionally adopted (Gaposchlirri, 1 96 8)  
Th i s  would r e s u l t  in nonzero,  t ime-dependent  va lues  f o r  C and SZ1 * These 2 1 
va lues ,  o r  re f inements  of them,  should b e  sought  in  $he c o u r s e  oT geopole:~",sal 
s tud i e s  a s soc i a t ed  with the Geos C p r o g r a m .  Although s e v e r a l  s a t e l l i t e s  wr i l  
be  involved i n  these  ana lyses ,  the low inclination of Geos  C m a y  n~ake IL r no i e  
valuable  than  o the r  i nd iv~dua l  satellites. 
\;iown T h e  posi t ion and mot ions  of the  rota t ion ax i s  of the e a r t h  musk be 1 - 3  
in  o r d e r  to suppo r t  many  of the planned ana ly se s .  Also,  t he se  polar  motions 
t h e ~ n s e l v e s  have s ignif icance to the physics of the  e a r t h  (Smylie and Manstnha,  
11968). Ander l e  and Reuglass  (1970) have shown that  the pole pos i t i o~ i  ca-.a be 
ex t r ac t ed  by app rop r i a t e  t r e a tmen t  of sa te l l i t e - t rack ing  data .  I t  seem-s l i k c l y  
that  a s i m i l a r  calcula t ion to d e t e r m i n e  the  g e o m e t r i c a l  posit ion of the pol@ 
should b e  .included i n  plans f o r  the t rack ing  da t a  genera ted  by the Geos C 
pro jec t .  Th is  de te rmina t ion  of the pole mot ion  m u s t  be  compared  w i ~ h  deter- 
minat ions  by o t h e r  techniques and c o r r e l a t e d  wi th  va r ious  geophysical  
p h e n o n ~ e n a  t ha t  i n a y  influence pole position. 
T h e  posi t ion angle  of the e a r t h  about i t s  ro ta t iona l  ax i s  - i. e . ,  UTB - 
m u s t  a l s o  b e  known p rec i s e ly  to fac i l i t a te  a l l  the  anticipated ana lyses  of (Rae 
t rack ing  da ta .  But  var ia t ions  of the rota t ion r a t e  a r e  again  of geophysical  
~ ~ g n i i i c a n c e  in themselvcs.  They a r e  intimately related to m a s s  displace-  
ments in the e a r t h  and to molnentum exchanges betmreen pa r t s  of the ear th .  
IS no a l t e r~ l s t ive  of g r e a t e r  accuracy  i s  available,  a determinat ion of UT1 is,  
in p r i n c i p l e ,  possible f r o m  the satel l i te- t racking data  themselves.  
in si~~nlrnaxy,  using data related to the Geos C project,  SAO hopes to 
ic;restigatc a comprehensive range of geodetic and ear th-phys ics  topics: 
Getails 01 the geopotential, the  ocean geoid, t i m e  dependence of the geopoten- 
i . j a l ,  polar motion, the rotation of the ear th ,  etc.  All  these  phenomena a r e  
i ~ t e r r e l a t e d  in complex ways not completely understood. Thus, a compre-  
he-isil-e, integrated e-ramination of these topics is a desirable  ingredient of 
plans for the Ceos C. project.  
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DETERaImATI8N STUDY RELATED TO THE 
CEOS-C ALTIMETER EXPERWME NT 
(Presented to the GEOS 11 Review Meeting 
GSFC on June 24, 1970) 
Robert IVg, L, B&er, Jr., Dirk h r s t o n ,  and 
Namm Be Sehroeder 
Sh&es have been aceonnplished that have dealt ~vith short-are orbit dete~miaadion 
(suppoded, in part, under contract NASW-1918). Our defhition of a q9sshort arc'! 
is two-fold. First, we require that the saklllite traverses Bess than one radian 
on its orbit* Second, we reqdre  that the satellite is visible from three or 
more designaated radar sensors over the entire arc. Both s f  these r e q t ~ r e m e ~ ~ t s  
are satisfied in the Caribbeapd. area for the nodna l  GEOS-C orMt and for arcs 
of 5,000 Ian or less. The ori@naB purpose of these short-are studies was to 
codirm the results sf other researchers that in&eated that force-model, obser- 
vational, and station-loeation errors  would not completely render satellite 
aItimeter data useless, that is, that these errors  wodd not mask the results 
of an altimeter test over a 1000 Ian or so seem subsatelli te  track. We were 
able to corroborate these other emelusions and, thereby, lend more suppoh 
to the feasibility a d  utility7 of the GEOS-C allLimeter experiment, 
UneqectecaBy we oMahed an ancillary benefit from our study. We discovered, 
wMle exereishg our anallytical prscedlmres, that conventional orbit detemination 
(e, g. , mi~mum-variance o r  conventioana8 weighted least-sgduares difkrential 
correction) is ill suited to the GE OS-C dtimeter expe~ment  over short ares, 
Furthermore, we conceived of a novel approach to sho &-are orbit determination 
that would be far superior to the conventional one and involves what we have 
termed flmintarc?l orbit detemiaaation, 
The justification for the use of mini-arc orbit determination and its u ~ q u e  value 
LO the GEOS-C altimeter program Mil be the subject of my brief talk kMs 
1~1t3rnhg, 
2.0 THE IMPORTANCE OF SYSTEMA'FHC VS, U N D O M  EmBRS 
-- 
The key feature of the problem, a s  previously noted by Dr, Fritz von l31.111~ 
is that in calibratkg the altimeter md in sensing local depressions in sea 
level (e, g, , the Puerto Rican Trench) the abso1ute Boeation of the GEOS-C 
satellite short-arc track i s  nok aeadj i  a s  Smpodant as  is the determinatio~~ 
of the relative or  biased location of $he track, 
During the course of the basic study the effects of systematic station loeation 
and range errors  were evaluated using an analyticd ssolwtion, thereby greatly 
reduciw the number s f  comp'atatiolias required, The efficiency of the calculations 
permitted evaluation of station location and range error  fPvolumes, P v  and the 
resdting satellite position e r ror  ~%v~Iurne'~ was deterdned,  
The effects sf radar random er ror  and timi% biases were evaluated using 
an orbit simulation/dederminatis]lli. program specialized for this study, The 
program was developed using an analflical sinde-conic solution for the orbire 
This was done since i t  miseimized the required computations and accurately 
portrayed the e r ror  effects to first order. 
An important feature of the problem i s  that systematic errors  due to 
station Iscation, t imhg bias, refraction, and force-mode8 are time cons ta~~t  
and relatively quite large when compared with the random (time4irariable) 
observationd e r rors  in range, 'B'h~as if we Book at each possible combhation 
of systematic e r ror  (e, g, , station-location e r ror  relative to the geoc ente mrg 
we find that we have a set  of "error fibers," The shape of a pa&icuIar fiber 
will be determined by a particular set of sys&ematic e r rors  (i, e , ,  the systematic 
deviation from the true trajectory), while the width of each fiber will be due to 
the random range e r rors  of the sensors. The manifold of am of these fibers 
represern8;s the overall (random plus systematic) error,  As already noted, a11 
that we a re  concerned about in the altimeter experiment i s  that we are following 
a well-defined fiber--and if all of the fibers a re  nearly parallel, then it makes 
no difference which fiber the GEOS-6 satellji&e is following a s  far as  the altimeter 
test is concerned. 
The dgficulty here, is that conve&ional orbit determimtion (@,go, minimurn- 
variance or weighted-least-squares diffferemtial correction) does not define 
the cross section of these fibers, but rather yields the mean "pathq1 down the 
much wider m a ~ f o l d  of fibers or  error% tube (inclu&q a secular increase in 
residuals). Thus a conventional orbit determination simulation of the GEOS-C 
arc would probably give rise to the erroneous results that Parge satellite-loeation 
errors would mask, say, local depressions in sea level, and perhaps make 
the calibration of the altimeter very unceri.B;aina, Andher way to look at the 
situation is to recognize that conventionali orbit deterwnimtion attempts a 
grand reconcilement of all errors  incliu&ng force-model, station-location, 
sensor, etc. Thus in tryinng to bring observations (usuaUy taken over several 
revolutions) into agreement with both systematic and random errors,  conventiod 
orbit determhation degrades or "smooths79 thraslgh the short-arc prediction 
process as applied to a relative arc. Such an approach is perfectly satisfactory 
for conventiond orbit detemination when absolute orbital tracks over many 
orbits are desired, but not for the short-arc orbit dekrmination problem. In 
this latter case it is irrelevant how well the estimded orbit fits observations 
odside of the GEOS-6 dtimeter experiment areas, 
,AS an illustrative example of the situation, let us hypothesize that all three 
of the sensors are  systematically located 90 meters further from the geocenter 
than expected. Conventional &fferential correction would accept the range 
data and attennpt to f i t  an orbit through these observations (assumed to be 
complete positiond fixes obtained by three simdtaneous range measures), 
Because of the dpamics  that are i d e r e &  in the orbit determination 
process, the geometricd best-fit track wouad apparently be 10 meters closer 
to the geoeenter than it achally was. Thus the dyraamics would indicate that 
the satellite should be moving more rapidly than the timed sequence of data 
points would indicate. The colnvelakional differeaatid correction would attempt 
to reconcle these two effects and w d d  exhibit a trending of the residuals 
to larger values on each end of the observational arc. In this particular 
situation it would have been better either to define the orbit purely on the basis 
of a q'floating'qahm or  to obtain a set of very-short-arc-determined (qlmini-arc") 
osculating orbits. 
The following subsections present DUX analysis methods used in the study 
and some of the numerical r e sd t s  ?;,bat we obtaaaed to  support our rec~n3~endiation 
for the use d  mi^-arc orbit determination, 
2.1 ANALYSIS METBODS 
'The approach taken in the study was to develop and investigate new or specialized 
mett~ods of error  analysis mihich vriould take into account the unique characteristies 
and r e q ~ r e m e n t s  of the GEOS-C radar altimetry exper bent, Initially, it was 
recognized that for altimeter calibration and ocean mapping purposes, i t  is more 
impoAant to deternine the positisw. of the satellite as accurately as possible over 
a relaively small portion d its orbit than to determine the entire orbit accurately, 
ID addition, for ocean mapping purposes (i. e, , measuring the Puerto Riean Trench), 
it was detemiaed that bowing the absolute satellite location was not nearly as 
important as knoMng the shape of the curve which it was following. This is 
because for certain appkic ations we a r e  more interested in d e t e r m i ~ n g  the 
T9shape1' of the ocean's surface than its actual distance from the Earth's center 
of mass, The satellite altimeter provides a direct method of comecting the 
"shapevv of the oceanP s surface (see Figure 2,B-1) , 
As a result of these considerations, the study evaluated specialized methods 
for detemirning the shape of the satellite trajectory, and bvestigated means 
of accurately callbrathg and using the satellite altimeter, without undue 
emphasis on clas sic d orbit determination/errror malysis. Extensive use 
was made of the properties of the satelPite/tracking net combination, 
In order to make a meaningful test of the tecmques okained, and also to 
utilize realistic data, the fo1lowiag tracking net was chosen from data obtained 
from Dr, Fritz vsn Bm: 
0 Antima: 4- = 17P02, h E  = -61.7, H = 28 meters 
b 
0 Canal Zone: gg  = 9.0 , )iE = -80P0, H = 10 meters 
0 0 Key West: gS = 23,5, h = -82,0, H = BO meters. 
g 
SATELLITE TRAJECTORY 
EARTH 
Figure 2.1-  1 
Radar randonn range e r ror  (a11 errors are one sigma) was assumed to be two 
meters, systematic range bias was five nnetescs, and timing bias was 0,001 
seconds. Station location errors mere assumed to be 10 meters relative to the 
Ea&hBs center of mass (gescentel-1 plus 5 meters relative to each othrer, Radar 
azimuth and elevation e r rors  iirese neglected as previous studies had shown 
these to have a relatively small 2iIeet on orbital e r rors  if ~gh-accuracy  range 
data. from three or more stations was utilized, 
The first investigation performed was merely to determine suitable trajectories 
which passed over the 7%nnutuaP visibilityf' region of the tracking net (that region 
where the satellite was simultaneously visible to all three stations). This was 
done by varying the Bon@tude of the ascending node of the satellite orbit, and 
determining the portion of the sir73ellite track where it was muhally visible 
t o  all stations, For our study, the longitude of the ascendi~g node was referenced 
to Greenwich since we were not interested in a pa&ieuhar time frame, The 
results of mapping out the visibility region a re  shown in. Figure 2-1-2, 
The resulting lcsngiihdes of the aseendhg anode (as well as the remaining orbital 
elements) were used as  inputs to a specialized short-are orbital simulation1 
determination program, The program uses the three ground based stations 
as sensors and a solution to determine the orbit, A conic (two-body) solution 
was deemed sufficient for this appEieation, as we are  attempting to determine the 
effects of random radar error,  rather khan force model error ,  The program 
calcuPates a aaomiml two-body orbit, calculates the slant range from the given 
station, and vlnoises up" the resulting slant range data, The data i s  'Pnoised upSq 
using a random nmnber generator with a no rmd  &stribution correspon&ng to a 
given mean and standard deviation (in our case 0 and 2 meters, respectivelyj. 
It then attempts to 91fit'9 the simdated data using a least squares differe~qtial 
correction procedure, The resulting epoch error  volume is calculated (in our 
study, epoch was taken as  the first point of the observation interval), and 
propagated using the standard state transition matrix formdation. One of the 
principal advantages of using the single conic formulation was the savings in 
computa"con time, withmt any sigdficaarz$ sacrifice of accuracy, for this application, 
The results of this study a re  pmsented in Section 2.2, 

The effects of ra3d-r timing errors 1 " i i ~ l i " r "  3 1 s ~  i n v ~ ~ & i g a t e d ~  u s i ~ g  the ICep.kri2~1 
ssIution, !n k h ~  wor,s& ease, all r a 6 a r ~  wccg~ld have their ~naxirnum t i m i ~ ~ g  
bias e r ro r ,  In the absence ok ,I8 ~3tlxer crrors, this- x\ould result in a deter- 
mined earhit for which the caIucl~ted ~osi+LT;~?n lor ezeh obssevatioa would be 
correct,  but for u b i e t  dhc cofi~puted epherneria time would be incorrect :jf 
exactly tke qrnoli~nt 1ri' tixiiing %as, flence, ",he v7s.srst case e r r o r  due to 
I l ~ ~ i n g  biha correspcnd~ to the amount &hat the satellite would move durisg 
the period oT %he ikming bias, This ~o!Bctjon was obtained and is presc-ntej 
in Section 2 ,2* 
Systematic statiortl .iceation and slmt range e r r o r s  were also investigated -.ising 
an anaPy%,-$jeal solution, T1-e analytical ssolaetion used was the standard thlne? 
range sohdiean, which determines a satellite position aaaziquely using slaclt 
ranges irom three a?Tserving stations, The justification for using this method 
is a s  follows: 
Assume syst~:x~a$jc e r ro r s  myere present in Inbe observational data a d  
that this data was processed usins a standard orbit deilermi?ca&ion p rog ra r~ .  
In the absence of - all other er rors ,  the program would attempt to f i t  the 
observation data as closely a s  ~ ~ o s s i b l e  and iaai the ideal case, exactly, The 
observation dasa under considera t jo  is radar slant range data, Therefore, 
in the presence of systematic e r ro r  in either station location o r  slant rage,, 
a traditional orbit dctenminatim program would construct an orbit whiela 
yielded a satellite position. which v~ould have the observed slant range from 
each station, Assuming simu%taneous observations, this is exactly whal, d k ~  
three range solution does, working from the opposite direction, That ik ~ V C I I  
slant ranges i'rom three stttions, it calculates a satellite position which iits 
these ranges exactly, 
Since the three range solulion requires very little computer time, the effects 6=1 
a wide variety of systematic station Bocation e r ro r s  were able to be examined scs-. 
sentially, a station location qqe r ro r  volume"), and the resultant 71er r ro  volume8' 
in satellite position was then determinable, The same procedure was fcl%siveci for  
systematic slant range error ,  and the resultant satellite position e r r o r  volume was 
determined, Such extensive analysis would not normally be practicable wi th  an 
arbit simulatjon/dete1-n1ination program due to the prohibitive computer run 
t ime required. In additions, the three range solution allows exact determination 
of the path which would be followed by the satellite for  a given s e t  of station 
Ioca~tion e r r o r s  (the so-caned e r ro r  fiber). "Thc results of this study a r e  
presented in Section 2,3,  
2 2 WE WLTS OF ANALYSIS OF FkiBDAR RANDOM ERRORS AND TIMING BLASE S 
From previous studies, it has been deter-anined that by fa r  the largest contribution 
to 1~:~dar random e r r o r  is manifested in the slant range, Therefore, the study 
simlulaked radar e r r o r  by adding an appropriate rmdom e r ro r  to the radar 
slant range measurement, The random e r r o r  was simulated using a normal 
distribution with a standard devia-tion of 2 meters, Refraction e r ro r s  were 
not included as  they were considered outside the scope of the study, 
A number of different cases representing parametric variations in satellite 
flight path, radar observat i~~n rate, and orbital orientation, were sirnulatecl, 
The non-varying elements sf the GEOS-@ orbit were taken as: 
NominaUy, perigee was assumed to occur at the midpoint of the observation 
interval. 
Table 2,2-1 identifies the range of parameters investigated dusiaag the study. 
Cases 1-14 were used to  map out the region shown in Figure 2,1-2 and evaluate 
geometrical effects on the epoch e r ro r  volume, Cases 15-18 detemined the 
variation in e r ro r  vojlurne when apogee occurred over the visibility region, Cases 
19- 26 were designed to determine the effects of varying the observation rates, 
'The epoch e r ro r  volume variances (eigenvalues of the epoch covariance matrix) 
corresponding to each case are  shown in Tablie 2.2-2, Since the epoch state 
vector consisted of position and velocity, rp  to cr a r e  the position variances, 1 3 
T A B L E  2.2-1 
PARAMETER VALUES USED IN STUDY 
CASE Obs. Rate (obs/sec) 
* is the longitude of the ascending node referenced to Greenwich, 
a (orbital semi-major axis) = 7,442.732,l  krn 
e (orbital eccentricity) = 0.018,598,605 
i (orbital incluination) = 19.988,4g0 
+ Designed so  that apogee, rather than pe r i ge  occured a t  midpoint of interval 
T A B L E  2.2-2 
E P O C H  ERROR V O L U M E  V A R I A N C E S  
* 0 to o3 are the position variances, a t o ~ ~  are  the velocity variances. 1 4 6 
;34 2-10 
T A B L E  2.2-2 (continued) 
and ra to 4 are the velocity variaaees, 6 
The variation in the epoch error  v01cirne due Lo geometrical effects is shown in 
Figure 2.2-1, Note that the error  ves111me dil~ensions increase rapidly as  the 
0 0 Zongihde of the ascendiw node varies frous -80 t o  -60 . This is due to a 
eosnbirsation of bad geometry and dec reashg  track length for these longitudes. 
In no case is the greatest upper bomd error  volume &mension greater than 
four meters, and over a wide region it is less than 0,s meters. 
The variation in error  vol.ume size with t r a c h g  rate is shown in Figure 2.2-2. 
Assumi~rag statistical independence d dl measurements, one would expect the 
error volume &mensiona; to decrease as l/\h, where n is the number of 
measurements. This fact is evidenced in the figure. Correspoaa&ngly, the 
red~~ctiorcn i error  volume size in going from 0 , 1  obs/sec to 1 obs/sec i s  much 
more dramatic than jiaE going from 1 obs/'sec to 2 obs/sec. 
The effects of radar timing bias errors  are  shown h Figure 2.2-3. A worst 
ease situation was assumed w k r e  aBH radars had the same Mas of +0.001 see. 
A s  can be seen from the plot, timing bias error  does not contribute significantly 
t o  the over-all orbitd error. This effect was fwnd to be true in all cases, with 
the over-al error  due to timing bias found to be less than 1.4 meters during 
any portion of the orbit, A more detailed look at the e r ror  volume variation over 
the region of interest- is  given in Fimres 2,2-4 to 2,2-19, These figures represent 
0 
a detailed look at e r ror  volumes correspoding to QBs  of -52', -80 , -120' and 
0 
-160 , parametrically varying the other elements, The epoch er ror  volumes 
were propogated u s & -  the stmdard state traasition matrix formulation. 
Figure 2,2-4 to 2.2-7 correspond to an observation rate of 0. P/sec (1 observation 
every 10 seconds). The aaai~meam error  &mension appears to remain roughly 
constant for all cases ( r e a c ~ g  a Mminzau of about 0,2 meters), while the maxi- 
mum error  dimension decreases by an order of magnihde in going 9 = -62' 
to R = -160 (going from a mjarnurn of 6,4 meters to a minimuan of 0.4 meters), 
o This indicates the error  volume i s  chmghsag from a cylindrical shape (d= -60 ), 
to a more nearly spheroidal shape ( Q  = -160")~ The maximm error  dimension 
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Figure 2.2-7, E r r o r  Volume Dimensions - Case 12 












yigpres 2,~-8 to 2,2-11 i?'ustrate effsct of plaeial~r zpogee over the  midpoint 3 
of observation. in-terval, Co::~.pa;ri-rsr these f iw ix re s  to Figure 2,2-4 to 2,2-3 i? C9 
jGB1c:re perigee w,za ovrer the :.~~i.r;lr~oi~.:'; o":-,lri:2 *>:3serv&ion irl&::s-val), indicates 
that the ~ - j q i ~ ~ ~ i ~ . : ~  - a].i;;e for each elrh-37 ~,5,~.-1.ile ,cii~?~eli~_siofi appears tg be slightly 
Eo~~er .  ivhen aDog@e occurs o.i:$r lh.2 ii~i;erv&, This is probably a resa.dt of the im- 
proved geometry for this erieal:,a':ion dairilqe; ,the period close to apogee,, 
-, 
Fig?~res 2 ,  2-3.2 to 2,2--19 illustrate the 5ffe,zt :>f x~arying the ohserv&i,on rz.ke, 
. - Fip,xires 2,2-13 to 2,2--15 earrespond to a i observati.on/sec rate, while Figures 
- ,  2,2-16 to 2-22-19 correspona co a 2  obe~,vw";ion rate oS 2 obser~rations/sec, 
As  abo*~e~ %;he rror v-~cZu:m~r;ie dir,ensions appzar to .vary as 
~ / ~ & l ,  where n is the a:~rid3er of obse~c.ati.c.ns, 
2 ,  s ANALYSIS OF SygyZIIY/fJ-TjS ST-% r710 Y L86'A.TION AND RANGE BIAS 
ERROW VOLUME 
A typical GEOS-C orbital segr~erx n7ss be?c~keA s ~ c h  th2t the shtellite would be 
- - 
visible to a11 three s~atiens over the scgrrwt ,see 2 igure 2,, 1-2). Using the 
nominal locations sf the sbseui/,ng s&azii3rx, rangee from the  stztions to xhe 
. a 
satellite were determined a"a.sel~ataa p-,;als on ,i:$ ~ r b r t d  seg-znent, For 3 
gd.ien ehange in station loeatiaa or sla-nt range, the position of the satellite 
2t each selected point on the @sbP~al  ses23e 1, 23-2. Id :hen be r.ecornpu%cd (using 
a three range position de"era~hila5ion.). an+ Ghe r r+svlting difference in sa&ellMe 
positions would be entirely due LO t5.:1~ cha';llg"-1 in siztion location or slant range, 
Thus, by this procedure, the effect of s r , ~ ~ i r s ~ - ,  locations and slant range errors 
on the position determination oof the s%te!Jjtc wo'afdd be cornpiete3iv isolated from 
other sgrsten~atie, rm-dom, arid force FL- m e 1  v L a O S T ~  
In the caIeu1a~on of the difference between dhe nom-inal satellite position and the 
new satellite position due $0 change nn stakian Iscsk;'on or .;Bant range, the 
difference was computed in intrack, crosstrack, and radisl orthogonal components, 
Bei:ause the altimeter measures only in the  radial direction, the intrack and 
erc~sstrack position differences were discarded Por the purposes of this study, 
The station location errors  were taken to be - + 15 meters relative to the geocenter, 
Since all three sensors a re  quite close together and part of the same datum, a sub- 
stantial part of this error  could be expected to be identical for all three sensors, 
while the remainder of the error  would be relative error  between the sensors them- 
selves. Thus, the station location error  was divided into two parts, - i- 10 meters 
error  for the entire three seizsor group and - t 5 meters relative error  between 
the three sensors. 
For the cases where the sensor group has a common er ror  - + 10  meters, the 
radial component of the difference in satellite position (nominal minus error- 
perturbed position) has been plotted in Figure 2.3-1 for 21 points equidistant 
in time along the orbit segment, The eight traces on the figure represent all 
possible cases when the height, latitude, and longitude of the station group are 
all simultaneously offset by - + 10/&eters. Thus, the magnitude of the error 
vector of the station group is 10 meters, while the direction of the error  vector 
systematically trisects each of the eights octants surrounding the nominal 
group station location. As one might expect, the minimum er ror  exists when 
the satellite is in the middle of the orbital segrnent, shce  at that time the 
subsatellite point lies inside the triangle formed by the three observing stations, 
For the cases where the sensors have a relative error  of + 5 meters, the radial 
- 
component of the difference in satellite position has been plotted in Figure 2,3-2 
for 21  points eqidistant h time along the orbital segment. The 26 traces on the 
figure represent about 5% of the 512 possible cases when the heightime, liaditudse, and 
longitude of each station are systematically and simultaneously offset by - 5/ k/t? 
meters. (For each station, the height, latitude, and longitude may each be offset 
in either the + or - direction, giving 2.20 2 = 8 combinations of station position 
offset from the nominal. For all three stations, 89 8.8 = 512 possible combinations, ) 
The envelope of all 512 cases is also plotted, Again, it is noted that minimum 
error  occurs in the middle section of the orbital segment. 
The envelope of all the cases should be considered to be more than a lo limit to  
the altitude error. The station location er ror  of + 5 meters is  a la error, 
- 
therefore, 32% of the time, the magnitude of the error  in individual relative station 

locations will be larger than this value. However, the likelihood sf the error 
being greater than 5 meters and occuring in any one of the octants surromding 
each station position is 32%/8 = 4% .In order for some part of any one of the 
error  traces in Figure 2.3-2 to fall on the envelope, each station location must 
be offset in a particular octant such that the combination of the three station 
lcx: ation offsets results in  the indicated altitude error. 
in such a way. Obviously, the 2 0  error  limit would be substantially ~khin the 
indicated er ror  envelope. 
Figure 2.3-3 indicates the altitude er rors  for the cases where there is a sensor 
systematic range bias of - + 5 meters. Again, assuming that the bias is either 
+5 or -5 meters, there are 2-2 '2  = 8 possible traces that combine these bias 
errors  for three observing stations. It is noted that on these traces, the 
"envelope" between time units 7 and 17 is caused by the cases where the range 
biases for the three stations are  all either +5 meters or  -5 meters. For each 
radar, there is a 32% possibility that the bias will be 5 meters or greater, thus, 
for all three radars to have a bias of this magnitude and to be all either too long 
or too short, the probability is (. 32) = 0.033, or less than 2 0. 
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the three figures is the very short orbital 
segment over which systematic station location and range biases produce minima3 
error. Figures 2.3-2 and 2.3-3 indicate this minimal e r ror  span to be frorn 
time units 7 to 17, or a total orbital time of 5 minutes. At either end of the 
orbital segment, station location and range biases produce increasingly larger 
altitude errors. Figure 2,3-31 is less elear in defining an exact time span 
of minimal error,  but the traces do have a minimum altitude error,  a rni~nqum 
between time units 10 and 13. 
The very short nature of the minimum er ror  orbit segment leads to the 
conclusion that proper selection of orbital segrments of concurrent observational 
data can provide great benefit in alleviating systematic observational errors 
due to station location and range biases. 


m e n  the satelute is 3iaa a position where it cann be tracked by more than three 
sensors, the egect of addition& eltracbg data may improve the satellite positions 
by seduclirag the effect of the positional e r ror  of any one sensor. The amount 
and extent of the improvement (if any) is open to question, however, since the 
satelliiee position error  is Mgkaay dependent om the satellite orbital position, 
the irelatlive locations of the observhg statiom, md the actual magnitude of 
the station Eoeation errors,  Further investigation of this situation is needed 
to p j r o ~ d e  a qumtjlkative solution. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF GMVP71'Y-MODEL EmOIRS 
Time-constant systematic errors  in station-location, which were discussed in 
the last section, would azot mask any lvfine-structurev' (e. g, , the Puerto Riem 
dip) aspects of the altirmneter data. If one had confidence that there e ~ s t e d  no un- 
predictable uwigglesP' in the GEOS-C satellite orbit, then one could utilize the 
altimeter data alone to define local sea-level variations (fine s t n e b r e )  even 
if one had a system;aticdly off-set orbital path. Thus for relative prof i lm 
of the sea=level it i s  impodant to study the errors  that one might expect to find 
in the orbital path due to uneertainties in the Earth's gravity model. 
As a first-cut at the problem let us suppose that there exists aa er ror  in 
any one of the h a m o ~ c  oefficients of the gravitationall field that is between 
+ 0.02 and + 2 x 1 0 ~ ~  in characteristic units. For example, Cook reported in 
- - 
1965 that the zonal harmonic J8 had an er ror  of - + 0.2 x lod6 and Kaula in 1968 
unieation) suggested that the error  in the normalized values of the 
tesseral harmonics would be on the order of - + 0.08 x lom6. Since these are 
given in characteristic ~ t s  we can make a gross estimate of the effect of 
anyone such error  over one unit of tau (characteristic) tinne--abmt 13 ~ m t e s ,  
i, e., 
1 2 d s  -(coefficient 2 error) T . 
For the dated er rors  one wodd expect an orbital "wiggle" having an ampltude 
of from 6 meters to 6 centimeters. The combination of alP of the coefficient errors 
would probably be larger and would be correlated with any local g ra~ ta t iona l  
amnomalies such as  the one that causes the Puerto Rican dip. Figure 3-11 
illustrates this effect and the over-three-meter orbital dip does indeed OCCUJL" 
when the n o ~ d  GEOS-G orbit passes over the Java deep. Thus the m c e d a h t y  
in the Earth" gra~ta t ional  field might partially mask any local sea-level variations 
d e s s  the orbit was carefully fqfdlowedw over a short arc. 
3 2 ANALYSIS APPROACH 
For a deterrmnbtion of the iduence  of the gravitationd potential upon CEBS-C, 
a decision was made to use andf l ied  partial ddleivatives that incorporate the 
effects of my h a m o d c .  Shce the primary h teres t  is in the errors  associated 
with height dete mation, the pad icda r  e r ror  comjapoaent that most concerns 
us is the r a a a l  error. The malflicd fomdat i sn ,  dthou* somewhat difficdt 
to derive, does aUow one to easfiy separate out the radial errors  due to errors  
in the deteminatiom of various h a r m o ~ c s .  The derivation of the radial partials 
are sdlined below. 
The gravitational potential at a poi&, P, is defhed by 
k2 = A function of the gsaaritational constant and the mass of 
e 
the Earth. 
r = The geocentric radial distance of point P being disharbed. 
X = The Ilonatude of P. 
V f  = The geocentric Isktitude of P. 
a = The mean equatorid radius of the Earth. 
e 
C &S = ConstalmLs of spherical harmonics of degree n and order m. 
nrn mm 
'8" (sin 0') = The associated hgendre  function defined by: Mm 
2 rn (1 - sin (or) 
d ( s h  v ' ) ~  
The perhrbative effect of @ 0x1 a sa.tellitegs orbit results in the added accelera- 
tion, i-. The perturbation may be expressed ia terms of its radial, t rmsve~ve,  
' * 
and o Ahogonal csmpsnents with respect to the orbit-plane, 2 
respectiilrely: 
1' = i'z+ ~G 'E+  rb'w 
- (3-2) 
where the unit vectors TI,  VV, a re  u s u d y  referred to an inertial eartesian 
coordinate system, The ecsmpanents a re  then sbbined from the potential 
fmc tian: 
The first time derivatives of m y  set of elements may also be written in terms 
a % 
of , r ' ,  r . For instance, we have selected the a set  of elements which 
;xn 
a r e  
a = e eos h~ 
xn 
a = e s b d  
Yn 
n = 4The mean motion 
i = Orbital helhation 
= The longibde of the ascending node. 
This set was selected because it elimimted certain indeternlinacies for low 
orbitd eccentricities, To the zeroth order in eccentricity, the time derivative 
a ~ n  
can be wri%en as  
562 
- --  (sin u i.' + 2 cos u I+') + o [el , 
or, it can be taken with respect to u, the true argument of latitude in the 
form 
da 
xn a 
2 
Z 
- - -  
. ' 
- (sin u r + 2 cos 11 ~ ) + 0 [el du Cd. 
The use of u a s  the hdependen8; variable elimbates the need for the C 
=Pq 
eccentricity hnction associated with the me= anomaly. The partials for the 
radial component ih this report are complete to the first order in eccentricity 
a1thtougP-n they may be derived to my order, Equation (3-3) can be substituted 
into Eq. (3-5) so that the derivative of axn with respect to u is in terms of the 
accelerations h e  to the gravitational potelalial. If these expressions are  
integrated with respect to u, one obtdns the analytical partials axn, a 
p9 
6n/11, b y ,  hi, and 6a due to gravitational perturbations. 6r  can be expressed 
in the form that bcludes 6a 6a and b /n :  
m"n 
+ cos u barn + sin u &a 
Yn 
Substituting the ap~sogria te  rcp~essisns into Eq, (3-6) o m  obtains the c o ~ p l e t e  
expression for d r  Eq, (5-7): 
COS 
+ OF [ (n-zp- lpu + m ( a - @ ) ]  eos pa 
sin 
sin 
- or [{n--2p--1$u + m ( ~ - e ) ]  sinu 
&"of3 
Ln-X) + Ztn-2p3-11 
- or A(n-2pfI)u f r n ( ~  - @ ) I  eos u $ez-2p-e1) 4- 
s in 
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The form of Eq. (3-7) is general and can include the effects of any tesseral 
and seetorial or even zonal harmonic, The equation does become indeterminant 
for odd zonal h a r m o ~ c s  and they have not, as yet, been considered in this study. 
The h a r m o ~ c  effects include short period, long period, secular, diurnal, and 
resonance terms. Equsakion (3-7) is used in program /GRAV/ to compute the radial 
departure due to my h a r m o ~ e  from a nodna l  orbit at a point in time. These 
effects are n d  integrated with or applied to the nominal orbit. The nominal 
orbit is considered to be an mperturbed, two-body one except for the fact that 
the line of nodes is dlowed to regress, 
For tb.is studys the radial d e p a h r e s  due to the various harmoPlics were deter- 
mined for the GEOS elass of orbits, The nominal orbit was taken to be similar 
to GEOS-B whose elements were considered to be: 
hl = 600 n. mi. (apogee) 
M = 0" (me= aomaly at epoch) 0 
LC = 30" (argcament of perigee) 
= 30" (longihde of ascending node) 
0 
8 = 0" (sidered time of Greenwich meridian at  epoch). go 
Q w ,  and @ were selected arbitrarily. The values of the harmonics used in o 9  0 
this **pendix are  listed below in Table 3 -1 and 3 -2. Table 3 -1 lists the values 
of the earen zonal harmonics due to Kozai and Table 3 -2 lists the tesseral 
harmonics dekermbed by K o M e b  (Wdquist ,  1968). 
-6 
Table 3-1. Even Zond* Hax-monies h e  4x0 Kozai x 10 
e 3 -2 Normalized Tess era1 m d  Seetorid alarrnes~es 
The effelct of errors in the hamonies upon the radial vector of GEOS-@ were 
colmputed by differencing the radial effect due to a given hamonic and the radial 
effect plus one sigma. The results a re  shown in Figures 3-11 to 3 -7.  A minus 
one sigma error  would simply reverse the error  curves. The one sigma error  in the 
-6 tesserali harmonies was considered to be 10.08 x 10 on all normalized values 
oi C a ~ d  S (Maula, 11968). By looking a t  Figures 3- 1 ,  3 -2, and 3-3, it is evi- 
dent that the even zonal harmonics are  well determined with the maximum one 
sig~na error  of all even zonals slightly greater than ten millimeters. Actually, 
oh.' all even zonds, J is one of the largest sources of e r ro r  in the radial direc- 4 
tion, The plus one sigma er ror  of J is h the opposite direction of the J 4 2 
error md so they effectively cancel each other out. If plus one sigma is added 
to J and a minus one sigma added to J the zonal e r ror  would be about ten 4 2 ' 
times larger o r  about 0. P meter. This is still in the noise level so that errors  
in the even zonals may be neglected. 
The tesseral harmonics do present a greater problem with a maximum radial 
error sf over three meters. This error  is primarily due to J 31' '32' and '33 
contributhg 1.5 meters, J22 eontributhg a b u t  0.5 meter and the fourth order 
harmonics contribdhg another 0.5 meter. The dip in the Figure on page 3 -11 
occurs at the Java Deep. Again it must be mentioned that the amplitudes of 
these errors  a re  in proportion to the radial displacement. Over a ten-minute 
short-are orbit determination the errors  would reduce to about 1 or 2 meters. 
Pr; is again to be emphasized that these are instantaneous er rors  at  a point in the 
orbit, and do not represent accumullation of the error  over many orbits. Thus 
we find the requirement for following the orbit via mini-are techniques. 







CONC LU SONS AND RECOMME WATJONS 
- - - 
Probably the most simfieant error  source in the GEOS-C sateuite orbit deter- 
ma~atiicon problem is the station loeation ersor, Id"kaP re sd t s  indicated possible 
radial errors  s f  30 meters and more, However, two factors tend to alleviate 
this problem: 
1, Errors  due to s k a ~ o n  lmation are extremely geometry dependent and 
are  muck larger at either end of the trackhg hterval they are  in 
the middle, Therefore, reducing the size of the t rackag ianterval shm4d 
minimize these errors,  
2 ,  The t r a c E w  stations investigated are  all part of the same datum, 
Therefore, relative errors  beheen the stations are expected to be smaller 
than their absolute error ,  and the absolute errors  tend to be in the same 
direction, This mems the shape of the satellite track ~ 4 P  tend to be 
preserved, even thou& its absol-ea%e r ror  may be large. This should 
aUow more accurate mappiw of the shape of the ocean's surface than the 
absolute error  would suggest. 
Systematic slant range er ror  also contributes si@Ecantatly to the overall orbital 
error, However, these errors, too, a re  extremely geometry dependent and can 
be greatly reduced by talGng data from the middle of the t r a c b g  interval, 
The remaidnag er ror  sources have been s h o w  to yield much smaller contributions 
to the orbital error. In ppaAiedar, t i m a  bias was shovsrll to yield an error  of 
about 50 miUimeters, and rmdom er ror  contributes 0.2 meters nominally over 
short arcs, As demonstrated, bowever, in Section 3 there do exist mcertainties 
in the EaIr&hss gravitatioml field that might cause or"bitd path ufadulations or 
loed f 'gdggles9q or '%umpt9 that could at least padid ly  mask the relative sea- 
level profge features measured by the dtimeter, All  of these aforementioned 
factors suggest the use of very-short-arc (mid-arc) orbit detemimation teewques,  
The specific recommendations a r e  as follows: 
1. To develop a very-short-arc (mini arc) orbit determination technique, One 
possibility would be the use of a modified f and g series, perhaps restricted 
to the definition of radial &stance (of prime importance to the GEOS-C: altimeter 
experiment) and the determination of its coefficients (2 to 5 of them). One possible 
set might be the magnitude of the radial distance at epoch, ro, the magnitude of 
the rate of chance of radial distance at epoch, Eo and l/a. Another possibility 
in addition to the f and g series method, might be the method of multiple pre- 
liminary orbits. Limited dynamics would be included in the procedure since a 
purely geometrical curve fit is undesirable. A dynamical path restriction rnudld 
preclude the use of a high-order series representation that could lead to the 
fictitous result that all observations would be "perfectlyw fitted and the residuals 
identically zero. 
2. To d e t e r ~ n e  the criteria governing the length of such mini-arcs (roughly 
10 to 100 seconds) based upon the following considerations: unforeseen orbital.- 
path P1'humps't due to gravitational constant and gravitational anomaly uraeeltainty 
(such Plumps may build up an amplitude of from a fraction to a meter or  two over 
about a thmsand kilometers or less of orbital track and interfere with the inter- 
pretation of altimeter data), data rate of the sensor(s1, anticipated data accuracy, 
amount of htervisibfiity, ~ s i b i l i t y  geometry and number of orbital constants 
required for solution. One possible criterion would be the sum of the squares 
of the residuals given simulated observational data and a hypothesized gravitational 
field uncedainty. 
3. To study the connections among mini-arc-determined orbital segments 
separated by non-data arcs, in order to obtain the best overall orbital track 
for the purposes of satellite altimetry. The results of this research should be 
especially apsieable to the determination of sea level over regions of the 
ocean during which the GEOS-C i s  not visible to appropriate sensors, A 
mdif ied weighted least squares procedure would be one possible approach 
to  this study in which the mini-arc would be treated as "normal places, '" 
4, To investigate the incorporation of satellite height data directly into orbit 
determination. The study would concentrate on new approaches and will not 
simply treat the dtimeter data as just another data type a& introhce it directly 
into a ciolmvena%ional differentid correction scheme. For example, methods of 
best utiUzing the data obbbed during a sensor oareaight shmld be examined, 
In adation, the study shodd investigate the capability of identifyix specific 
characteristics of the gravitational field based on the fine s tmcbre  of the 
 mi^-ares, wghcssat filtering the data. through a conve~~tloml &fferential 
correction scheme. 
5, To fuxther investigate single station t rackiq,  in partiedar, where the 
satellite passes direcay (or very nearly so) over the sensor, Single station 
tsackdng, by fixed observatio~~ station;;;: or trackigng ships, appears to be the 
snc;ist ideal and accurate method t h t  is possible for a l t h e t e r  calibration. 
Further investigation is needed define tlae accuracy d the method, to discover 
the anlitations of the methd,  and to qt~a~a.~ify the accuracy of the cdibration 
procedure for systematic and random errors  of rmge and station location. 
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The o v e r a l l  s r s  tern accuracy sought f o r  the  GEOS-C a l t i m e t e r  system 
has been e s t a b l i s h e d  a t  5 meters .  This f i g u r e  inc ludes  t h e  e r r o r  coqtributions 
from s e v e r a l  sou rces ,  The known system e r r o r  sources  and e s t ima te s  s f  t h c i r  
rlominal magnitudes a r e  the  fol lowing:  
A l t ime te r  System Measurement E r r o r  Sources Error  (meters_)- 
--- 
Al t ime te r  ins t rumenta t ion  2-0 
Refrac t ion  0,2 
Ref l ec t ion  from Waves 0 - 5  
. Spacec ra f t  A t t i t u d e  (non-nadir r e f l e c t i o n )  2 , O  
Root Sum Square (RSS) 2-9 
The roo t  sum square  (RSS) of t h e  a l t i m e t e r  system e r r o r s  i s  2-9 nieters ,  
l e av ing  only  4 . 1  meters  f o r  t h e  RSS of t h e  c a l i b r a t i o n  system e r r o r s ,  if 
t h e  5 .0  meter RSS system eva lua t ion  goa l  is t o  be met. This meaos t h e  
c a l i b r a t i o n  system must detelrmine r e fe rence  he igh t s  of t h e  s p a c e c r a f t  abcve 
mean s e a  l e v e l  (MSL) t o  an accuracy of 4 .1  meters .  
Seve ra l  s t u d i e s  have i n v e s t i g a t e d  a l t e r n a t e  methods of determining 
GEOS-C he igh t s  f o r  a l t i m e t e r  c a l i b r a t i o n  purposes.  The techniques already 
s t u d i e d  inc lude ;  a )  geometric t r i l a t e r a t i o n  of GEOS-C from 3 ranging 
s t a t i o n s  ( r e f e rence  I ) ,  b) GEOS-C he igh t  de te rmina t ion  with s a t e l l i t e  t o  
s a t e l l i t e  t r a c k i n g  da t a  from t h e  AT§-F l i n k  (Reference 2 ) ,  and, c )  GEOS-C 
he igh t  de te rmina t ion  with C-band r ada r  da t a  (Reference 3 ) .  The purpose 
s f  t h i s  paper is t o  i n v e s t i g a t e  GEOS-C h e i g h t  de te rmina t ion  from va r ious  
combinat iol~s of range ( l a s e r ,  C-band) and ang le  (camera, l a s e r ,  6-band.! 
d a t a .  
A s i n g l e  t r a j e c t o r y  (Figure 1 ) ,  based on a  nominal 20' i n c l i n a t i o n  
GEOS-C o r b i t ,  was t racked  by s imulated da t a  f ron  n ranging s t a t i o n s ,  
n = 1 . . . 4, a t  d i f f e r e n t  s i t e s  i n  the  Caribbean. For t h e  n ranging 
s i t e s ,  t h e r e  were k co l loca t ed  angle  t r ack ing  s i t e s ,  k = 0 ,  P . . . n, 
(no more than  one per  s i t e )  s o  t h a t  t h e  number of angle  s i t e s  was always 
l e s s  than  o r  equal  t o  t he  number of ranging s i t e s .  The s i t e s  s e l e c t e d  
f o r  t h i s  s tudy  were Antigua, Grand Turk, Curacao, and Tr in idad .  These 
were ordered r e s p e c t i v e l y  one through four  a s  i nd ica t ed  below. 
Tr in  
Cur Cur 
Range 
Bites 
In F igure  2 ,  t h e  e l e v a t i o n  angles  a t  t h e  fou r  t r ack ing  s i t e s  a r e  given 
a s  a func t ion  of time f o r  t h e  s e l e c t e d  pass .  
Simulated d a t a  were genera ted  by the  NAP-2 program f o r  t h e  range and 
a n g l e  systems and f o r  t h e  a l t i m e t e r ,  u s ing  t h e  s e l e c t e d  o r b i t  and e s t ima te s  
s f  system no i se .  The range,  l a s e r  ang le ,  and a l t i m e t e r  d a t a  were generated 
0 
a+ 40 second i n t e r v a l s  throughout t h e  pass  f o r  e l e v a t i o n  angles  above 20 . 
The camera angle  da ta  were generated a t  4 second i n t e r v a l s  over  a  24 second 
span ,  equiva len t  t o  one GEOS p l a t e  pe r  camera, observed a t  t h e  middle of 
the l a s e r  d a t a  span. 
The es t imates  of system measurement n o i s e  and e r r o r  model parameters 
used i n  genera t ing  t h e  s imulated d a t a  were: 
Neasurement RMS Noise 
Laser o r  C-band range 
Laser  o r  C-band Az-El angles  
Camera R.A.-Dec angles  
Al t imeter  h e i g h t  
2 meters  
100 a r c  s e c  
l a r c  s e c  
PO meters  
La te r ,  u s ing  t h e  s imula ted  d a t a ,  t h e  s h o r t  a r c  o r b i t a l  elements,  
s t a t i o n  surveys ,  range b i a s e s ,  and a l t i m e t e r  b i a s  were allowed t o  s imul taneous ly  
adjust and were recovered along wi th  t h e i r  u n c e r t a i n t i e s  by the  NAP-2 program. 
In  t h e  adjustment each measurement type  was weighted i n v e r s e l y  p ropor t iona l  
t o  the  squa re  of t h e  RMS n o i s e  above. The a  p r i o r i  u n c e r t a i n t i e s  a t t ached  
t o  t h e  recovered parameters were: 
c O r b i t a l  Elements 
P o s i t i o n  (X, Y ,  Z )  = - + ( I ,  1, 1) k i lome te r s  
Ve loc i ty  (2, k, i) = - + ( I ,  1, 1 )  k i lome te r s / s ec  
a S t a t i o n  Surveys (E, N, V) = - + ( 3 0 ,  30, 1 )  meters  
* System Bies 
Laser  o r  wel l  c a l i b r a t e d  C-band range = 22 meters 
A l t ime te r  h e i g h t  = - 4-100 meters  
Resu l t s  
The a l t i m e t e r  b i a s  recovery u n c e r t a i n t i e s  f o r  a l l  t h e  va r ious  measure- 
ment combinations are  given i n  F igu re  3 ,  Mere i t  i s  shown t h a t ,  w i t b  the 
assumptions used i n  t h i s  s tudy ,  t he  most economical combination of range and 
ang le  t r a c k e r s  which meecs t h e  4 , 5  meter requirement is probably a single 
range s t a t i o n  of l a s e r  q u a l i t y  co l loca t ed  with a  s i n g l e  ang le  s t a s i o n  of 
camera q u a l i t y ,  This combination achieves an a l t i m e t e r  b i a s  unce~:taint:y 
of 2 3 , 6  meters .  \&en no cameras and only one o r  two l a s e r s  a r e  u s e d ,  L t  
he lps  cons iderably  t o  u s e  the  l a s e r  ang le s ,  For example, t h e  one l ? s c r ,  
no camera (lkBC) r e s u l t  i s  decreased from 38.7 t o  4.7 meters ,  and t h e  
2LOC r e s u l t  from 5.1 t o  4 ,4  metErs,  But t h i s  s t i l l  i s  n o t  enough t o  
s a t i s f y  t h e  4,P meter requirement ,  
A more c o s t  e f f e c r i v e  combination of t r a c k e r s  i s  the  2L2C case ,  c o c s i d e r i n g  
t h e  l i m i t e d  l i f e t i m e  of t h e  a l t i m e t e r  and t h e  requirement f o r  c l e a r  s k i e s  
f o r  t h e  l a s e r s  and both c l e a r  and dark s k i e s  f o r  t h e  cameras. This caqbination 
is  a l s o  equ iva l en t  t o  two BLlC cases .  The p r o b a b i l i t y  of c l e a r  and dark 
s k i e s  over a t  l e a s t  one of t h e  lLlG s F t e s  i s  of course  inc reased ,  When 
both  s i t e s  a r e  c l e a r  and da rk  t h e  2L2C c a s e  a p p l i e s  and t h e  calibration 
i s  more accu ra t e .  I n  t h i s  s tudy ,  t h e  2L2C combination achieves 3 , 2  meters ,  
which is  s l i g h t l y  b e t t e r  than  the 3.4 meters  from the  4L1C combination, 
The r e s u l t s  of t h i s  s tudy  depend on t he  a p r i o r i  assumptions, 
I n t e r p r e t a t i o n  of t h e  resv..%ts should inc lude  cons ide ra t ion  s f  t h e  f o l l ~ e ~ i n g :  
Actual  range measurement d a t a  r a t e s  a r e  u s u a l l y  h igher  than those 
chosen h e r e  (except f o r  t h e  SAO l a s e r ) .  
e The angle  systems a r e  a l s o  s u b j e c t  t o  some b i a s .  
The h o r i z o n t a l  survey $E, N) a p r i o r i  e r r o r s  need no t  be as  l a r g e  
a s  38 meters .  The l a r g e  va lues  were chosen t o  demonstrate that cith 
a r e l a t i v e l y  c l o s e l y  spaced network of s i t e s  t h e  h o r i z o n t a l  error 
is  l e s s  important .  Decreasing these  e r r o r s  should improve the 
m u l t i - s t a t i o n  r e s u l t s .  The O W  e r r o r  propagat ion progran was ased 
t o  demonstrate t h i s ,  It showed t h a t  a  2L06 conf igura t ion  de temincs  
h e i g h t  near  t h e  c e n t e r  of a pass between the  two s t a t i o n s  as well 
as  a  BLlC conf igu ra t ion  determines h e i g h t  overhead, provided t h e  
assumed a p r i o r i  h o r i z o n t a l  survey u n c e r t a i n t i e s  a r e  reduced t o  
9 6  meters  a t  one s i t e  and f ixed  a t  t h e  o t h e r .  
- 
r The v e r t i c a l  survey a  p r i o r i  e r r o r  of 1 meter  wi th  r e s p e c t  t o  
MSL i s  reasonable near  t he  s i t e ,  but n o t  hundreds of k i lometers  
away. The u n c e r t a i n t y  sf PEL r e l a t i v e  t o  t he  he ight  of a s i t e  i n  
t h e  Caribbean has been es t imated  t o  va ry  from about 0 - 5  meter 
. nea r  the  s i t e  t o  about 5 ,O meters a t  d i s t ances  of 1000 t o  2000 
k i lome te r s .  The B meter  e s t ima te  probably holds only out  t o  about 
150 ki lometers  ( zen i th  angle  of 9°3, Dn t h e  o t h e r  hand, the l a s e r  
b i a s  is  h igh ly  c o r r e l a t e d  with s t a t i o n  he igh t  e r r o r  f o r  h ig5  
e l e v a t i o n  angle  d a t a  and t h e s e  parameters may be  t raded  o f f  t o  
some ex ten t .  For example, t h e  r e s u l t s  with t h e  l a s e r  b i a s  uncertainty 
of $2.0 meters  and the  s t a t i o n  h e i g h t  u n c e r t a i n t y  of - $1.0 meter  
used h e r e  should n o t  be s i g n i f i c a n t l y  a f f e c t e d  by reducing the  l a s e r  
b i a s  u n c e r t a i n t y  by 1 .5  meters t o  0.5 meter  (probably a  more 
r e a l i s t i c  va lue  with r ecen t  hardw'are improvements), and inc reas ing  
t h e  MSL wi th  r e s p e c t  t o  s t a t i o n  he igh t  u n c e r t a i n t y  by 1 . 5  meters  t o  
2.5 meters  ( a l s o  a  more r e a l i s t i c  va lue  when more than s e v e r a l  
hundred kilofneters from the  s i t e ) .  
These r e s u l t s  i m p l i c i t l y  assume the  a l t i m e t e r  b i a s  i s  cons t an t  
throughout t h e  pass .  Consequently t he  b i a s  uncer ta i -n t ies  quoted 
may be  v a l i d  only f o r  s h o r t  du ra t ions  during the  most accu ra t e  
p a r t  of t h e  r e f e rence  t r a j e c t o r y .  
S ince  the  a l t i m e t e r  b i a s  may no t  be cons tan t  throughout t h e  pas s ,  i t  
i s  d e s i r a b l e  t o  de t e rn~ ine  he igh t  t o  4 .1  meters  f o r  a s  much of t h e  pass a s  
pess ib le .  A p o i n t  by po in t  e r r o r  propagat ion s tudy  was made f o r  the  pass 
over k t i g u a ,  assuming the  same ranging d a t a  e r r o r s  a s  above and angle  d a t a  
errors vary ing  from camera q u a l i t y  (51 a r c  s e c )  t o  l a s e r  ang le  q u a l i t y  
(2100 a r c  s e e ) .  The propagat ion of t h e s e  e r r o r s  i n t o  a l t i t u d e  e r r o r s  
is given i n  F igure  4 a s  a  func t ion  of e l e v a t i o n  angle .  This shows t h a t  
altitude is  determined t o  w i th in  $4.1 meters  u s ing  l a s e r  ranges supplemented 
by l a se r  ang le s ,  on ly  wi th in  a  2'-zenith angle .  However, i f  t he  l a s e r  
ranges a r e  supplemented by camera ang le s ,  t h e  useable  z e n i t h  angle  i s  
extended t o  30'. 
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EFFECTS O F  GEODETIC ERROR OM RANGE 
MM311MUN6 GEODETIC! E M O R S  * 3 ARCSECONDS 
50 METERS HEIGHT 
I UNITS EARTH ORBIT I TRaNSLUEaAR 
METERS 
, METER 
METERS 
ARC SECOND 
METERS 
ARC SECOND 
- - 
RS,S (METERS) 
RMS (METERS) 
NOTES - m G E m  - 
- RANGE NOISE: 10 METERS R - RANGE I 
4 
RANGE RESOLUTION: 1 METER R S  - HEIGHT ABOVE ELLIPSBIB 
(4 - U T I T U D E  
bi, - LONGITUDE 


EFFECTS OF TIMING BIAS ON RANGE RATE 
MAXIMUM TIMING BIAS: 200 MICRO.SECONDS 
PRESENT QUANTIZING NOISE .005 .0005 .0005 
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The .-..--- Missile Tmjectory - - Massaurement System (Mistram) is an 
aceusate @W r&ar system  at was d e s i e a d  to track cooperative 
b r g e t s  such as miBsiles, a i r e r a  o r  space vehicles, The current 
ETR Mists- ceanfiemtion eonsiests of two baseline eQatioras (Vd- 
karia, Fh. and Eleuaera) arnd seven r&e s (from lPlosida to 
TriPlidad) usually call& - M i e t r m  - Rate - m t i o n s  (NIm vans). For 
a e  GEOS-C study, the Mist eystem is limited to  as one base- 
l h e  aystem at V a b r k  (NI~bram 1)anga Plrree M W  m n s  (GrandTurk, 
Antigua and T rf nidad) . 
The Valkaria ( M i s t r m  1) baseline sesltion eoneists of a central 
si te (wia  transmitting and receiving anterams) at the apex of a ri&t 
triangle wieP1 two remote si te receiving mtennas l o c a t 4  10,000 and 
100,000 feet, respectively, along each leg of &his triangle. For @e 
CEOS-C exercise only the IQd), 000 ft. barselines were us&, The 
connections between kke 100,000 f$. baselines and a e  cexllralb site are 
accomplished by microwave airlirak. F i p r e  1 shows the M i s t r m  I 
basleline geometry, 
The MERS vms opemte in a parsrive mods in conjunction with as 
active M i s t r m  I station. 
Thus, for tfhis GEOS-C study a e  Mistram eonfiwration consist8 
of one trmsmitting sbt ion and three receiflng stationlj: at VaUria 
along with one receiving slation at each of a e  MWS van locations, At 
Mistram I, two X-band signals a r e  tranerniEed to a transponder in 
the satellite. The t ranspnder  receives the silgnals, oaffseta them 
coherently in frquency and rearanemits them to eP1e receiving mtennas, 
One of a e s e  siwls is referrecl to as eP1e "Continuous9' simal which the 
active growd elation c o m p r e s  to,the tmnemitted reference aisrfml in 
order to obtah pbse -deby  dab from wrhich a e  hi@ qul i t j?  a m b i w o u ~  r
idormat im ie  obLah&. The oPlrer tmnrslrxnieed siw% which is call& 
Urs ""eibmt@" "-1, h codmetion witen a e  continumas chmel, ie 

used by the active station to perfdical ly  initialize &e continusus data, 
By m e a s  of a e  calibrate ehnnel  an accnmte mag@ Sum (M) measure- 
ment is obhained at the eentml @it@, while accurate mnge Dgferencs (RD) 
measurements a r e  obbined for the baseline sites, Since the passive TiIM 
vans a r e  not able to m&e a comparison sf trmermitted ve received p h s s  
(since a e  sipal ori@mtes elsewhere) O;lae meaasurementa are subject to a 
rate bias error. The vane obtain anuninitialized range-eum measurement, 
The Mistram I d a b  ie read out at 20 psints/sec and can be transmitted 
to Cape Kennay via microwave for real time computer processing (this %a 
an invaluable procedure for obhining range s d e t y  idormation for missile 
launches). The unfnitialhed o r  ambieous  M W  range-sum data B8 recsr- 
ded on mametic b p e  so h t  it can be combin4 with a e  Mistram I data in 
a Best Estimate of Trajectory Sense inn order to obhira the cc~rreet initiali- b 
zation for each M M  v a  m d  the best estimate of trajectory bssition and 
velocity). 
Based on many yeare of Mistram operation with missiles, m accurate 
estimation of the random and systematic e r ro r  sources 18 shown PE.n Tab18 1, 
The e r ro r  analysias for this report is based on the values shown in Table 1, 
Note t k t  any improvements in the random o r  systematic uareerhi~~ties 
would, s f  course, imply better results a a n  a r e  shown in this ~ h d y ,  
The mrpose of ais study is to determine how well the Mistram System 
(Mists= I and &pee MRS vane) can determine a e  radar altimeter bias 
from GEOSI-C, It will be assumed t h t  GEOS-@ will be at a 20" ineifmtion 
a t  a p p r o x i m a t e  600 nm. The accuracy sf a e  Mistram Slgrstem'~ cam- 
baity to calibrate the mdar  altimeter is psimarilly a function sf the error 
in ~e h e f a t  coordinate of a e  orbit* The orbital accuracies are shown 
in the H, C, a d  k coordinate system where H is along the radius vector, 
C is ~e cross  kack coordimte a d  is perpendicular to ~e plane of the 
orbit a d  L i a j a  dong a e  orbit (in track), s e e  F i ~ ~ r e  2, Our interesb w s  
h ~e sls coordhte sbce it r e p r e ~ e n t s  U s  hef@ accuracy of the orbit, 
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The orbital error analysis program used for this study is OREA [ 1 1 
and is capable of computing the orbital error  propagation with urnodeled 
egects, 
Ikk EXPERMENTAL STUDIES 
All of the eqe r imenb1  studies were consider4 as short arc 
determinations with about BO - 1% minutes of dab .  The only instru- 
menbtion us& to determine the orbit is Mistram B (with 100,000 ft. 
baselines) and M W  vans a t  Grmd Turk, Am$ima and Trinidad, Unless 
o ~ e r w i s e  indicated, the e r ro r  p r o p a ~ t i o n s  were accomplished wia the 
uncerkinties sho rn  in Table I. The IoUowing ewesimc~znlal s i tu t ions  
were consridered: 
11. Mistram F with M W  sitera at Grand Tusk, Aaa&ipa and 
Trinidad. 
One short a rc  w e  conaidered and the best height determinations are 
found between 70" and $0' Werst lon@tude, Mote that Miistram E is abollt 
a t  80" West londtude and 28" North latitude. The latitude of the orbit in 
this regon rangd  from 18.2" to 16.4' North latitude and covers about 
three minutes of data. For this particular porl;ion of track the height 
uncertainty for Ewerimental Situation 1 is about I. 0 meter, while it is 
about 1.6 meters for Eqeriirnental Situation 2. That is, the three Mis- 
tram MRS vans essentially contribute to the solution in a way such t h t  
tl.le hei&t uncertainty can be r d u c d  from I. 6 meters to 1.8 meter, 
Table 2 bellow shows the gedet ic  location of the Mistram M M  stations, 
1 
TABLE 2 
Geodetic be;;lCions Of M i s t r m  Stations 
r n d k b :  
Mistram 1 27.96 -80.56 . 7  
Grand Turk 231,46 -71. I3 28,s 
Antigua 1%. 14 -61.19 49,4 
Tr in idd  10.74 -61,61 273,s  
lit wwcpulid tfmerefore be eoneluded that the Mistram system with MRS 
sans would offer the best height determination (1 meter) but that Mis- 
t ram 1 alone may be perfectly satisfactory for the radar altimeter 
evaluation w i a  determination of less  than 2 metere for heighL deter- 
mimtione 
[ 13 Bush, N., Nieoh, L.) a d  Yomg, 8. F., "'QREA, B h i h l  
Error 
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GEOS-6 RADAR ALTMETER 
John W. Bryan 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
ABSTRACT 
A radar altimeter is planned for the GEOS-6 geodetic satellite. The radar 
has ;lot been designed. This paper presents a review of the-ideas and require- 
mel;;s presented at the December 1969 A l t i ~ e t e r  Conference a s  well a s  a sample 
design cri teria for a radar to fuliill inose requirements. 
John W. Bryan 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
The radar  altimeter is primarily concerned with transmitting to and re- 
ceiving a backscatter return from the surface of the ocean. The character of 
onetie the surface can vary widely, and the factors which affect i t  electromad 
reflectivity a r e  many. The most important factors are:  
1. Suriace roughness (sea state) 
2. Transmitted wavelength 
3. Incidence angle of the radiation with respect to the surface 
4. Electromagnetic polarization 
5, Wind velocity, i.e., wind direction and wind speed. 
In principle these a r e  usually summed up in a single term sigma zero $00 ), 
Sigma zero is defined a s  the radar cross  section per unit a rea  of the reflecting 
surface. If it were possible to express the value of crO in term of these 
parameters and obtain an accurate estimate of each of them, the most difficdt 
part of the problem of sea definition by spaceborne radar  would be solved. 
The agreement between theory and some measurements appears to be good, 
The facet theory, a s  described by ~ a t z i n ' l ) ,  appears to relate these parameters 
to the resulting go. Ilowever Katzin did not establish al l  of the necessary 
formuiation for converting u0 to each of the parameters. Using the radar of 
GZGS-C and visual observations of the radar illuminated a rea  some of the 
i;ecessary formulation will be derived. 
Thc Oceanography Group a t  NRL a r e  working under the direction of I. W. 
4 C"h 
FZ; 'L,~LT &-the value of o0 versus wave height. Mr. Fuller summed up their 
a~or!\- oil vertical incidence radiatioil both in the NRL pool under controlled con- 
drtions and 3t several of the "Tez?s Tower" type of sites. The curve of Fig- 
ure 1 prcsems a sun~marjr of their findings on crO versus wave height. Of 
pal:i1cular interest was Mr. Fuller 's statement that they plan to study reflectivity 
b 
Sr-31; vanoras portions of the sea wave structure. This sor t  of information may 
hz very usel~il  when interpreting data from future more sophisticated satellite 
1"3dars, 
Proicsaor ~iursod') prctieiltod a theory at tho Dooofilisr mooting whioh 
relaxed r z t u n  pulse shape to sea roughness. To verify this theory requires 
the Icadang sdgs  of the return pulse be analyzed. In particular the onset of the 
tyLxcal ramp r ise  and the end of the rise. To supply data for this, the leading 
edge of the return will be sampled several times (perhaps 10) and this infor- 
mallon ~ransmitted to ii;e g~oiuld. This particular study does not require an 
ai c h r a , ~  orbit, but should be conducted in an area  where the sea state, wind 
Ln, I V , I I ~  drl-ection a r e  monitored. To gain meaningful data for oceanography, 
;cs,s 5~111 be conducted in deep (greater than 16  fathoms) water. Since depths 
sac,: as i h l ~  do not occur close to shore, a ship will be required. 
-7  I n c  topography of the sea surface is n o h d y  of interest to oceanography 
,., ,!so Geodesy and &"lteorology. It is of interest to Geodesy because the 
mean sea level surface refiects the structure of the earth's gravity field. 
Since the oceaiis cover 70 percent of the earth's surface, an experimental 
determination of the mean sea level will provide a g o d  measure of the over 
ali geopotential. Satellites a r e  the most stable platforms available for this type 
of measurement. hi the proposed altitude of approximately 1000 lim, satellite 
trajectories a r e  quite smooth when compared to the features to be studied. 
With thc present gravity modeis orbits a r e  determinable to less  than a meter. 
The altimeter for this application would be a device to determine the 
verlical range from the satellite to mean sea  level. This range is not laown 
o r  dctcrminable to a meter with present instrumentation and techniques. O r  
board integration will be required to remove the ocean noise from the altitude 
determination. 
The GEOS-C altimeter must establish both engineering feasibility and the 
(3) scicniific validity of the observations. To this end Dr.  Weiffenbach suggested 
that the altimeter experiment should be desigkied in two phases. The first  is 
to malie a ser ies  of measureniants in a well observed area  where sea state, 
weather, surface grzvity, etc. can be determined. The second is to move out 
into the largest ocean area  available and coliipare the altimeter observations 
.ivi,,: geop~ie~l t ia l  models determined through orbital dynamics. 
Sel'orc: the required characlei-ls~ics ol ~ n c  radar can be defined the GEOS-C 
oi.,,,tal paTalxcters must be ddiii;zd. The present desired parameters a r e  shown 
in Crlart I. The design is also co:istA-aincd by the available spacecraft size, 
weight and power capabilities. 'The antenna is envisioned a s  approximately 
63 ccl:tlis7eker diameter parabolic reflector. This results in a 4 degree beam 
,icc!ti .avliiek.i is compatible with the spacecraft attitude stability. The antenna 
1s 10 n)s: piaced on the bottom a s  earth facing side of the spacecraft. With this 
s zc antem12 and an orbital height of 1000 km the system will be beam width 
:1mi,cin, TLat is the trailing edge of the transmiited pulse reaches the reflecting 
,~$e beiore the leading edge crosses the beam edge. The physical constraints 
p i a ~ ~ r i  .upon the altimeter design by the spacecraft a r e  given in Chart 11. 
For a leading edge tracker and a one (1) meter resolution the pulse length 
hl:ouid ~ o t  exceed a few hundred nanoseconds, A design goal will be a 50 
iisiiosecofici pulse length with a 10 nanosecond resolution. A 50 nanosecond 
pulse in  a. p l s e  width limited system r e s d t s  in an interrogated area  having a 
haaxxelcr si 7.8 lim. 
Using 2 a  60 centimeter dish, a 3 centimeter wave length, a u0 of +6 dB, the 
50 li~nosccoi-td pulse, a height of 1000 km and a 20 MHz bandwidth receiver, the 
rcq;irc,d Lraiasmitter power is approximately 2 kw. This does not account for 
L ~ Z ~ I O U : ,  losses in the system or  transmission path anamolies. If a pulse com- 
pression (PC) system is considered the peali transmitter power may be reduced, 
Tlils reduction in peak power may be estimated in that a pulse compression 
s y s i ~ n ~  Lrales peak power io r  pulse length on a one for one basis. However 
I,, c.~s~g~~~;ig a compression s y s i e , ~  care  must be exercised in that the long 
,r~;ir,sna,,~~r pulse must not allow the interrogating a rea  approach a beam width 
l~~ la s t ed  system. The pulse repetition frequency O3rf) may have to be reduced 
in a P C  system to reduce the surface correlation effects. If these restraints 
are observed the resulting PC system should not affect the altitude determination 
and should actually increase the oceanographic capabilities. 
The actual design of the altimeter has still not been accomplished. How- 
ever a chart of minimum requirements is given in Chart III for a straight pulse 
system. When system losses and transmission path anamolies a r e  considered 
thi: peal: power should be increased by 10 dB. Using this radar and one second 
averaging to reduce ocean noise and thermal noise an acceptable resolution of 
one (1) meter should be achieved. 
The averaging o r  integration times must be carefully selected. In the study 
of sea state a short averaging time is desirable, however for mean sea level 
measurements the averaging time must exceed the correlation time. Fo r  a static 
antenna the correlation time has been determined to be in the order of 1 0  
milliseconds, The recommended times are:  for  sea state studies a 10 KHz prf 
and a 1 0  millisecond averaging time; for mean sea level studies a 1 KHz prf and 
a 500 millisecond averaging. 
This coupled with the radar of Chart ICII should result in the desired 
scie,itific data. 
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CHART I 
I n c l i n a t i o n  
E c c e n t r i c i t y  
P e r i g e e  
Apogee 
INPUT POWER 
SIZE 
SO WATTS MAX. SHORT PERIOD 
10 WATTS CONTINUOUS 
L O O 0  crn 3 
WEIGHT 5 0  POUNDS MAX. e 
RESOLUTION (A1,TIMETF:R) 1 METER 
RESOLUTION (SYSTEM) 5 METERS 
Char t  3 
Frequency 
Type 
Peak P u l s e  Power 
P u l s e  Length 
Pulse R e p e t i t i o n  Rate 
Bandwidth 
Noise Figu re  
De tec to r  
Tracking 
ANTENNA 
Aperture 
Parabo la  o r  Array 
Beamwidth 
Ga in  
X-Band 
P u l s e  
1.0 KW Minimum 
50 MS 
1.0 K H z  
20 M H z  
8 dB 
Square  Law 
S p l i t  Gate 
-61 cm Diameter 
- 4  Degrees 
-31 dB 
NOTE: The above v a l u e s  are t e n t a t i v e  and may b e  r e v i s e d  when 
t h e  f i n a l  s p e c i f i c a t i o n  i s  i s s u e d .  
